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Editor’s Eote
When four; 

uswithinafew 
our editorial ol

ootbe
of one another—and all received positive response firom 
its — we were delighted at the prospect of providing an 

in-depth look within a single issue at a country wSch, except for Urn Shaw’s 
article on Zambian foreign poUcy in Vd. 28, No. 4. we have sorely neglected in 
recent years. All four were set in type, but to our initial regret there proved to
be space for only three. Ihe dilenmui was resolved when we realized that one 
of the four, an article by Guy Gran on rural develcgxnent, could an>ropriately 
be roupled with a report by Frank Holmquist on changes in rural development 
policy in neighboring Tanzania. Look for them in our next issue, which we ex
pect to have in your hands befm the first d March.

In this issue we present James R. Scarritt’s article first because it contains 
a comprehensive survey and evaluation of the literature in the field over the 
past decade, including many journal articles and several books not peviously 
reviewed in our pages. Jane L. Parpart and Timothy M. Shaw foUow with a 
thoughtful and provocative analysis of class strug^ in Zambia since in
dependence, aixl Klaas Woldring surveys the problems of inefficiency and cor
ruption, and discusses the resulting social unrest.

As we look ahead to 1984 we see issues developing on Rural Resettlement 
Policies for Refugees in Africa, Urbanization in Africa, and on Ulm, one of 
Africa’s mast-maUgned natkns. Other passible tb 
presented at the Deo ‘ 
and several manuscripts now in the review process. And, without scrimping u 
article space, we hope to see in print a considerable backlog of important book 
reviews.

As ever, we need your continued support. Gifts are always welcome, and are 
tax-deductible. Prompt renewal and new subscriptions are appreciated. More 
importantly we urge those who teach, wherever possible, to forego the tempta- 
Uon to submit our pages to the ubiqidtous copy machines and instead to send us 
bulk orders for back issues for use in the classroom. We believe this issue and 
the preceding double issue on Namibia are especially adaptable for this purpose. 

We also call your attention to the inside of the back cover, where you wUl
----^ armouncement of AFRICA TODAY’S 1984 summer tour to Egypt and
Kenya. Please inform your students and your friends of this opportunity. We will 
be happy to sivply rqninis of this announcement in any quantity you might care 
to request fOr posfing on bulletin boards or inclusian in departmental newsletters, 
etc. Plesse note that our ad in the last issue incorrectly listed the starfing date 
as June 8 rather than Jan. 18. ’Hie ad in this issue has been corrected.

iion in Zambia became available tonei

The of Social Close,
Political PartichMitioM, oimI

PobUc Policy iM Zootbia
James R. Scarritt

In the last few years there have been a number of studies dealing with 
the processes of class formation and conflict In Zambia and the interaction 
between these processes and both political participation and pubfle policy. 
This body of literature is now sufficiently large and diverse that it merits a 
detailed examination to acquaint readers with its scope, to determine the 
significance of the theoretical an^^||||M||weements within it, and to 
pinpoint specific topics whiflM^HpHiio research. After a brief 
theoretical introduction, thb article will survey first the 
tions of class structure and processes In Zambia which 
presented In recerit studies, and then, more briefly, the findings of these 
studies on the interaction among class, political participation, and public 
policy.

are emoging from papen 
etiiig (d the African Studies Assodatiaa in Boston been

Stating the most important theoretical Issues involved In conceptualiz
ing class processes and in specifying the relationships among class, par
ticipation, and policy in Zambia at the outset will provide a useful structure 
for the discussion which follows. First, there is the nature of class, involving 
several more specific Issues. There is a widespread consensus that a poten
tially dominant class is in the process of formation In Zambia, but there Is 
less agreement on the social b^ of this class. Although classes have tradi
tionally been identified with economic production relationships and the 
distribution of wealth, some recent clam analyses of Zambia and other 
African countries have emphasized the primacy of power and the polity as 
the basis of the emerging dominant class in economically dependent 
Afrrican societies.'

There Is further disagreement over how exactly the Zambian class 
structure can be specified at this time. Since this structure is not fuUy form
ed and Is changing relatively rapidly, it Is somettones suggested that sec-

find an

Edward A. Hawley
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^
Uons, fracUons, or elements within classes are more significant deter
minants of behavior than classes themselves, but there Is also no consen
sus on whether these subdivisions of classes can be spedfled. These uncer
tainties lead many analysts to focus on organized groups, which may or 
may not represent distil classes or subdivisions thereof. Class theorists 
generally agree that classes involve dynamic relationships rather than static 
positions, and some believe that any attempt to specify classes, sections, 
etc. will distort or fail to capture this dynamic and relational nature of class 
phenomena.

Differences over the nature of class conflict and class alliances follow
It Is sometimes suggested 
partially formed privileged

, James K. Scenitt

Public policies are binding rules which are applicable to all members of 
a society: they almost inevitably involve the allocation of rewards and costs 
among' various categories of citizens. If policies and the ideological 
pionouiKements associated with them meet the demands of classes, sub
divisions of classes, or organized groups and. In the long run, contribute to 
«■!»«« and group fbrmatipn, these policies will generate support from the 
benefitted classes and groups for the polity which produces tj»m. Support 
from those classes and groups which control the 
wealth and power, and tyttli which policy-makers identify, i^ore Impct- 
tant to the latter than sui^rt from other classes and grOtros. These 
generalizations are exemplified repeatedly in the literature o^ Zambia, 
although there is disagreement within that literature over which 
the emerging dominant class receive the highest rewards from the overall 
pattern of pubhc policy and pay the bwest costs relative to their rewards.

amounts ofttrom those disagreements afready discv 
that conflicts among subdivisions of the 
class, or among organized groups within It, are more Important conflicts 
between this class and subordinate classes. The former type of conflict may 
lead to alliances, probably temporary, be|M 
and specific subordinate dssseii ^ ;

There is substantial agreement In ^
I dominant class fractions

under review that 
mobilization of individuals and groups for political participation is the mosi 
important technique for gaining and exercising power In Zambia, where In
complete class formation limits the effectiveness of class hegemony — the 
ability of a dominant class to control through socialization the implicit limits 
which both policy-makers and citizens place on the range of policy alter
natives that they consider. Participation usually takes place within groups, 

' and whether or not groups pursue class or subclass goals depends upon 
. the class composition and class consciousness of their leadership and 

membership. Groups whose membership is drawn from both the emerging 
dominant class and other classes may serve as instruments for restricting 
mass political participation and fost^g the Interests of the emerging 
dominant class. Extmsive participation by the less privileged classes in 
conscious pursuit of their clra interests has not occut^ in Zambia to any 
significant extent. Many members of these classes are difficult to mobilize 
because they are unaware of opportunities to particfriate or do not believe 
that it is posslUe to attain their goals through participation. Mobilization of 
the less privileged classes would be likely to result In countermobilization by 
those In support of the existing order and, consequently. In severe 
conflict.'

dale Structure and Proceases

A number of authors offer general conceptualizations of class struc
ture and processes in Zambia. Robert Moheno and William Tordoff state, 
in the conclusion of Politics In Zambia, the most significant study of the 
country's first eight years of independence, that

. . . obvlouily do alit In Zambia, both obitclivtiy and ai
conadouf lyoieit. Tha now mlddla dan which has jmi)T;up dnea h- 
dopandanca Is laigaly tha pcodud of lha Ahfcaniiallon cflha dvi sanitca^Ils 
numban and powar
lattac banafittad pasdctilaily diosa (aw aducalad Zambian dvt saivants who y' 
swSchadtohiaallvapoiUlnlhaaapandlneparaatalalsactorandlhosaamaq- / 

wom shlaldad by lha Stata from iocalen com-

■iy

hcantly swaBad by tha aconomic raionns. Tha

imz
patmon.’

Tordt^ and Moheno also Indicate that President Kenneth Kaunda’s Inter
pretation of “Humanisin'clearly damages the interests of this new middle 
class. . .Kaunda is conscious of the threat which this class therefore poses 
to Humanism.”*

A few pages later, however, these same authors Invoke general social 
values as an additional explanation for the o;qx>sition to Humanism. “The 
problem of Institutionallziiig Humanism is compounded by the fact that Its 
values tun counter to the dominant values in ZanrMan society. Among aU 
classes materialism Is more firmly entrenched than ever before as the

f
)
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JoniM R. .ScorHttiuprem« efhic.”* This non-class explanation Is consistent with Molteno’s 

analysis in an earlier chapter in the same book, where he indicates that 
. in Zambia neither leaders nor followers have perceived class 

membership as a variable relevant to their political behavior” in spite of 
“objective” antagonistic class interests. Molteno- 
relevance of class consciousness to politics can be 
salience of race; widespread and

utbw-niral sap as the pmloininant duvae* In Zambian todtty era ItM subitct
o< bvaiy controvany meda Iha counby and ouMda «, In bodi acbvW and

^ acadamkebdas. Much analyiu of dasafocmaUanln Zambia hat to data tand-
' ad to ha mthar nonampblcal and poiamical, and tha paictivad consMlgncto 

of bitac- or taba-dais conOds pio|cdad bayond what tha availabl^HH|^ 
would latm to justify. Navadhaiaat. b is undanlabia that ehas 
soma Santa of tha tm in raal. growing and mcnasbigly algnlflant^HH^ 
don maMng. At tha tama tbna, a convinctng cast hat yat to ba mada thafH^^ 
bttamst cffait a datemva asplanallon of al of Zambia's fomign poky 
bahavloc.* ' .

Most recently, in the article in this issue pi Africa Today coauthored 
with Jane Parparl, Shaw Indicates that. In the last ten years. Intra-class an
tagonisms between bureaucratic and national bourgeois fractions and be
tween labor artistocrats and unemployed or under-employed workers and 
the trans-class coalition between the national bourgeoisie and the labor 
aristocracy may explain more, at least about politics, than do inter-c|pss 
confbets. He emphaslies that the opposition of*both the national flocal 
private fspital) of the bourgeoisie and the skilled, unionized
workers (lormeMHijtoeaucrats’ ally) has Increased substantially since 
the time of his eWnffiig. In the period of economic recession since the 
mid 19708 these segments of the Zambian social structure have suffered 
intensely, while the bureaucratic bourgeoisie has used government to pro
tect itself to a considerable extent. This common suffering, plus the fart 
that the bureaucratic bourgeoisie and foreign capitalists rather than the na
tional bourgeoisie are the employers of unionized workers, and the 
c^iltalistic conception of the role of unions held by Zambian trade union 
leaders, account for the trans-class alliance between skilled workers and 
the national bourgeoisie. This alliance Is viewed by the bureaucratfr 
bourgeoisie, with considerable Justification, as opposition from the right.

that the Ir
by the high 

lility; rdd^bution of In
come through the extended family; the absence of exploitative landlords, 
money-lenders, or private marketing agencies In the countryside; and the 
absence of either an organization or an educated leadership representing 
the poor.*

In his 1976 monograph, Timothy Shaw emphasizes the significance 
of a ruling class in Zambian politics, reinforced by a high level of 
dependence on international capitalism and an alliance with the labor 
aristocracy of unionized workers. For Shaw, the ruling class is composed 
of senior officials In the government and the parastatals. “Entrepreneurs, 
farmers and professionals outside of the state capitalist system may at times 
identify with the ruling elite and participate In demands for continued 
privilege . . .” but “State capitalism has . . . largely prevented the rise of a 
Zambian entrepreneurial class outside the parastatal sector.” Jhis is 
because “The present regime can better advance Its own affluence and 
control through the extension of state corporations than by the encourage
ment of Zambian capitalism.”’

Yet Shaw also recognizes that the ruling class Is divided, that the 
President is ambivalent toward it, and that social cleavages other than class 
are also Important, especially among the less privileged workers and 
peasants.' More recently, in an analysis coauthored by Shaw and Douglas 
Anglin, It is stated that:

The center of of powtoUn. . . In Stole Hoiue (the Office of the PreU- 
,> dent end hit ipedal edvleon}, the bureaucracy IndutUng the burgeoning 

paranatal lector, and potonllaly the nillltocy and the party, aa well ai In the 
burtnest and ptofeiatonal conununity, Zambian and expatriate. These tm- 
rtStiU the "modem lector" of society, the preserve of a competent, confident, 
and cosmopolta colarla of managem and technociaU who largely guide the 
dertiny of the hatton. Whether this elite can yet be destpated a distinct class 
and. If so, whether class has now

a?
Ian Scott suggests that, with the deefine of support from the lower 

levels of the niUng United National Independence Party's (UNIP) organiza
tion, Zambian political leadership has come to rely dmost exclusit sly on 
“Its natural and only ahemative base of support, the nviddle class He uses 
Richard Sklar’s definition of the “bureaucratic bourgeoisie” to tietae tha 
middle class: “businessmen, bureaucrats, leading poUHciatu, and membaa 
of the learned professions (who) constitute a new t jing class ' AkhouSP it 
Is tiny, “this class is not monokthic and . . . Its members may .have confkc- 
Ung interests.'"’ Scott Indicates that parts of this mkUh| class have

d cthnidty, pro I. and tha
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Jomt« K. Scorrittsupreme This non-class explanation is consistent with Molteno's
analyds in an earlier chapter in the same book, where he indicates that 
"... in Zambia neither leaders nor followers have perceived class 
membership as a variable relevant to their political behavior” In spite of 
“objective” antagonistic class interests. Moiteno- s 
relevance of class consciousness to politics can be e 
salience of race; widespread and rapid 
come through the extended family; the absence of exploitativ’e landlords, 
money-lenders, or private marketing agencies in the countryside; and the 
absence of either an organization or an educated leadership representing 
the poor.*

In his 1976 monograph, Timothy Shaw emphasizes the significance 
of a ruling class in Zambian politics, reinforced by a high level of 
dependence on international capitalism and an alliance with the labor 
aristocracy of unionized workers. For Shaw, the ruling class is composed 
of senior oHidais in the government and the parastatals. “Entrepreneurs, 
farmers and professionals outside of the state capitalist system may at times 
identify with the ruling elite and participate in demands for continued 
privilege . . .” but ‘‘State capitalism has . . . largely prevented the rise of a 
Zambian entrepreneurial class outside the parastatal sector.” Jhis is 
because “The present regime can better advance Its own affluence and 
control through the extension of state corporations than by the encourage
ment of Zambian capitalism.'”

Yet Shaw also recognizes that the ruling class is divided, that the 
President is ambivalent toward it, and that social cleavages other than class 
are also important, especially among the less privileged workers and 
peasants.* More recently. In an analysis coauthored by Shaw and Douglas 
Anglin, it Is stated that:

Th* onttT of ^avlty of power So ... In Slate Houm (the OfBca of the Prae- 
« dant and his spsctel adviton), tha bureaucracy Including the burgeoning 

parastatal sector, and potentialy the mllllary and the party, at weD as In the 
business and professional community, Zambian and eapalrlate. These -on- 
■Itute the “modem sector" of sodety, the preserve of a competent, conhdent, 
and cosmopottan coletit of managers and technocrats who largely guide the 
deekiy of the hallon. Whether thb elite can yet be designatad a distinct class 

led ethnidly, provincialism, and the

urban-rural g^r at the predominant cleavage In Zambin sodety are the tublecr
of Svely controversy Inside the country and outside tt. In both acUvIst and
academlcdrdet.MuchanalysitafdaatlormalionlnZambiahaslodaletend- 

‘ ed to be rather nonempirical and polemical, and the perceived coosyin^
of biter or Intra-class conSIds protected beyond what the avallaU^^B^^^ 
would seem to iustify. Nevertheleat, b Is undeniable that chat 
some sente of Ihe tejm are real, growbig and mcreaslngly ngnUcant^^^H^
tkm makbig. At tha same time, a convbidng case hat yet to be made thaW^^
bitereat offers a dcfbilllve eigilanatlon Of all of Zambia's foreign potcy 
behavior.’

Most recently, in the article In this issue of Africa Today coauthored 
with Jane Parpart, Shaw Indicates that, in the last ten years, intra-class an
tagonisms beUveen bureaucratic and national bourgeois fractions and be
tween labor artlstocrats and unemployed or under-employed workers and 
the trans-class coalition between the national bourgeoisie and the labor 
aristocracy may explain more, at least about politics, than do inter-cjpss 
conflicts. He emphasizes that the opposition of-both the national flocal 
private yapital) bourgeoUe and the skilled, unionized
workers (foim«^B||ieaucrats' ally) has Inaeased substantially since 
the time of his efllPlWig. In the pe^ of economic recession since the

Is that the ir- 
ed by the high 
Stiibution of in-Jmobiltty;

mid 1970s these segments of the Zambian social structure have suffered 
intensely, while the bureaucratic bourgeoisie has used government to pro
tect ttseU to a considerable extent. This common suffering, plus the fart 
that the bureaucratic bourgeoisie and foreign capitalists rather than the na
tional bourgeoisie are the employers of unionized workers, and the 
capitalistic conception of the role of unions held by Zambian trade union

alliance between skilled workers andleaders, account for the 
the national bourgeoisie. This alliance is viewed by the bureaucratis 
bourgeoisie, with considerable jusBflcatlon, as opposition from the right.

’ mT
Ian Scott suggests that, with the decHne of support from the lower 

levels of the ruling United National Independence Party’s (UNIP) organiza
tion, Zambian political leadership has come to rely almost exclush sly on 
“its natural and only ahemative base of support, the nuddle class He uses 
Richard Sklar’s definition of the “bureaucratic bourgeoisie” to i-rtoe the 
middle clast: “businessmen, bureaucrats, leading poUllcians, and members 
of the learned professions (who) constitute a new ruiig class ' Ahhou*'tt 
is tiny, “this dm is not monoitthic arid ... Its members may have cosAc- 
tmg lnterests.'"> Scott Indicates that parts of thjs mid* dags have

i
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tuprem^«0ilc.'’‘ This non-class explanation Is consistent with Molteno’s 
analyds in an earlier chapter In the same book, where he indicates that 

. In Zambia neither leaders nor followers have perceived class 
membership as a variable relevant to their political behavior” in spite of 
“objective” antagonistic class Interests. Mokeno- s 
relevance of class consciousness to poUtics can be e 
salience of race; widespread and rapid social mobility; rdd^bution of in
come through the extended family; the absence of exploitative landlords, 
money-lenders, or private marked agencies In the countryside; and the 
absence of either an organization or an educated leadership representing 
the poor.*

Jamn R. Scarritt

uibvi-ninl W a> th< pndomlnant duvags m Zwnblan wcMy ar* <iw •ubiK' 
of tvaly conirovaray tnUda tha countiy and outaida K, In both acdvW and 
acadamk dtdas. Much andyes ol daw fonnallon In Zambia haf ts data land-
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soma aansa of tha tarm an raal, growing and Incraadngly dgnlflcant^^BB^
lion maWng. At tha same lima, a convtncins caaa has yal to ba mada tharw^^
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Most recently, in the article in this issue pf Africa Today coauthored 
with Jane Parpart, Shaw indicates that, in the last ten years, intra-class an
tagonisms between bureaucratic and national bourgeois fractions and be
tween labor artlstocrats and unempteyed or under-employed workers and 
the trans-class coalition between the national bourgeoisie and the labor 
aristocracy may explain more, at least about politics, than do inter-c|pss 
conflicU. He emphasizes that the opposition of'teth the national flocal 
private papital) cf the bourgeoisie and the skilled, unionized
workers (formejMPifceaucrats’ aUy) has Increased substantially since 
the time ^ his ^BHng. In the period of economic recession since the

In his 1976 monograph, Timothy Shaw emphasizes the significance 
of a ruling class in Zambian politics, reinforced by a high level of 
dependence on international capitalism and an alllaiKe with the labor 

.aristocracy of unionized workers. For Shaw, the ruling class is composed 
of senior offidab in the government and the parastatals. “Entrepreneurs, 
farmers and professionals outside of the state capitalist system may at times 
identify with the ruling elite and participate in demands for continued 
privile^ . . .” but ‘State capitalism has . . . largely prevented the rise of a 
Zambian entrepreneurial class outside the parastatal sector.” Jhis is 
because “The present regime can better advance its own affluence and 
control through the extension of state corporations than by the encourage
ment of Zambian capitalism.”’

Yet Shaw also recognizes that the ruling class is divided, that the 
President is ambivalent toward It. and that social cleavages other than class 
are also important, especially among the less privileged workers and 
peasants.' More recently, in an analysis coauthored by Shaw and Douglas 
Anglin, It is stated that:

Tht center of (xavlty of power lies ... In State House (die Office of the Prest- 
0 dent and his medal advlsorsl, the b

r, and potenttaly the mllltaty and the party, as well as in the 
I community, Zambian and eapatrtate. These -on-

mid 1970s these segments of the Zambian social structure have suffered 
intensely, while the bureaucratic bourgeoisie has used government to pro
tect itself to a considerable extent. This common suffering, plus the fact 
that the bureaucratic bourgeoisie and foreign capitalists rather than the na
tional bourgeoisie are the employers of unionized workers, and the 
capitalistic conception of the role of unions held by Zambian trade union 
leaders, account for the trans-class alliance between skilled workers and 
the national bourgeoisie. This alliance Is viewed by the bureaucratk 
bourgeoisie, with considerable Justification, as opposition from the right.

jT

Ian Scott suggests that, with the decline of support from the lower 
levels of the ruling United National Independence Party’s (UNIP) orj^iza- 
tion, Zambian political leadership has come to rely almost exclushely on 
“Its natural and only ahemative base of support, the nwddle class He uses 
Richard Sklar’s definition of the “bureaucratic bourpeolsia” to define tiw 
middle class: “businessmen, bureaucrats, leading pelMcians, and membars 
of the learned professions (who) consBtute a new I uiing class ' Atthougr It 
U tiny, “thU class ta not monolithic and . . . its members may have eonfrlc- 
ting Interests.”* Scott indicates that parts of this mkltlc class have

?•

tndudmg the

budnea and p
ititute the “nwdem eector" of eoefety, the preaerve of a competent, confident, 
and comopofitan coterie of managers and technocrats who largely guide the 
desfiny of the nation. Whether this e&te can yet be designated a distinct class 
and. if so, whether dass has now superceded ethnicity. i. and the
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fomeUmes opposed UNIP, and that there is some residual support for the 
party in the urban squatter areas and rural villages. He also Indicates that 
both middle class businessmen and former middle level UNIP officials, 
whose class membership varies, supported the opposition United Pro
gressive Patty (UPP) during its short life in 1971 and 1972. But he fails to 
relate these data on the complex, tenuous, and unstable bases of patty 
support to his thesis of a middle dass base of support for the regime and, 
presumably, bwer class alienation from it. Scott’s analysis of the weaken
ing of patty structure and the changing bases of patty support is, however, 
a mijat contiibutlan to the study of Zambian politics.

Patrick OBawa prefers the term •^uftng class’to the term •efite,’because
the farmer Is mote dynamic and flexible, taking into account the historical
Impact of internal and external economic forces on changes in social Toups 
and the relatfanships among thenti. He defines the ruling dass as;

. . . al thoM psnons occ
ment enidurat (Indudlns th* poSo anl ttw KiiMd facco) and lh< pniWal 
OBanUaSom as %nl M wWiki tha Zamte Cnipat of Trwk Umom (ZCTU). 
who hava tha ionnal right to and who adiialy do pasSepats In (i.a. thoaa who. 
dapandlng igton thak IndMdual poUcal capacMat daSnad to (anna o( lha 
amount of powar laaoiacsa at d 
tog dagnaa oi brihianca on) lha polcy and 
Zambla'a Sacond RapubSc.

In his surveys of niral areas, Ollawa expands this defin^ to bidude 
“Chleis, members of the district and Ward Development Committees, 
village-headmen, local businessmen, large-scale commercial farmers, 
schoolteachers such as lieadmasters and other local notables, who 
possess secondary education and above. .

Ollawa points out some differences among professional politicians, 
the bureaucratic dass in government and pasastatal bodies, top members 
of the defense force and the police, and self-employed businessmen and ■ 

.. large-scale comnwrdal farmers, conceived as the tna|or segments of the 
ruling class, but also notes that these segments are dosely Interrelated. He 
states that .the pofitical class has been able to maintain itself In power , 
precisely because it has succeeded in building supportive coalitions and 
spedfle aUanoes with the bureaucradc-ttrifitary, <nd the business and 
agricultural bourgeoU class through Its astute marifaulatlon of the inherited
peripheral capitalist economy," but also that control of pofitical and 
economic patronage ’... coupled with the hi^ eclectic nature of the 
official ideoiogy of Humanism permits the ruling dass to make widely 
(fivergent, and, indeed at times, coniradictoty alllancss in various policy 
issues with differing social classes,” and that “a mq|or consequence of

James JL Seerritt

these ambigutties has been widespread frtistration among members of the 
pofitical and bureaucratic class.”'*

Tony Southall Is another author who recognizes that the 1968-73 
economic reforms constituted ”... a key stage in the (|evelapment of a 
new
orientation of rural development policy from paying the pofittcal debt owed 
to UNIPs niral supporters to b^ “. . . abnod solely 
needs of the new class of commercial and emergent farmers while 
disregarding those of the peasant masses.”'* For Wm, there are two 
strands of opposition to President Kaunda's pofides, one axpfidtly 
capitalist and the other populist but not explicitly antl-capttafist, with some 
politicians switching back and forth between the two strands. Southall 
believes that the explicitly capitalist »oup has been more inftiential, and \ 
that the President and others resist this youp, not In order to Implement \ 
Humanism for the benefit of the masses, but in order tq protect the 
deefinfitg but neverthefess stlD significant party machine and the lower 
ranks of the bureaucracy, which provide the Presidenfs popular support 
and the livelihood of his followers. “It is the tension between the ones who 
have mode it and those who aspire to do that Is at the toot of the pofitical 
differences we have described.”'*

Gilbert Mudenda believes that:
. . . «rMlWlc<)l«c>n*)iiollh« proems of dmsfaemOtoninddmsllnigds to
contonponiy Zunbla ought to do two thtogi FW. S ou^ to smpioy a
dvitoinlc notion o( ctato which roemto th. irot that roeld dMi^. MO eaeiSgura-
tions oi vorioui rodloiu. hacttoni, and •l•m•nt• diat m variddo ovar SnM.
Sacond. « ou^t to racopilaa tha tact that tha charadar oi daaa Onp^ la
laigaly datamitoad by tha natota oi tha daaa ahancaa that an ioigad to tha
Orugida and by tha goab tha atniggla aataior Saall.'*

Following this prescription. Mudenda presents the most detaUed 
scheme of the Zambian class structure yet developad. He designates three 
classes; the bourgeoisie, the working class, and ihe peasantry. The 
bourgeoisie has five sections: imperial,
and petty. The last of these, which is the largest, is divided Into old and 
new (business and salaried) fractloiw, each composed of several elements.

class of Zambian capitalists.” Ha also sees a dramatic change in the
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Three aecUon* of the working clan are differentiated In terms of the sector 
of the economy in which they are employed: modem, agilctiltural, and In
formal. The first section has five fradions: mining, manufacturing, 
struction, power and transport, and^services, aD but the relatively 
homogeneous mining group containing a number of diverse elements. 
Plantation and seasonal workers are the two fractions of the agricultural 
section of the working class, and the seasonal fraction can be divided into 
migrant, seasonal, and Itinerant elements. The informal section of the 
working class has two fractions: highly marginalized (domestic servants, 
market vendors, and self-employed craftsmen) and whofiy marglnatized 
(criminals). Rich, middle, and poor comprise the three sections of the 
Zambian peasantry; they are often called improved, emergent, and sub
sistence farmers respectively.'*

To further implement his prescriptions, Mudenda then desctfiws three 
periods of class struggle and alliances since Independence. The first of 
these lasted fiom 1964 until 1971, and can be characterized as a period of 
adjustment from the preceding nationalist period, in which an alliance of 
classes, led by the African petty bourgeois ellft, fought against coloniailam
and various forms of racial discrimination. In the read)ustmcnt period this 
alliance began to split as the pett)r baurgeolsle consolidated Its control of 
the state and thus became a bureaucratic bourgeoisie. In order to con
solidate their powa further they adopted Humanism as the national 
ideology, combining elements of nationalism, socialism, Christianity and 
"tradHton,” and they enacted an economic nationalization program which 
attempted to satisfy their interests and those of multinational capital, while 
at the same time jconforming to widespread nationalislic sentiments.

The second period lasted from 1972 until 1978. it was characterized 
primarily: by the use of the one-party system, incorporating official party 
dominance over government and a constitutional status for Humanism, to
conceal from the public the concessions that were being granted to for^
monopoly capital and contain class struggle by appearing to make popular 
mass interests dominant. This strategy for ruling class consolidation could 
not contain Increasing class formation, especially given sharp economic 
decline and the end of the Intense external threat from Rhodesia. The cur
rent period, which began in 1979, is characterized by open class strug^, 
in whicIVpther sections of the bourgeoisie, as well as workers and 
peasants, Mvocate ahematlves to the present organizational bourgeois 
leadership, theh poildes, and the form of government they have

James R. Seorritt

The most detailed and sophisticated discussion of class formation In 
Zambia is found in the work of Carolyn Baylles and Morris Szsftel. Much of 
their research was conducted collaboratively, they adopt the same 
theoretical framework, and they have published one Important article 
under joint authorship. Most of their work has appeared under single 
author^lp, however, and points made therein will be attributed to the ap
propriate individual author.

For Baylies and Szeftel class". . . refers to a collectivity of Individuals 
sharing a common position in the production process relative to ownership 
of the means of production. It does not necenarlly imply consdousnsss of 
collective position nor political behavior based on su^ consciousness.”'* 
They specify four classes in Zambia, each comprised of posttions with 
carefi^ specified ct 
letariat, and peasantry, each of which is internally divided either vertically 
or horizontally. They present a substantial amount of data which show that 
the size of the former two classes has ^own substantially since in
dependence, and especially sItKe the economic reforms, even though the 
true bourgeoisie is still minute (91 identifiable households in tite 
mid-1970s). Members of these classes tend to come firom relatively 
privileged social backgrounds."

Following Erik Olln Wright, Baylles empharizes the importance of 
transitional or intermediate positions between these basic classes,, and 
places those who are unemployed or are outside of productive relations far 
other reasons outside the class structure. She indicates that high level 
bureaucrats are neither automatically members of the bourgeoisie nor 
comprise a class or even a fraction of their own, akhou^ they «iay use 
their bureaucratic posttions to acquire capital and thus become members of 
the bourgeoisie. Top parastatal officials occupy intermediate positions be
tween regular state bureaucrats and the bourgeoisie. Their enterprises, 
although government-owned,, are managed in accordance with capitalist 
principles; yet control of these enterprises does not allow their managers to 
reproduce themselves as a class."

Given their concept of class firmly rooted in production Bayliss and 
Szeftel assume that the relationship between economic class and politics 
may vary widely within theoreticafly determined limits.

con-
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Jamm R SearlttInah •nd potncal tdaflona an a taflatOon of rala- 
lalanca and ki 
cd poMcal and 

oi tha ralalkinf batwaan

tiani cH doRihanca In pcoducdon. Bui In aadi Indt 
mandattallon of potOeal adfvlly, than Is no naoaaaasy 
production ralallont. It Is dilt pradsa 
class sUucluia and potHcal acdvlly which must ba tha suhlact of snalyah. not 
aasumad."

Or, put In anothar way:
And whan a dominant class Is tha subfsct of anatyds, ottarla foe Its IdantAca- 
honaranotalwaysaapIkltocuniloiinlyapplad.Cartalnly.thatalslMlaawaa- 
mant about whalhar or not domlnanca should ba takan to laiar to aconomic or 
polMcal position or lavaraga, or to soma combmaaon of lham, hdaad It Is 
pradsaly confusion on thu point which has Isd to Iha formulation of potyglol 
calsgoilas which comblna togattiar a numbar of sirala on tha basis of Ma slyla. 
pemdmlly to tha slala or oiiantmion to pubbe pobey. and Infar horn thasa a

Ithatth

John Courtney Saxby’i analyrts paraUeb that of Baylia* and Sieftel 
with regard to the petty bourgeoWe, the proletariat, and the peasantry, but 
Instead of capHaHst owners he sees the top dass as a "political
Ing petty bourgeoisie,” defined primarily In terms of political practice within 
the Interventionist state of the post-Independence period. This class Is 
divided along several overlapping dimensions, but

. . .Kaundaandacolarlaolsuppoitarsdhalallar.too.divarsaandchanalne) 
hava rarnamad Iha dommanl hacbon, an)oytne conhol of tha highast achalons

pobncal

I

of state powar . . . Thasa tandandas . . .hat 
compaWlon balwaan and wKhbt dw dlflaranl y"dasaasofZambi

Several writers do not attempt to deBneate Zambian class structure 
and processes In their entirety, but focus instead on the formation and sub
divisions of one class and the conflicts and alliances In which this class and 
Its subdlvlsloiu are Involved. Ronald Libby and Marcia Burdette focus on 
hactlons of the bourgeoisie. Libby argues that: 

than Isa
stela bourgaollte atid a subordinate, bid
and diat MNCs aBad to Iha dominant stela bouieaolsia ara abla to oulcompate 
MNCs aOted to tha bidleanous capllal-owning bourgaoWa In terms of racalvkig 
pnfanad govammant traalmant.'*

In Libby’s analysis the two copper mining companies long Involved In the 
ownership and management of Zambian mines fall into the former 
category, while all other MNCs fall Into the latter category. This distinction 
appears to be highly arbitrary, as many other MNCs are also In partnership 
with the Zambian government, usually through parastatal corporations, 
but Ubby raises the significant question of the differing transnational 
alliances of fractions of the Zambian bourgeoisie and their relation to frac
tional conflict.

Burdette also spedfles two fractions of the Zambian bourgeolsla, 
which she labels the ‘>}lltlcal class,” but her division of this class te different 
from Ubby’s. Focusing on the negotiations with the Intetnallonal copper 
companies for the Inttlal natlonaliiation of the mines in 1969 and for 
greater control of their operations by the Zambian government In 1973, 
she distinguishes between "nationalisf and "tachnocraf fractions of the 
political class. The former Is composed of Individuals who are usually 
employed by the bureauaacy or the party and thus, being strongly depen-

■i.

common ctaw poaSton. W< would tel Mpara-
llon of economic nndpobllcsipoeiton Mid biBunnco foe putpoM of bivuUIgn- 
bon of dte pradM maniMT In wMch they kitenci k OMnltel lor an undonten- 

. dbig of dM ongoing proom of date locmallon and an 
and poMcal knpoitencn of daaa fdccat.'*

Baylies and Seeflel ask to what extent the Zambian owning class Is a 
ruling class, to what extent It Is tied to and dependent on the staU, and to 
what extent the state Is autonomous from It or any other class. They And 
that the owning class Is hl^ Influential in determining the pattern of 
public policy, as will be discussed In the following section of this article, but 
falls short, by a substantial margin, of being a ruling class. Dependence on 
the state is "by far the most tanpertant” rdadonship characterizing this class,

. . .bothUillwMnwtlutanilMteiittelpcopocaonoflhomwkhllwmoetoi- 
temlvk holdtogi had coma horn, or condnuad to occupy, tha uppar ranks of 

and parastetela, and In Iha tanta dial many had 
Dni,“

Baybes and Szeflel also And that state autonomy, while declining bom Its 
early pBst-tndepcndence high point, is still relatively ^reat in comparison 
with t^ late colonial paiod ki Norffiem Rhodesla-Zambia or with advaiKed 
cspttalist societies. Baylies suggests that relative autonomy can be 
measured in terms of a combination of: the origin of state funds, formal 
pressure by Interest groups representing a potentially dominant class, in- 
fornial pressure exerted through Individual contact by prominent members 
of such a class, the location of effective decision-making power, the 
strength of neutral bureaucratic norms, and the class membership of state 
personnel,*" and both authors present data on the values usumed by 
these variables in Zambia.
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dent on the state, have strongly nationalistic orientations. The latter is 
composed of taxlividuals who frequently have direct relationsh^K with inter
national capital as employees of multinational or parastatal corporations, 
and who have a relatively high level of technical skills and a strong commit
ment to capitalist values and norms. Conflict between these two fractions 
accounted for sudden shifts in the Zambian government’s position in their 
negotiations with the copper companies: *... the decision and style of the 
second nafionaflzation stemmed more from a heightened level of intra
class conflict within Zambia than from any desire to gain greater 
autonomy firom international capital, even though the latter goal was 
generally acknowledged as desirable."”

Michael Burawoy, Jane Parpart, and Mai Palmberg focus on divisions 
within the working class, and e^edally on the ppsi^ble existence of a labor 
aristocracy among the mineworkers, an issue which is also addressed by 
some of the authors discussed above. While there is no consensus on the 
applicdiility of this term to some or ail Zambian miners, Parpart’s conclu
sion, made with reference to the colonial period, that “Rather than behave 
consistently as labor aristocrats, these miners changed tactics depending 
on what would be most effective in their struggle with capital,” is also prob
ably valid for the post-independence period." Sources which support this 
hypothesis will be cited in the next section of this article.

Much consensus and some significant areas of disagreement are 
revealed by this survey of conceptions of class structure and processes in 
Zambia. There is consensus that class formation, especially for formation 
of an emerging dominant class, is taking place but Is incomplete, that the 
emer^ng dominant class is divided, aixl that sections or fractions of this 
class make alllanct^ edfli other classes or their subdivisions. There is 
disagreement ov*r the base of the emerging dominant class, the nature of 
its subdivisions, and the exact nature of class conflicts and alliances in Zam-

The most significant disagreement Is between Baylies and Szeftel, 
who define class exclusively In terms of roles in production, and virtually all 
the other writers, who define the emerging dominant class as being based

James R Sconitt

on crucial political roles in combination with closely Interrelated economic 
roles. H can be argued that this difference In definition docs not lead to 
significant differences In empirical findings, since Baylies and Sieftel em- 
phaslze that most members of the owning class have acquired much at 
their property In one way or another firom holding pofitical office. Yet, 
although this point is not recognized by a number of authors who quote 
Baylies and Szeftel In support of their own position, this definitional dif
ference does open up the possibility of slgntficantly different empirical find
ings in the future. For Bayfies and Szeftel political positions or roles, unllks 
those In production, do not constitute a class because they are not capable 
of reproducing ihemsdves. These roles have been used to create, or at 
least greatly^xpand, an indigenous owning class which has the potential to 
reproduce and augment itself, and will try to do so, continuing to use state 
power as an Important resource. In their analysis, whether this date wlB 
become dominant and reduce state autonomy to an absolute minimum Is an 
empirical question. For other analysts, a bureaucratic-political class, sec
tion, or fraction, variously conceived, controls the state by definition, and 
uses iis control in confflets with other classes or fractions the stats can 
never be meaningfully autonomous from class forces. *Most of these 
analysts see the owning class or firacHcms (national and petty bourgeoisie) 
as subordinate to the bureaucratic-polttlcal class or fraction, while Baylies 
and Szeftel see the former as inherently mote likely to became dominant 
because it is a true class.

The Relationship of aass to Political Participation and Public Policy

Almost without exception, the works dted above go on to relate thek 
conceptions of class structure and processes to political partlclpallon, 
public policy, or both. A number of other works which do not present ex
plicit conceptual forniulaUons also deal with these topics. The findings of 
these authors can only be summarized briefly here.

Between 1975 and 1977 Patrick ODawa conducted the most exten- 
sivs survey to date of mass and ruling class political attitudes and participa
tion in Zambia. His data were gathered in six towns: Lusaka, Luangwa, 
Mazabuka, Mongu, Kltwe, and Kasama, varying greatly In sizs and located 
In six of Zambia’s nine provinces. Although this is by no means a represen
tative national sample, and OUawa’s work is not without methodological 
Baas, these data are the bast avtflable. Forty-six percent of his mass sam
ple identified the existence of and difference between ihe upper class and 
the working or lower class, while only four percent denied Am existence of 
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classes In Zambia. Fifty percent did not have any perceptions about the I
Zambian class system. Almost half of those who Identified differences I
among classes were able to specify one or more bases of these differences, I
Including wealth, education, power, urban residence, and “vested In- I 
terests.”” Ottawa does not present data on Individuals’ consdousness of I 
their own class membership, but the responses to a number of Items in hit 1 
survey Indicate low levels of participation and high levels of disaffection 
among those who, based on ^Jectlve measures, are not members of the 
emerging privileged clast.

Ottawa’s data are similar in many ways to the flndn^ of Tony 
Seymour’s study of a squatter settlement In Lusaka. A majority of the 
squatters whom he surveyed felt that privileged dass membes deserved 
their wealth and luxuries, that squatter children would probably experience 
upward mobility, and that squatters’ conditions had Improved in the last 

-t^e years. But sbdy percent also recognized the existeitce of classes, a 
Mjtetantlal minority viewed Inequality as unfelr, and there were signs of 
diseasing political partidpation and Increasing disaffection.’*

JbmxR Sconllt

of union behavior and the unions’ search for alliances against those who 
control the government.

A relatively dass conscious mobittzing group such as the unions Is 
conspicuously absent among Zambian peasants. Although there is con
siderable disagreement over the nature and extent of dass formation 
among peasants in various Zambian rural areas, there b a broad consensus 
that it is at least beginning to take place, that peasant class consciousness is 
low, and that peasant political partidpation is quite limited and is declining 
further in the absence of either consciousness or organization.”

More has been written on political participation by members of the 
bureaucratic bourgeoisie, the political class, or the owning class, and by the 
petty bourgeoisie. Bayiies and Szeftei provide the most detailed overview 
of owning class participation viewed as class action, indudtaig the activities 
of groups representing various fractions and elements of this class, the rela
tionships that its members have with parastatal corporations, and their in
creasing occupancy of party and legislative roles. Szeftei gives special em
phasis to explaining factionalism and spoils as types of class action." (The 
latter theme Is also addressed by Woldring In this volume.) More than most 
other authors, Bayiies and Szeftei emphasize the extent to which parlidpa- 
tion by this class Is In opposition to government policies; this emphasis is 
another significant consequence of their definition of the emerging doml- 
nant class exdushrely In terms of its members’ roles in production. Briefer 
but useful dlscqssions of some of these themes are found In the pievloualy 
died works of Ottawa, Parpart and Shaw, Southall, and Scott.

Participation by specific groups within the emerging privileged class 
has been studied by a number of other authors. Businessman have been 
studied by Andrew Beveridge and Anthony OberschaO, dvll servants by 
contributors to a volume edited by William Tordoff, university students by

If there Is a mobilized group consciously pursuing class interests of less 
privileged classes in Zambia, it would have to be the trade unions. In addi
tion to the sources already dted, the writings of Robin Fincham and Grace 
Zulu, Cherry Gertzel, Peter Harries-Jones, and Richard Sklar, and addi
tional works by Michael Burawoy deal with the class nature of union 
political parfidpatton.’' What emerges from this relatively large body of 
literature, as indicated above. Is a complex pattern of shifting tactics, 
changing alliances, and fractional-organization^ conflicts, all taking place 
within the context of a continuous effort by at least many elements of the 
union movement to further the interests of those sections or fractions of the 
working class represented In their membership. As data presented In the
articles by Parpart and Shaw and by WokJring In this volume Indicate, the 
economic crisis of the last few years has intensified the class conflict aspects
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Michael Burawoy and Y. G-M. Lulat, and teachera by Jenny Martin." 
Although the Introduction to the Tordoff book descrHies the emergence of 
claves, this theme has minimal influence on the otherwise excellent 
descriptions of bureaucratic behavior found In subsequent chapters. The 
other works dted above demonstrate that the political behavior of these 
relatively privileged groups reflects the contradictlonAfound In Zambian 
society and involves numerous fractional and group conflicis which are 
part of the clay formation procev.

General o

Jama R ScoTlIt

carionaHy units within the bureaucracy, have sidistantlal autonomy in 
making policy proposals, dav forces are mote determinative In policy Im: 
plementation. Th«e Is a continuing struj 
Humanism. “One-party participatory denxxi _ 
inaeased participation, and has tended to exclude thos); classes or frac
tions who would benefit most from Its effective imi^mentation. Ad- 
mlnislrative decentralisation hv been incomplete, )ias recently been 
reduced, and has done little tastimulate popular 
ship code has npt been effectively enforc^. Nationaljkatlon has led to state 
capitalism because most parasta^s tend to pursue profit rather than public 
needs and are thoroughly I 
works." The transfer of smaller businesses to Zambians has greatly ac
celerated clam formation. Works councils have not been Implemented In 
all sectors of the economy, and are lev effective than unions in protecting 
worker interests.*’ The ninety-nine year leases now In effect on state land 
have not yet resulted in any sIgnAcant changes in practice from that 
prevailing under the freehold tenure which they replaced. Rural develop
ment programs have resulted In several major Mures and I 
nnal class formation.** The btiginai education reform proposals were

I, the definition of 
rdttEed rather than

lews of the influence of clav structure and processes on 
public pobcy are presented m the previously died Works of Baylles and 
Szeftel, Ollawa, Parpart and Shaw, Shaw and Ansfin, and Southall.’* 
They focus on the formulation and elaboration of the Ideology ef Zambian 
Humanism; Institutionalization of “one-party participatory democracy”; 
administrative decentralization; enactment of a leade^ip code which of
ficially restricts the participation of a wide variety of political leaders in 
private economic activities; nationalization or indigenization of wholesale 
and retail trade, mining, manufacturing, newspapers, and some financial 
Instttittlota, and the placement of the larger ^ thev operations Into 
parastatal corporations; Introduction of works councils in larger firms ac
companied by intensified efforts to control trade unions; Increased govern
ment control over land; attempts to increase and redistribute wealth in the 
rural areas throu^ several ru^ development proTams; creation of a Na
tional Service obligation for most citizens; far reaching proposals for educa
tional reform; a foreign policy ^ rdatively firm, althcxigh sometimes 
equivocatiiig, opposition to whte minority regimn in southern Africa; 
and, in recent years, attempts to escape from the severe economic crisis

arxl Zambia’s cotitinued

.Theleader-

■ted into the multinational capitalist net-

lated
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which Is caused by the low price of 
dependence on that single export commodity and is exacerbated by rising 
prices for most of Zambia’s many inqxxts.
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Although there is disagreement over the nature of the emerging domi
nant class, as we have seen, there is substantial ag^ment that while this 
class has neither the unity nor the strengdi to achieve dominance over all 
pobcy at this time, sections or fractions of this c£»s have substantial in
fluence in most pobcy areas. While the President and his advisors, and oc-
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•'1%watered down considerably prior to implementation.” White minority 

regimes in Rhodesia and the Portuguese territories have disappeared, but 
Zambia continues to vacillate in its policy toward South Africa.” Finally, 
economic crisis has intensified the stru^ for privilege, which in turn 
makes tt more difficult for the government to combat the crisis.
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as the new African countries settle into patterns that wlU prevail for g 
come, the process of d

prog
to

t might become cruder still."
-IrvtogL

“. . .in the Second RepubSe the Party must move swiftly to vest and entrench power 
In the peasants and workers ... The sodal value of the message of Humanton Is the 
shving of wealth on the btois of equakty and the prevention of the creation of classes. 
Communocracy . . . provides a basis for waging a struggle against class distinctions in

- Kenneth D. Kaunda*
any shape or form.”
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The post-independeiKe political economy of Zambia Is charaetdti^d 
by significant changes in relations of production even although the domln*;, 
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salient. AsportantfShw
Zambia constitutes, then, a classic case of dependence and 

underdevelopment; dependence on one export, copper, and on one In
terrelated set of trading partners, the settler-metropole chain of production 
from Copperbeh through Salisbury (now Harare) and the Witwatersrand 
to London; and underdevelopment characterized by growth on the Cop- 
perbeh, Lusaka and the line-of-rail and stagnation and exploitation in the 
rural areas." Although the nationalist movement reacted to this general 
pattern of unevm and dependent development, its own class bases in the 
petty bourgeoisie and labor aristocracy" affects its priorities and purposes. 
However, the post-independence “honeymoon” period soon saw the 
opening skfrinlshes betw^ labor and the new state, later to be joined by 
Increasingly atenaied non-offlclal bourgeois fractions.

Nevertheless, UNIP did come to power in 1964 on a populist platform 
with a broad base of support from the people. Kenneth Kaunda, the new 
president of Zambia, promised that tlm party and therefore the govern
ment would create a better lile for all Zambians. He attacked racism, 
tribalism, and class inequalities, and called on Zambians to he^ develop 
the national economy for the benefrt of all. This phUosophy was formabzed 
four years later as Zambian Humanism (see opening citation) In which 
UNIP expressed Its commitment to the development of a “man-centered 
society ... in which there b a continuous striving for fuO human Bfe," and 
to the elimination of the exploitation of man by man “through the liquida
tion of socio-economic cla^.""

Kaunda especially called on the copper miners to sacrifice for the na
tional good, since the copper Industry was the Aain source of revenue for 
the creation of a new Zambia. In order to ensure mine worker discipline, 
UNIP and the government tried to take over the African Mine Workers’ 
Union and to control the workers through the ONIP-domlnated Zambian 
Congress of Trade Unions (ZCTU). Kaunda tried to soften the impact of 
these actions by claiming, in popufist vein, ^ government and worker in
terests were identical. As he put it ideafisttcafly In 1965, “being the head of 
a workers' government makra It impossible for me or my colleagues to be

against the le^timaie biterests of the workers.""
Instead of cooperating with UNIP m Its corporattst scheme, however, 

the miners re)ected,*JNIPs bid to take over the union leadership, a position 
which they have subsequently maintained, despite frequent attacks from 
the state." UNIP candidates were decisively defeated In the 1966 union 
elections. Notwithstanding a concerted campaign, and even thretfs from 
Kaunda, UNIP candidates received only 12% ci the total vote. Only 12 
UNIP candidates won, and those had the support of leading elements in 
thermion’s own hierarchy." That same year, the union defied the govern
ment and stnxdt for higher wages. Ignoring those few high level union of- 
flciab who cooperated with the government, the branch leaders and the 
mine workers, bridging the labor aristocracy-proletariat divide, came out 
on strike gainst the local-expatriate wage structure estabibhed two years 
earlier at independence. The striking miners accused the government, the 
mining companies, and top union leaders of coDuding against them. They 
refected patty rhetoric and revealed a clear understanding of the class 
alliance between UNIP leaders and the corporations," even before subse
quent parastatal partnerships.

The miners won a pay raise In 1966, but after the strike, UNIP and the 
goverrunent continued their efiorS'to control the union. Thb became even 
mote crucial after Kaunda announced the partial nationalization of the 
mining companies at Mulungushi in April 1968. Armed with the Turner 
Report," the state blamed decreasing productivtty on the mine workers 
and froze wages. Miners were accused of absenteebm, falling to obey in
structions, sleeping at work and drunkenness, all old colonial allegations. 
Future pay raises were to be tied to increased producUvl^, an old manage
ment axiom. Strikes were declared an act “against the people,” and 
workers were told at all costs they must “not. . . endanger the smooth and 
efficient workings of industry.”" In 1971, the amendment to the Trade
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Unkm and Trade DbiHitc Ocbiance of 1965 and the In^lusMal Rclatlont 
Act No. 36 made moit strikes Illegal. Only the ZCTU ha^e authority to

PoqxMt and Shaw'

company is “buying out the unions.”” Ankudha Gupta repotted similar
findings In 1974 ” and one of the co-authots heard the same opinion Inhold a strike ballot.

The new African union - the Mine Workers'Union of Zambia (MUZ)
— now representing all Zambian miners, was btou^Ynore directly under 
the confrol of the ZCTU and the Mbrister of Labor. To tie high level union 
officials more tightly to party and government, the president of MUZ, 
David Mwfia, became a diractor of Zambia bidustrial and Mning Corpora
tion (ZIMCO), the holding company for an state enterprises. His secretary- 
general was placed in thwsecond most powerful state enterprise, the In
dustrial Development Corporation (INDECO). To moUfy the miners, and 
to help “put Humanism Into practice in the work place,”, worker councils 
were set up to give workers more say In Industry. Kaunda then announced 
that “For Zambia, it is ridiculous for workers now in the light of these
reforms to fed that th^ ate a distinct class pursuing dstinct tataests.’” The
corporatist imperatbw of the state to refiect and consolidate Its class sup
port and hegon^y became both dear and possible as the copper market 
continued to be buoyant.

It appears that the head office oflid^ of MUZ accepted government’s 
point of view for a time. The corparatfons and the state protected thefr 
positions. Union dues were co9||ii straight frrom the workers’ pay 
checks. Promotions came rapidly wdMh industry. In return, the head office 
of the union supported the govemmfjffs wage pdicy, and asked the 
workers to restrain thefr demands for the good of the country. In 1967 
Mwila made hU position quite dear;‘The union cannot have the idea that 
Its duty is to do something for the members alone. The duty of the union b 
to a wider fidd, to develop the country as Zambia b ... as a new nation, 
we must adopt a pro^am that wifi ben^ the country as a whole and not 
just our members.”” Senior offidab ruthlessly dbd^ed uncooperative - 
branch offidab and mine workers. When In 1970 branch offidab protested 
that their leaders had sold out and ceased to represent the workers’ in- 
teresto, the MUZ head office simply stripped them of their positions.

Despite thb coercion, most mine workers yew steadily 
dbsatbfied with the union leadership, now coopted Into the state nexus. In 
a 1969 survey by Michael Burawoy, 50% of the mine workers under 26 ‘
years of age and 73% of the miners over 26 years fett unhqrpy with the 
union.” As a fonner union leader told Robert Bates in 1968, “the union b 
no good. There used to be big names there. Now thb b not true.” The

1976.
Many mine workers viewed the partial nationalization of the mines 

with cynlcbm as weU. According to Burawoy, the miners saw the 
“parastataT strategy “as a means of cementing management and the 
govermnent together In opposition to themseivss.” Thus, by the bte
1960s, the miners dearly perceived the alliance behveen three of the most
powerful groups In Zambia - the government (and therefore UNIP), the 
mining companies, and high level MUZ offidab. They abo understood the 
collective desire of these youps “tp exploit him [ihe miner] and suppress 
hb demands and complainto.””

Instead of bowing to government pressure the workers continued to 
conduct fri the late 1960s and early 197Qs wlklcat strfiies, ahhou^ no 
industry-wide strikes occurred after 1966. The Industrial legblatlon of the 
esiy 1970s hampered collective action against the corhpanies, and
therefore the state; If cooperation was not enough then corfrdon was add
ed. For exampb. In 1971 the government ancsted 100 tHbiets, and 15 
“rebel” leadera were restricted. The state made it Increasingly dear that 
labor protest would be severely punbhed. By the mid-1970s, as global 
recession and Inflation undennlned Zambia’s economic raison d’etre, the 
mine workers appeared to be pretty well under the thumb of management 
and the state — willing to concentrate on winning occasional pay rabes 
rather than push for more dramatic or structural changes.” However, the 
rationality and acceptabdtty of such cooptation eroded along with the price 
of copper through the second half of the 197(b, undermining the security 
of the corporatist state.”

From nationalisni to Hirmatilsm: dasa ioniwtiaa

The transition from naUonafist exuberance to governmental exertion 
Involved the twin processes of exclusion and consofidation, exclusion of 
opposition and consolidation of organbation. This Involved the rapid em-' 
bourgeobement of the new class which quickly accfimatized to the new

more
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prarogaUvcs of power. The Inclusive luHoiuHst coalition was demobiazed 
as the political and bureaucratic elements of the Indigenous bourgeoW 
came to claim the spoils of office. In the Zambian case this process was 
facilitated by the prevailing high price of copper untfi the early 1970s and 
was legitimized through the one-party state Ideology of Humanism. The 
class interests of the bureaucratic bourgeoisie and the national interest 
could coexist better when the price of copper was high; thereafter, and as 
the dialectic became more antagonistic, the coexistence evaporated 
although Humanism sUll claimed to contain populist sentiments. As 
Carolyn Baylies and Morris Szeftel suggest in their own analysb of the am
biguities of the new class in the 1970s:

ftsportoxIShaui

Ibfishwhich nms the government and the parastatals.*' After the 
of a one-party state, senior dvll servants, especially those in the parastatal 
sectors, drew together to the point where a number of positions became in
terchangeable. These dvil servants were permitted to join the inner circle 
of UNIP as well, and a number were appointed to the Cabinet and Central 
Committee. Despite the publicly acknowledged inefficiencies of the dvil 
service, especially the parastatals, Kaunda has defended this class against

iss class and othen. He ig
nored the Mwanakatwe Report’s condusion that “the political super
structures are a serious constraint to efficiency”” and has done little to alter 
either the organization of die party or its posilion in the economy. Indeed, 
Kaunda has systematically increased his own power and that of the party 
on which his political base continues to be founded, at the expense of 
other social forces, by extending effective state control over the means of 
production.

Copper companies and the mine workers: class contradictions

»

recent attacks by the growing indigenous b

. . . tht hteruli of omcigint Zvnbian capita wan nfmtmtd through
c«d by tht poMcai 

kadtr^ but Hwy did not dhptoro al akmtnts of tho po|MiM pro^wn 
nc«. Th« *da« prpiacf of th« now bo 
nr and tho doM twfcod tho power to linpoM K through

i to modfy polcy and pofey i

M
attain agar 
thaitala.-

The need for such a class project did not Intensify untU the recession of the 
mid-1970s by which time the state's concern for Ideological leadership and 
need for lagtttmacy had decreased significantly.

In the first flu^ of independence, with the price of copper remaining
buoyant, it seemed that most social formations niight benefit from the fruits 
of independence. But as structures became institutionalized, positions 
became established, and expansion became problematic, the prospects of 
“mixed-sum” development seemed to recede. Along with them went the 
peoples’ dreams at independence, wild though they may have been. But 
the “zero-sum” character of growth without equity was disguised frir a 
while by a combination of economic good fortune and political false con
sciousness. Moreover, despite recent increments” our data on both 
parastalal and private investment and profit in Zambia are deficient, point
ing to the need for more research on the place and privileges of African 
businesses in the post-independence dispensation.”

In the Zambian case, after the establishment of a one-party state, 
UNIP and the growing bureaucratic class gradually widened contrtil 
the government. Despite continued popufist rhetoric, and the undoubted 
commitment of Kaunda and some of his followers to nationalist goals, 
UNIP increasingly came to reflect the interests of the bureaucratic fraction

“Proletarian” forces concentrated on the Copperbelt played a major 
part in the successful nationalist coafition, as we have noted. But their 
treatment by the new indigenous ruling class was small improvement on 
the rate of exploitation maintained under colonial or federal rule. Indeed, 
concentration of decision and accumulation under a one-party state 
system was almost indistinguishable in content and impact from that under 
pre-independence conditions. To be sure, certain fracUoru of the working 
class received relatively better treatment, but the presence of a labor pool 
of under-empfoyed and unemployed served to keep real Incomes down. 
And the essential “corporatism” of the one-party structure coopted labor 
leaders while conbolfing the rank-and-file; at least until the dramatic 
decline in the demand for and price of copper from the early 1970a on
wards.over The major losers in the initial period of political optimism and 

were those elements of non-bourget^ forces outsideeconomic exf
the mineral or manufacturing sectors. The relatively high price of copper 
and the initial growth in the import-substitution phase generated surplus 
sufficient to placate the mote skilled workers, especially in the mines. But2S S>M.-Th. h. d . Zi rd—«ill.l9«l|-(opdl..l,ia,p.a)7.aT<”vSo«l»I.-Z«n- 
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the extractive and manufacturing bias perpetuated, even reinforced, the 
neglect and impoverishment of the peasantry. Despite Zambia’s substantial 
a^lcuhural potential, and the need for cheap food to feed the bugeonlng 
urban population, the rural areas continued to be ne^ected and exploited. 
During the first decade of Independence, foe Impact of expbitatton fefi on 
foe countryside;” only later, as recession succeeded expansion, did It 
come to fail on non-bourgeois urban formations as well.

The logic of partial nationalization In the decade 1965 to 1975 was In
escapable. Only with foe loss of profitability of mineral extraction and foe 
decline of mutuality of interest between intematlonal cotporations and the 
host state, both results of the ocntlnuing ^obal recession, ddcotpocatehost 
state collaboration lose some of Its lustre, bi the second half of the sixties, 
the Zambian bureaucratic bourgeoisie offered political protection to foreign 
companies in exchange for enhanced income and influence. As Markovitz 
suggests, foe crucial element In such a situation b the “balance” between 
corporation and bureaucratic bourgeoisie:

The Unit . . . U one of dw degree of cooperation and tntavaOon. Indeed, a
— Inciaaaad

profiu for the Indigenouf bouigaowe, and feiaeaaad affidancy through dacan-
trabatlon for the MNCs.**

The Initial bargain included the labor aristocracy in tts calculations; only 
with hard times did workers get excluded horn the bureaucratic 
bourgeoisie-transnational corporate nexus. In foe recession of foe seven
ties foe class bases and beneftts of foe Zambian state with tts corporate 
linkages became clarified.

Until foe recession, thb bargain between the miners and UNIP suc
cessfully stifled most opposition to UNIP. Union leadership supported the 
stated national goals of the party, and the workers rabed Ittlle overt ob)ec- 
tlon. The workers appeared to be interested primarily In the w^ set- 
demenb of 1973 and 1976 and In promoting thett own prosperity. Thus, 
during thb period foe Zambian miners fulfliled foe classic definition of labor 
aristocrab: relatively privileged and incorporated workers. Very little pro
test occurred anywhere in Zambia at this time. In foe five years after the 
estabUshment of a one-party state, foe articulation of opposition became 
considerably more dangerous. People that opposed UNIP were liable to 
find themselves in jail. At the same time, the rhetoric of Humanbm con
tinued Ip mystify foe emerging class sbticfoR during thb period, encourag
ing foe less fortunate tti Zambia to beliewe that the government was 
dedicated to their advancement.”

The quiescence of labor produced tts anttthesb: the egression or ad-

Parpart and Shau

of capital. Moreover, any demands from workers, at least as ar
ticulated by foe leaders at organbed labor, were specific rather than broad- 
scale. The rise of the bourgeoble in the sbcUes was. In part, then, by default 
of other forces and demands, as BayBes and Szeftel indicate:

Th« Infiuenct of indlgsnous cspltal vn> snlMiic*! abo by tht wsaknen of
oliwr dm forces in Zambta. OigoniiKl labour, dwylU • rriaSudy high tovri of 
organliblon, has rapraaantad a raformlsl and acooomlillc. radiar than radical, 
votes In tha country . . . The paamlry too hag baan poMcaly weak, lacking 
organitaSon and a votes In tha pokdcal process. . .
In contrast with these other dasaes, tha bourgeoMe has great btlluance hi the 
polKlcabt>RX»>' But Ms source of strength - access So the state - It doaely 
rebtefto Its tna|or weakness - dependence on the state and dab benefst 
. . . Mf articulates oppotbon to the go 
would be willing to face foreign and saber captlal wMhout stab probetton.**

The ambiguities of certain bourgeob fractions — how dependent or 
nationai could they become? — multiplied from the mid-1970s as reces
sion increased and labor abandoned acquiescence. Relation to the state 
was central to both bourgeob and proletarian responses given foe growing 
centralization and concentration of decblon making and property.

For an explanation of foe change In worker consdousness and 
behavior through the decade we must examine worker experiences at the 
point of production. Partial nationalization of foe mines at foe end of the 
1960s injected foe state dii 
Despite populist government 
perlenced foe post-colonial d 
Government officials joined with corporate management to tighten the 

around foe mine workers. Even worker councils were admittedly

vance

but M Is unUbly that the cIms

high da^tc of naSonol autonotny would ptoduca

I Into foe copper production process, 
rioric, foe mine workers Increasingly ex- 
as an oppressive force In foe work place.

noose
created to encourage production rather than participation. In tha early 
1970s, Burawoy and Bates document considerable disenchantment with 
UNIP, and a belief that UNIP, management and high level officials were in 
collusion against foe workers. Since a similar opinion, thb Ume shared by 
top trade union leaders as well, reemerged In foe late-1970s, we see no 
reason to assume that the miners had lost their class consdousness for 
such a short time, particularly since state power continued to be exerdsed 
against foe workers In foe work place during fob period.

The extension of Industrial peace up to the mid-1970s, we would sug
gest, was not due to foe mine workers’ aristocratic pretenslona, nor to their 
faltering class consciousness, which was In any case reformbt rather fom 
revolutionary,” but to a number of factors external to foe Copperbelt. For
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one, the bidusMal legblatton of 1971 Impeded collective action and the 
government let it be known that illegal strikers would be punished. 
Government coercion was made a0 the moire certain by the cooperation 
between leading trade union officials and the government. This coercion, 
combined with government promises to increase Zambianization in the 
mines and other industries, encouraged a “wait and see” attitude among 
the miners and other Industrial workers.**

The first post-independence decade was characterized, then, by a 
relatively high level of cooperation among bourgeois forces and the coop
tation of some elements in the working class. However, as classes formed 
and the economy stagnated more antagonistic contradictions became ap
parent. The rate of production and innovation during the Initial peri^ 
diverted attention away from more fundamental factors. Already, as the 
parastatal nexus expanded, the bureaucratic bourgeoisie became more 
than “comprador”; they evolved Into a set of “major decision-makers" 
who could innovate and exploit directly as well as collect “rent.” Until the 
strictures of Humanism and the constraints of recession, the Zambian rul
ing class fitted well with Markovitz’s characterization:

The oiganuatlanal bourgeoisie. Iherefore, coheres around certain fundamen
tals: the natkm-state and capltalsin. Individual gam and proAt. The oiganlza- 
tlonal bouigeolsle acts as a class m pursuit of an mtarest that Is m conflict with 
the mtercst of other classes.’*

This class project was ascendent as the 1960s turned into the 1970s: the 
period of the proliferation of parastatals.

Haport and Sfaxs

peasantry which had been supportive of the nationalist movement. And 
third, redistribution of profit and property towards non-bourgeois dasses 
became unlikely as boom yielded to bust and Zambia’s copper-bottomed 
economy revealed the difficulties of dependence on one vulnerable and 
high-cost extractive Industry. These three issues — concentration, exclu
sion and dependence — constitute the basis of the crisis in the Zambian 
state which intensified throughout the seventies notwithstanding progress 
towards liberation in neighboring white-ruled states.

Moreover, the relentlessness of the “external” global crisis and its ap- 
parent non-cycllcal but structural character served to exacerbate “IntemaT 
antagonisms which regular appeals for national unity and personal produc
tion did little to ameliorate. The diplomacy of “detente”" provided fre
quent diversions and occasional hope but the underlying trend 
towards economic depression and political exclusion. Criticism of interna
tional capitalism, reglorul conflict and national indolence did little to hah 
the seemingly inelucUble decline. Almost continuous renegotiations of 
parastatal agreements, reorganizations of the state sector, and re
assignments of senior technocrats did little to attack the roots of the prob
lem, an expensive superstructure of state capitalism imposed on an 
uneconomic substructure of capital intensive, high-cost copper extraction. 
The klns>in of the whole structure was state-corporate cooperation in the 
copper mines."

This cooperation in a corporatist nexus had profound impUcations for 
workers, especially as it coincided with the beginning of the decline of cop
per demand and prices as well as of higher energy and food prices. The 
mine workers and MUZ officials have become much less supportive of the 

poratist state over the last ten years. By the end of the decade, in 1979, - 
Kaunda complained of “incessant attacks on the leadership of the nation” 
by union leaders." That same year the wives of the miners took their emp
ty pots, pans and plates before government offices on the Copper belt and 
demanded that they be flfled with food. In 1980 there were over 120 
strikes or go-slows and In July of 1981 a massive strike broke out on the 
Copperbelt. The skilled workers demanded the same pay as Europeans 
doing similar work, and all the miners struck in sympathy. The president of 
MUZ insisted that “these strikes are symptoms of the peoples’ growing

Parastatals, profit and the proletariat; class consolidation

The initial steps towards partial state control of the Zambian economy 
were justified in terms of economic nationalism with the additional element 
of disengagement from dependence on southern, especially South, Africa. 
But by the end of the 1960s and the independence honeymoon not only 
was Zambia’s sprawling parastatal “system” largely in place; the post-war 
Bretton Woods order was also coming to an end. The decade of the 1970s 
marked, then, an extension and Intensification of class consciousness and 
contradiction in the Zambian politicai economy.

First, it became apparent that the effects of economic nationalism 
coincided with the class Interests of the emerging bureaucratic bourgeoisie 
concentrated in party, bureaucracy and parastatals. Second, privileges 
and prerequisites of such office were seen increasingly to be superior to 
and at the eiqrense of other classes, including those elements of labor and^
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disenchantment with this government’s economic poBdes.”" Another 
union leader warned that “the mood of the worker is grim, their living stan
dards are falling fast and we may not be able to hold them back much 
tonger.’’*^ This mood had not changed by early 1982 when Newstead Zim- 
ba, secretary-general of ZCTU, blamed the government and UNIP, claim
ing that the workers “had been taken for a ride as all their nieagre earnings 
were swallowed up in high prices of basic essential commodities.”** By 
contrast with state-proleUlCan strains, state-corporate relation' remained 
essentially cooperative.

Notwithstanding continual pressures and negotiations, the relation
ship between the Indigenous bourgeoisie and the multinational corporation 
has been characterized by symbiosis: partial ownership (but not control) 
has been exchanged for polWcal protection. The local bureaucratic fraction 
has become a cooperator in the exploitation of Zambian labor while exter
nal capital has been protected against the threat of “natlonalizBtion” either 
by the state or by Indigenous entrepreneurs or by local labor. In short, a 
emulating coalition has been formed to the advantage of the state and cor
poration at the expense of ahemative bourgeois fractions and non
bourgeois classes, except, perhaps and then only for a short while after in
dependence, the Zambian trade union leadership.

The essentials of the trade-off became clearer at the third major post
independence restructuring of die industry in May 1981. As the problems 
of copper continued into the new decade, American investors reduced 
their involvement. Zambia Consolidated Ccq^rper Mines (ZCCM) Is not on
ly more centralized and corporatlst than ever, a dngle company for the 
whole industry, it also constitutes a return to the essential South African- 
Zambian condominium characteristic of colonial and federal days, for 
Anglo-American is by far the major foreign partner in ZCCM. AMiough 
ZCCM was designed to salvage Zambia’s primary, albeit ailing Industry, 
the world’s fifth largest copper producer and second largest cobalt pro
ducer still faces ^ort-term recesslot>al bnd long-term structural difficulties. 
As the World Bank Indicates, the industry on the Cr^rperbek is “at a 
mature and fully developed phase, cannot be expanded and, therefore, 
cannot maintain Its share of tlw world market.”** industrial decline has ex
acerbated tensions on the Copperbeh, especially party-union antagonism.

In the last few years, the Copperbeh has become a focal point for op
position to UNIP’s growing power. In 1978, Musonda Chambeshi, a UI^ 
member, won a dear by-dection victory In the minlrtg town of Luarr

tiiiUm. 13 Nsnnte 19S1.3. SUSS.

Hxpvt and Shav
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■hya, despite a fletce campaign against him. During hh brief speD In Parlia
ment (he was suspended from the party In June 1978), Chambeshi de
nounced corruption and soaring prices, both issues dear to the hearts of 
the mine workers.*’ In that same year, Kapwepwe tried to resurrect an op
position group within UNIP, basing his challenge on consideraMe support 
among educated Zambians and on the Copperbeh. He promised to con
centrate more on economic reconstruction and less on international 
politics, a position popular with miners and the indigenous business frac
tion.** Changes in the constitution disqualified the^primary opposition 
(Kapwepwe and Nkumbula) in the presidential race of 1978, but did little 
to reduce Kaunda’s worries about opposition. He still fek compelled to 
employ a British campaign consultant to oversee a high-powered puUictty 
campaign to sell the president to a “weary and unhappy nation.”** Kaunda 
also arrested a number of Kapwepwe’s supporters in S^teiriber 1979 after 
they called on Kaunda to resign. Signifrcmitly, the people arrested came 
from the mining centers of the Copperbeh.**

Neither the. elimination of political opposWon in 1978 nor 
Kapwepwe’s death in 1980 hahed worker opposition to growing UNIP 
hegemony. ZCTU and MUZ condemned UNIFs proposed control over 
local electoral candidates. The unions saw this as an attempt to further 
UNIPs power while curtailing their own. ZCTU called on union members 
to boycM the elections and, in January 1981, dismissed those union of
ficials who stood for election. In retaliation, UNIP expelled 17 trade union 
leaders from UNIP, including Frederick Chiluba, Newstead Zimba and 
Chllata Sampa of the ZCTU, David Mwila, Present of MUZ, and other
MUZ leaders.

This action provoked serious industrial unrest on the Copperbeh. All 
the miners, along with other Important sectors, includhig banking and 
education, went on strike to protest UNIP's behavior. The unions con
tacted world labor organizations to cinsure UNIP as u«ll. Workers on the 
Copperbeh made h clear that they would not tolerate a direct attack on the 
unions, nor would they cooperate with UNIPs attempts to gain greater 
control over the nation.

The vulnerabilities of a very dependent and centralized state were 
revealed dramaticaOy at an ag^egate levd fat the iirid-1970s, paving the
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disenchantment witfi this government’s economic poKdes.”** Anodier 
union leader warned that “the mood of the worker Is grim, their living stan
dards are falling fast and we may not be able to hold them back much 
longer.’’** This mood had not changed by early 1982 when Newstead Zim- 
ba, secretary-general of ZCTU, blamed the government and UNIP, claim
ing that the workers “had been taken for a ride as all their n|eagre earnings 
were swallowed up in high prices of ba^ essential commodities.”** By 
contrast with state-proletAan strains, state-corporate relation* remained

Parpmt and Shauf
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shya, despite a fierce campaign ag^st him. During his brief spell in Parlia
ment (he was suspended from the party In June 1978), Chambeshi de
nounced corruption and soaring prices, both Issues dear to the hearts of 
the mine workers.*’ In that same year, Kapwepwe tried to tesurrect an op
position group within UNIP, basing his challenge on considerable support 
among educated Zambians and on the Copperbelt. He promised to con
centrate more on economic reconstruction and less on international 
politics, a posttton popular with miners and the indigenous business frac
tion.** Changes in the constitution disqualified the primary opposition 
(Kapwepwe and Nkumbula) in the presidential race of 1978, but did little 
to reduce Kaunda’s worries about opposition. He still feh compelled to 
employ a British campaign consultant to oversee a high-powered pubUdty 
campaign to sell the president to a “weary and unhappy nation.”** Kaunda 
also arrested a number of Kapwepwe’s supporters in S^terriber 1979 after 
they called on Kaunda to resign. Significantly, the people arrested came 
from the mining centers of the Copperbelt.**

>P
Notwithstanding continual pressures and negotiations, the relation

ship between the Indigenous bourgeoisie and the multinational corporation 
has been characterized by symbiosis: partial ownership (but not control) 
has been exchanged for political protection. The local bureaucratic fraction 
has become a cooperator in the exploitation of Zambian labor while exter
nal capital has been protected against the tlireat of “nationalization” either 
by the state or by indigenous entrepreneurs or by local labor, in short, a 
emulating coalition has been formed to tlie advantage of the state and cor
poration at the expense of ahemative I 
bourgeois classes, except, perhaps and then only for a short while after in
dependence, the Zambian trade union leadership.

The essentials of the trade-o8 became clearer at tlie third ma)or post
independence restructuring of the Industry In May 1981. As the problems 
of copper continued Into the new decade, American investors reduced 
their involvement. Zambia Consolidated Copper Mines (ZCCM) is not on
ly more centralized and corporatist than ever, a single company for the 
whole Industry, it also constitutes a return to the essential South Afrlcan- 
Zamblan condominium characteristic of colonial and federal days, for 
Anglo-American is by far the major foretgp partner In ZCCM. Although 
ZCCM was designed to salvage Zambia’s primary, albeit ailing industry, 
the world’s fifth largest copper producer and second largest cobalt pro
ducer still faces short-term recessional bnd long-term structural difficulties. 
As the World Bank indicates, the industry on the Ckspperbeh Is “at a 
mature and fully developed phase, cannot be expanded and, therefore, 
cannot maintain its share of the world market.”** Industrial decline has ex
acerbated tensions on the Copperbelt, especially party-union antagonism.

In the last few years, the Copperbelt has become a focal point for op
position to UNlFs growing power, in 1978, Musonda Chambeshi, a UIV 
member, won a dear by-dection victory in the mining town of Luan*
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Neither the elimination of political opposWon in 1978 nor 
Kapwepwe’s death In 1980 halted worker opposition to growing UNIP 
hegemony. ZCTU and MUZ condemned UNIFs proposed control over 
local electoral candidates. The unions saw this as an attempt to further 
unit’s power while curtailing their own. ZCTU called on'union members 
to boyc^ the elections and. In January 1981, dismissed those union of
ficials who stood for election. In retaliation, UNIP expelled 17 trade union 
leaders from UNIP, induding Frederick Chlluba, Newstead Zimba and 
Chilata Sampa of the ZCTU, David Mwila, President of MUZ, and other 
MUZ leaders.

This action provoked serious Industrial unrest on the Copperbelt. All 
the miners, along with other important, sectors, indudbig banking and 
education, went on strike to protest UNIFs behavior. The unions con-' ' 
tacted world labor organizations to cinsure UNIP as igpll. Workers on the 
Copperbelt made it clear that they would not tolerate a direct attack on the 
unions, nor would they cooperate with UNIFs attempts to gain greater 
control over the nation.

The vulnerabilities of a very dependent and centralized state were 
revealed dramatically at an aggregate levd in the mid-1970s, paving the
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t- Pmpat atd Shoeway for this subsequent major shift in class relations. As the World Bank 
notes, “Zambia’s terms of trade detviorated by 52 p 
and 1978. From a peak in 1974, copper prices feD ^ 40 percent in 1975, 
whde import prices rose by an average 16 percent a year.”' One result of 
such excessive commodity dependence was a predpitous economic 
decline which affected almost aD Zambians except the bureaucratic 
bourgeoisie. In response, disaffected bourgeois and labor fractions 
tiiscovered both common cause and new strength; for them the enemy 
was the “bureaucratic bourgeoisie” rather than “international capitalism.”

1974It)
Soirthem Africa and constraint on the scope of private capital.

By the opening of the 1960s, wideqrr^ support among various sec
tors of organized labor against UNIP signaled a growing sokdarity among 
Zambian workers in political matters. ZCTU leaders increasliigly threaten
ed a general strike with the ful knowledge that they could organize one. 
Rather than retreat before UNIP threats, labor leaders have been con
fidently calling for discussions, but only between equals. So in January 
1982, Newstead Zimba, general-secretary of ZCTU, informed UNIP that 
“We would Ure to declare this year the year of frankness and open- 
mindedness among the leaders in the labor movement and those in the 
Party and the Government.”" What this portends for future political action 
by Zambian workers Is not certain, but it does indicate a growing poHUcal 
consctou^ess among the Zambian work force and an awareness of the 
need to organize broadly-based wrxrker coalitions to protect the political 
rights of workers and other Zambians.

TVis, the irijection of the state directly Into the copper industry in 
Zambia has had Important implications for miner consciousness of and 
commitment to basic political tights. UNIPs eariy medrUng in union af
fairs, the partial nationalization of the mines, and subsequent actions by 
the state against labor have clarified the alfiance between the state, UNIP, 
and the copper companies. Worker consciousness of this affiance did not 
change during the rdatively peaceful and prosperous late 1960s and early 
1970s. What has changed since then has been the [ 
rlegree and native of the 
and the wiffingness to act on that perception. The global recession finally 
stripped the mine workers of any Illusions that they might benefit from 
cooperation with the Zambian ruling class. As worker conditions 
deteriorated, the contradictions between reality and rhetoric gradually 
clarified the class bias of the UNIP regime.

The fight to protect worker interests i 
of necessity been transferred to the political arena, as wrxkers came to 
reco^ilze ^ links between poHHcs and production. And in that pnxxss, 
Zambian mineis and other workers have come to understand the link be
tween their particular Interests and the rights of Zambians as a whole, and 
the need to fight for those fieedoms. Hitherto non-antagonistic relations 
have become increasingly antagonistic for both short-term (inflation) and 
lonj^tcpi (class formation) reasons.

Tlie efforts of the mine workers and organized labor to act on this new 
°'understanding of the national division of labor have varied with the histoitc

)■-

a.

Labor aristocrats and bourgeois fractions: class coaUthms

The development of corporatism in Zambia in the seventies produced 
not only the exclusion of non-bourgeois' interests but also the affenation of 
certain bourgeois ftacUons. The coiKentration of decision-making in an in- 
creasingly isolated State House led to initial scepticism and later opposition 
among a cluster of more Ictltsa-falre members of, the bureaucratic 
bourgeoisie as reflected in the report of the Mwanakatwe Committee.” 
Unwilling to be sycophantic and reshuffled ad nauseam, and not unaware 
of the imponderables facing the regime, a growing number of senior 
ministers and officials opted out of the corporatbt system for what remain
ed of the private sector. This abandonment of the Humanist state involved 
risk — would they be able to survive without official support and sanction? 
— but also opportunity, accumulation unfettered by the rules and obliga- 

, Uons of the one-party state. It also offered the prospect of a partial revival, 
without Kaunda and UNIP being involved of course, of the coalition of the 
nationaiist era.

The non-bureaucratic fraction, an embryonic national bourgeoisie, 
was free to review its association with non-boivgeois interests now exclud
ed and alienated by corporatism. Not that the relationship would be either 
equal or comprehensive — the national bourgeoisie would accumulate 
more than labor and Its large-scale agricultural elements would compete 
with small-scale and peasant farmers — but the non-bureaucratic fraction 
would offer a class ally to disaffected and Impoverished non-bourgeois 
elements. This is especially so for the labor aristocracy which has lost stahu 
and access as well as income as the recession continues. Moreover, it has 
always had a free trade orientation, a p 
bourgeoisie. And by the mid-1970s both were critical of two dominant 
strands in the Humanist state, support for the liberation movements In

of the
ition between workers and this affiance.

1-1970s onwards has

>n it shared with the national
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drcumstancet shaping the class struggle within industry, the nation, and 
the ^obal economy. So, throughout much of the early 1970s, the miners 
responded to government threats and promises by curtailing large-scale 
collective labor protest, assuming the pottical gains from compromise 
outweighed the costs of confrontation during this prosperous period. The 
union leaders, with their close connections to government, were par
ticularly optimistic about the rewards for cooperating with the state and 
patty.

POtpan aid Sham

political dbcourse centered around the distribution of its income. Althoi^h 
the mining industry retains Its centrality in the Zambian popular mythology 
as well as political system, and some debates and decisions have an 
unreality about them for reflecting this, it Is now at best primus inter pores; 
and national bourgeois and skilled worker interests well recognize this even 
if the regime is reluctant or unable to admit it.

The demise of copper has served to transform relations If not the 
mode of production: the bureaucratic bourgeoisie has protected itself fcom 
inflation and recession through increases in income in cash and In kind (the 
perks of office such as housing, car, servants, allowances, etc.); but the 
workers, even skilled ones, have suffered ^m minimal salary settlements, 
large subsidy reductions, and increased tests for shelter, clothing and 
schooling. In short, the minority of Interests advaiKed through the cor- 
poratist nexus have been protectaul at the expense of the majority of extra- 
coiporatist classes and groups. The latent opposition of the latter has 
become manifest; contractions have become mote antagonistic and less 
subject to reconciliation.

In response to general dlfllculties and labor resistance the regime in- 
cieasingiy blames the workers for economic problems which are essentially 
structural in character, portraying opposWon as unjustified and “political” 
rather than reasonable and “economic.” In the wake Aporeasing in
dustrial unrest in 1980, for example, Kaunda announcXthat “In the 
name of the people, I will act dedstvely on any irresponsibility from any 
worker os section of workers.”“ In July, 1981, he arrested four senior 
trade union officials and a businessman for inciting Illegal strikes on the 
Copperbek with the eventual aim of overthrowing the government. The 
ZCTU threatened a general strike, and eventually the leaders were releas
ed, but tension between government and the workers continued. Kaunda 
has tried to convince the unions to cooperate with UNIP. However, it is 
dear that he still regards Zambian workers, particularly the mine workers, 
as a selfish lot who threaten Zambian prosperity and national development

it was only when the global economy changed, with profound Im- 
pbcations for the position of Zambia’s economy in the world system and 
the position of the proletariat within it, that this cooperation became less at- 
tiactive. And, as we have seen, the mine workers and their union leaders 
responded to this change by becoming more miUtant in both the industrial 
and political spheres. Organized labor Is currently demanding greater pro
tection for Individual rights, a fairer distribution of the national wealth, and 
limitations on state power: a direct response to the demise of human rights 
and needs as political centralization and economic contraction have under
mined both over the last decade.**

The political economy of peripheraUzation: class struggles
The marginalization of the Zambian economy, with ten years of poor 

prices for copper, has led to the peripheraUzation of the Zambian state; It 
has sUpped downwards from the semi-periphery into the Fourth World of 
Most S^usly Affected and Least Dmeloped States. At the diplomatic 
level this means that Zambia is no longer a major actor in either continental 
or regional affairs: and at the economic levd neither Its product nor its 
market are well-regarded.** The demise of the copper industry is only par
tially due to the recession, resulting in reduced demand and consequently 
lower prices in the advanced industrialized states; it is also a fundion of 
technolo^cal change — other materials such as glass-fiber optics and 
plastic pipes are replacing it hi the crucial communications and construc
tion industries.

Although certain Zambian leaders were well aware of the dangers of 
dependetKe on copper and the imperatives of diversification into 
agriculture, little was done after independence: copper remained the shin
ing focal point of the poUtical economy and both poUtical culture and

goals.*’
If it can be proved that the mine workers have be^'getting an ex

cessive share of the national surplus, while producing less, then these ac
cusations make sense. However, this has not been the case. As Philip 
Daniel points out, “when corrections were made for the fall in milUng 
grades, and the recovery rates, output per worker tended to rise untii 
1%9, and then to remain on a plateau until reduced by the exceptional
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transport and prtce problems of 1975.” In contrast, the real wages of mine 
workers fefl between 1967 and 1975.** Not were the Zambian miners the 
wage leaders any more. Between 1964 and 1974, copper miners’ real 
viagu rose 35%, while those of workers outside the mines, I.e., in import- 
subsUtution sectors, rose by 52% .** UnskiDed and semi-skUled miners were 
particulatly at a disadvantage, especially after 1975 when promotion op
portunities began to taper off. Even the 1976 wage settlement, which tried 
to help lower-priced labor, did little to improve matters, espedaily after the 
devaluation of Jhb kwacha In 1976.“

At the same time, the incomes of the Zambian bourgeoisie and ex
patriate workers have steadily increased. European mine workers earned 
K7600 per year as compart to K789 per year for Zambian miners." 
More important, after the Muhingushi Reforms of 1968, the Zambian mid
die class grew tq;>idly in size and wealth. A recent study by Rene Dumont 
reveals that the wealthy in Zambia have seen thdr Incomes increase by 
50% or mote, while the poor are much poorer." An ILO report has 
similar figures — the top 2% of all households have 20% of the national 
household Income and the top 10% claim 46.5% of the total income." 
These figures suggest that the Zambian mine workers have not been “milk
ing the economy.” Rather, the data support Richard Sklar’s conclusion 
that “Thus far the redistributive policies of the Zambian government have 
appeared to make far greater demands upon the wage earning class than 
the bourgeoisie.”"

What does this behavior tel us about worker consciousness and ac
tion among Zambian mine workers since independence? Are they sUU self- 

' interested - “a mlUantly economistic lot. . . whose political potential at 
best remains ambiguous?”" — or have they recognized their role as ad
vocates and defenders of the urban poor and rural peasants against en
croachment and exploitation by the burgeoning bureaucratic bourgeoisie?

Axpwt and Shoui

Evidence of recent worker protests suggests a continuing awareness 
among the miners of the aUance between ruling class and management in 
opposition to workers at the point of production. We would suggest that 
the quiescent period up to the mid-1970s was not due to a lack of such 
consciousness, but to pressures from govenunent and union leaders and, 
perhaps as weO, to a hope that 
benefit the miners. When benefits were not forthcoming, and when na
tional and global economic conditions deteriorated, the miners nevdt had 
any doubt who to blame.

The gap In real income between the workers and management has 
tdsibly increased on the mines. The miners recognize that government as 
wel as corporate officials are responsible for this situation, particularly 
since the nationalization of the industry. They accuse both the mining com
panies and the Zambian government, and therefore UNIP, for their op
pression. Thus, the Zambian miners exhibit the same awareness, even 
more sharply understood, of the class structure and class opposition in the 
work place today as they did at the beginning of the independence period.

More, significantly, in the last few years, as the price of copper con
tinued Its seemin^y Irieluclible downward trend, leading trade union of
ficials have adopted the more militant consciousness of less privileged 
workers: the labor aristocracy has become less distinguishable from other 
proletarian forces. These leaders now recognize that an unhealthy 
economy hurts workers as weO as management, and they, like the World 
Bank, increasingly blame Zambia’s economic decline on the inefficiency of 
the government-run parastetal sector “which Is smothering not only the 
mining corporations, but the entire economy.”" They have also expressed 
a growing concern about the oppressiveness of state capitalism, which In 
1976 Mwila asserted “was more brutal than individuiu capit^m artd 
resulted In the creation of bureaucracy, where economic power was en
trusted in the hands of the few.”*’ And they are less wiling to trust UNIP 
and the government to be fair and ob)ecttve about miner wage demands." 
Thus whle union leaders today clearly reco^lze the aUance between 
managemertt and the state against the tvorkets, they almost seem to fear 
government combined with state capitalism more than private czgrital 
alone.

aUon with UNIP would ultimBtely
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cleariy aware of the oppressive nature of the alliance between manage
ment and state crqrital in the copper Industry but are also increasingly will
ing to organize collectively against this coalition to defend worker interests. 
They believe, rightly so, that the workers are bearing a disproportionate 
burden of Zambian development plans and problems, and they are no 
longer wlttng to accept this. The bureaucratic bourgeoisie may succeed in 
buying off the mine workers for periods of time, but this will have to be 
more than mere “window dressing” to satisfy the miners. And the con
tinued ability to do so is increasingly In doubt as the recession extends Into 
the future. Conversely, union unity is augmented as the labor aristocracy 
becomes “proletarian” once more.

This unity, along with the size of ZCTU and MUZ membership, plus 
the undoubt^ dilllty of the workers, especially the copper miirers, to 
damage Zambia’s precarious economy, extracted some compromises from 
the government after the 1980 arrests. In January, 1981, UNIP and the 
government promised ZCTU leaders that only the Labor Minister in future 
would act on behalf of UNIP and the government in case of further in
dustrial UTwest. The 17 trade union leaders were readmitted to UNIP In 
April, and Chiluba and others, detained in July, were released horn deten
tion In October 1981. In an eftort to placate the labor movement, Kaunda 
promised to review salaries and wages in August, and indeed he used IMF 
money to he^ ease worker economic woes hr 1982. On 29 October 1981, 
Kaun^ offer^ a truce to the unions, and publicly admitted that “only we 
in the labor movement and UNIP can solve the country’s problems.” He 
called for cooperation, claiming as he had done before that UNIP and the 
labor movement are “two sides of the same coin.”"

What does this behavior teU us about the poUUcal consciousttess of the 
mine workers, and indeed, much of the Copperbeh work force? Kaunda 
clearly believes that organized labor, especially the mine workers, and 
MUZ and ZCTU officials, are politically motivated; that they want to 
destroy his goverrrment and UNIP. In 1980 he Insisted that it was no acci
dent that an October coup attempt occurred at the same time as 
widespread unofficial strikes and soon after Chiluba had warned that he 
would call a general strike before the year was out unless the government 
responded to worker demands for an improvement in living standards. 
Kaunda also claimed that one of the two factions involved In the coup was 
based in the Copperbelt. He vindicated his arrests on the Copperbeh In 
July 1981 by claiming that the arrested labor leaders were using strikes “to 
take over the leadership of the Zambian government.”” Chiluba was also

PoipOft *mmi Shout

accused of conspfring to humiiiate the Minister of Labor and Social Serv
ices, Basil Kabwe, and of advocating a chaitge of government."

Is Kaunda right? Do the Zambian workers, espedaBy the mine 
workers, have a revolutionary political consciousness? Do they reaOy want 
to take over the government and restructure Zambian society? To the 
question of a revolutionary political consciousttess, we can safely answer 
no. Although the presidant of ZCTU, Fred Chiluba, is considered by many 
to have taken over Kapwepwe’s mantle, he, and the workers he 
represents, do not seam to have any clear revolutionary vision. They are 
not calling for a radical reorganization of Zambian society; Indeed they 
tend to call for a retreat away from Zambia’s brand of “African sodahsm.”

However, Zambian workers do perceive an alliance among UNIP, the 
organizationai bourgeoisie, foreign capital and, to a lesser extent, the in
digenous capitalist class. Furthermore, they are lncreasin{^y aware that 
any growth In UNIPs power is a vidory for the middle dass rather than for 
the workers. They are opposed to that trend, and they are willing to fight It 
by organizing labor action for political goals. As Mwlla put it recently. 

Apart from Impnivlngtlwtwlfn of nikMn,w<h»s other oblactlvn. . .We 
want to lee an economy which a sound and M want to tee freedom of eaprea- 
eon. We would Ike to see freedom of eaprifreon because If we only concern 
outselvas with coiKfrIlons of service and freedom a cuitalad our acMavements 
of batter worldns condmora wSI be curtaded as wail. We have seen what has 

the ruing dass has tended to demorila the 
prsalr: the aandards of Ivfrig of todtolduah have gone doem.’*

Thus, although organized labor in Zambia is not about to lead a revolution, 
recent behavior suggests that It does recognize the need to defend worker 
Interests In the political arena, and thd this entails protecting the political 
lights of aO the dominated classes against UNIP encroachment; I.e. a 
worker-led Iransclass coalition.

The Ideology and polity of Humanism no longer serve, then, the in
terests of .those they claim to represent, the Zambian people, yet the in
frastructures of “state socialism” such as educational, health and welfare 
services lemtdn available to the new dass. The stats continues to pour 
scarce resources Into fadltUes for the bourgeoisie in the urban centers while 
disregarding demands from non-bourgeois forces In the countryside. 
Despite growing alienation and r^iposltion, the president preaches stabili
ty, warning people not to “rock the boat. If the boat capsizes everyone will 
sidfer and chaos will follow.”” But as Markovitz notes, “Stability in Africa,

t
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as elsewheie, is in the interest of those who control power and of those 
who receive a disproportionate share of benefits made possible by collec
tive effort and social organization.”” The excluded elements In Zambian 
society, which now include labor ardstocrats, have come Increasingly to 
appreciate the ambiguttles of stabibty and their bnited association with 
such a condition; hence the struggles of the 1980s.

PmpmtandShaa

developed; Instead a black landed bourgeoisie forces up the price for basic 
products to make Its role as successor or adjunct to the white settlers pro
fitable, and investment continues to pour into capital-intensive copper and 
infrastructural projects. The cost of such unreality grows exponentially, 
with its impact falling ever harder on non-bureaucraUc bourgeois forces, 
particularly the workers and peasants.

Zambia’s position as a copper-producing economy at the international 
periphery Is the root cause of its current difficulties and dilemmas: copper 
prices fen another 20% In 1981." As the World Bank indicates, Zambia 
can do little about this inheritance in the world system other than diversify 
rapidly away fiom Its internal and external constraints;

Stnc« the worid copper price peeked In 1974 (never apeh reaching ae much ae 
60 percent <A Its peak level in real terms), Zambia has fatten into a prolongtd 
skimp characterised by faBng real ou^ut. Inflation. decIrUng foreign eachange 
reserves, and a large amount of arrears in payment for Imports.”
With different pottdes, Zambia would have been able to slow the decBne In In
comes after 1974 . . .even with. . . opOmlsac assumptions, two-thkds of the 

given Zvnbla's structural deperKlence on copper."
The internal repercussions. In terms of deefining incomes and Increasing 
antagonisms, are even clearer than the external although their political Im
pact is muted by one-party state structures and seeming opposition 
leadetlessness.

Nevertheless, popular alienation and regime isolation continue to 
grow with labor being one of the few visible and viable centers of discon
tent other than fractions within the natlonai bourgeoisie itself. The 
bureaucratic bourgeoisie protects its income and privilege faom both, yet it 
Is Increasingly insecure and paranoid. As The EconomM comments, 
trade union leaders, even If they had the wiU, now lack the means to 
mediate capital-worker accords:

Th« fact b, as almost everybody In Z
Committee) recognises, that labor discontent b growing so fast that the union 
leadership caimot always kc^ abreast of K. h a one-party autocracy kke Zam* 
bla, industrial action b one of the few means of expression for polticat 
dbsMbfoctlon. Thb gives men ttke Mr. Chihiba much ^lashpolWcal powar; but 
as (the) . . . detentions show, they are expoead to retiftHitlon from an increaa- 

. Mr. Kaunda’s adminblraUon has fatted to dettver 
the goods, and people want food. Jobs, medica) care and eduesMon, rrat Just 
rhetoric about the evls of fotemadond capitattsm."

Economic decUnc and political decay: clam repression

The demise of the copper industry, excludvlsm of the corporate state, 
and alienation of various bourgeois and proletarian interests, mark a fun
damental transition In the political economy of Zambia. Notwithstanding 
similarities between the 1981/2 treason trials and the 1982 univeisity 
closure and earlier crises for the regime, the 1980s are dramatically dif
ferent from the 1960s.’' First, real national income continues its ineluctlble 
decline. Second, the legfme is mote isolated and intolerant than 
Third, the opposition is more conscious and determined, afceit leaderiess, 
than before. Fourth, regional change is unlikely to reafize significant na
tional gains. And fifth, orthodox ideological and institutional responses are 
unlikely to gain much support or more time. In short, the regime confronts 
a crisis of fundamental proportions at the levels of both sub- and super
structure. Its response has been class repression rather than cooptation, a 
significant contrast to the post-Independence period, despite the 
misleading rhetoric about “scientific socialism” and Humanistic develop
ment. The gap between ideology and reafity. State House and the country 
is wider than ever as real change is avoided rather than accepted, let alone 
advanced.

Despite international assistance involving bi- and muhi-laterai aid and 
a massive IMF $1 billion SDR loan in May 1981 — the largest yet in Sub- 
Saharan Africa, constituting $165 per person — on top of an earlier three- 
year SDR tranche of $300m In 1978, Zambia has deefined to make the 
“structural adjustments" which either the World Bank or Rene Dumont 
have advocated. Whilst the former loissez/afre advice encourages “market 
forces” such dismantling parastatals, reducing food subsidies and reviv
ing agriculture, the latter proposes more rural cooperative production. 
Meanwhile, the latest 5 year plan maintains the my^ of expansion: $5 
billion investment before 1983 to fadlttate the “transition from capitalism to 
socialism” plus, under a 10-year agricultural plan, nine 50,000 acre state 
farms before 1990. In practice neither agribusiness nor cooperatives are

ever.
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«ilhardsveloporproducaanewtynthcils.Th<dlalecttcto(claMandfrac- 
tkmai rdatloni are too complex In a post-independence and post-IndusUal 
world for that. Moreover, continual forms of class and fractional collabora
tion and coabtion serve to ameliorate and complicate simple contradic
tions. The “leff in Zambia U weak and leaderless: potential challenges In 
thp mid-term future come not from the proletariat or peasantry but from 
the military, the national bourgeoisie and the labor aristocracy, acting 
etther alone or in concert. The class composition of the 1981 and 1962 
treason trials suggests that thte "middle class” grouping Is the main locus of 
opposition, not that It to either particularly weB-organliad or weO- 
suppoited. Landed and labor artistocrats do not make “good” revolu- 
tionatles. Moreover, the president and party retain enough resources and 
intelligence to be able to divert and distract, if not contain, potential class 
antagonists. Nevertheless, the trend to towards exclusion and opposition 
rather than towards cooptation and collaboration.

The growing self-consciousness of an excluded national bourgeoisie 
and labor aristocracy has led to a clarification in the class bases and biases 
of the Zambian state. Neither clalnu of national unity — Humanism — nor 
class cohesion — stability — have the persuasive force they once possess
ed among a disillusioned as weD as dispossessed and impoverished 
population. Rather, the essential characteristics and contradidions of the 
potUcal economy have been revealed as recession and differentiation pro
ceed. The trend away from state-dominated class alliances to fractional 
fragmentation and coalition to symptomatic of a continent-wide evolution 
towards complexity as well as ambiguity.

Both the Zambian and African situations call for a new sophisticalton 
In perspective, both theoretical and political." The straightforward com
prador role played by the bureaucratic bourgeoisie has been superceded 
by a range of fractions and directions opening up the prospecU of change 
but also reducing the possibilities of revolution. The dialectic to too com
plex for a simple antithesis and thesis.

Conduslon

The evolution of Zambia’s political economy — from expansion to 
contraction, from inclusion to exclusion, and from class alliance to an
tagonism — to suggestive, we would argue, of general trends on the contt-. 
nent. Although the basic mode of production remains essentially unchang-

Thus far, regime repression has contained disotganized opposition but a 
real national bourgeois-labor aristocracy coalition might pose greater prob
lems for the remnants of the bureaucratic bourgeoisie. The silent class 
struggle to relentless but, thus far at least, containable, with World Bank 
and Anglo-American support for State House. Regional as well as ^obal 
changes threaten to undermine such association, however.

Paradoxically, the transformation In Zambia’s economic fortiaies, 
towards decline and marginalization, coincided with an improvement in Its 
regional postUon, away from confrontation with Rhodesia and towards 
cooperation with Zimbabwe. However, the latter transtUon also resulted in 
peripheraHzation at the level of both politics and economics and produced 
further ambigutties and stresses in regional relations: the uncomfortable 
coexistence of Bberation support with economic detente." Moreover, 
despite a decade of presidential claims to the contrary, the ending of 8m 
war over Rhodesia did not lead to an improvement, dramatic or otherwise, 
in Zambia’s economic situation. Instead, the election of Robert Mugabe left 
Zambia more marginal and less influential, without an external threat to 
unify domestic antagonists. Mchael Holman has pointed to this am
biguous result:

Prsednt Kaunda hai ihowii hbiudf acM ai balanctag triM and tocaonal 
ilvaMaa, ahMns dia holdan at aanloc poeSoni and auppoitlns tha SoWham 
African MbwaUon mo 
hcipad to unify Zambia as w«l as to hlgMght Its aconomic probiams. It would 
ba koidc If paaca m Zlmb^wta attowad PraAlant Kaunda’s opponants to fan 
domestic discontant.**

The artificisinest of Zambia’s import-substitution policy had already 
been exposed by the high price of oil and low value of copper: Industrial as 
well as extractive output has dedirted fably consistently since the early 
1970s. The revival of Harare as the regional Industrial and communica
tions center merely exacerbated the problems of high costs and small 
markets. Participation in the Southern African Development Coordination 
Conference (SADCC) and Preferential Trade Miga (PTA), with its head
quarters in Lusaka, will not hah the decline, which to the product of global 
(structural) dependence not regional (strategic) change. National rather 
than regional self-reliance remains an imperative, involving a set of policies 
which are continually avoided despite the associated imperative of control 
to ensure “stability.”

The exacerb^n of class differences and the intensifleation of class 
oppression do not mean, of course, that antagonistic confradlcUons will
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ed, relations of production have evolved dgni&cantly: the bureaucratic 
fraction has aBenatcd the national bourgeoisie and the labor aristocracy 
while the latter pair have begun to recognize the salience of a trans-class 
coataion. Whether this stlH elitist association Is able to bring about a 
transformation of the state — towards more privatization, agriculture and 
regional cooperation — remains in doubt. In any event the pressure Is 
towards more capitalism, not socialism, so the advantages for most pro
letarian and peasant Interests are dubious at best, although successful 
private capitalism undoubtedly has more appeal than Zambia’s present 
economic plight, even for non-bourgeois Interests.

Nevertheless, just as class relations continue to evolva in advanced in
dustrialized states so they do In peripheral formations. Neo-Marx&t ‘ 
methodology advances explanation but orthodox Marxist theoretic 
prescriptions or projections remain as controversial as ever. It remains a 
cruel irony, for instance, that the Inheritors of the colonial estate have 
become “colonialists’' themselves. As Markovitz laments:

The Ideology of the technocrata, their mode o( opt 
tcreeU — hi conjunction wllh the poUcal aBances of 
oiganlialtonalbouigeoiae-threaten the hileceau of the dlipnaaaiaad. What a 
tragedy If encadteroent ends only In the fhmer entrenchment of the 
burcaucrati m theh offtcea. Foremoat among the political obatadea to real 

therefore, may wel be the 'developeta’ themaelvea."
In the Zambian conterct, the real problem lies with the originators and 
claimants of the Humanist State. Although they are increasingly embattled 
they are by no means defeated. The struggle in Zambia as elsewhere wU 

' be protracted and problematic.

Cmrrt^UmumdMmefneiemefginEamtUm- 
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Klaas Woldring

At the end of 1981, Zambia’s system of public administration left 
much to be desired. Scholm who have recently worked in Ghana, Nigeria 
and Kenya, however, state that the situation in those countries Is worse, 
especially as far as corruption is concerned. On the other hand, these col
leagues report that you can “get things done there" if you play the game 
and offer suitable bribes to appropriate persons. Not so in Zambia, where 
bribery does not appear widespread, and one attempts to work with and 
through the bureaucracy, an arduous, time-consuming and sometimes 
simply impossible task. Frequendy, I felt that Kafka’s Castle had come to 
Zambia; one goes round in circles, has tO”walt long periods for services and 
must fill in numerous forms for a minimum of output. The impression is of 
a bureaucracy uijderstaffed or of officials too frequently absent; but the 
reverse, in fact. Is true. There are far too many clerks and administrators, 
but they arc unproductive, and too many adrrdnistrative steps must be 
taken before any service is delivered. There are, of course, exceptions, h is 
a hopeful sign that the long awaited Report of the Commission of Inquiry • 
into the Civil Service is soon to be releawd (July, 1983?). But over recent 
years several reports have cited large-scale mismanagement and Incfflcien* 
cy, so a pressing r^llqstion must be: What happens to the recommenda
tions?

a cbnki- 
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economic
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When gathering data for his Second Report to the Government of 
Zambia on IncomeSg Wages and Prices In Zambia/ Prof. Turner . 
found that the problem of finding the data was a great obstacle. He com-
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plained to the Mnister for Finance:
Than « wwal pohn I ihoiild Bka to maka on eamtica. k la a rapaated cU- 
acuity with thh kind o( potcy pcoUam that, aithou)^ avaiyhody lealt atron^

>uld ba done. It la 1
make pcedae ausacaliona bacauaa one doaa not know eudly - oa even ap- 
proidmalaly - what la actually happanins. IMilc* manna MtaUiba: and 

ca at poaaMa . . . Than have caitalnly baan 
In economic data generafly dnca than, but It la 

on la con- 
id lhan In

KbaaWbkMv

[ Pint, the problem has btde to do with the ideolo^cal orientation of the
I Government (whether one wishes to call that socialist, humanist or de 
I facto capitalist) except that the uncertainty of that orientation has led to a 

degree of unproductive confusion.
Second, the tendency for some Zambian inteUectuab to blame 

historical and external factors (colonialism, imperialism and the liberation 
wars, etc.), while essentially justifiable, is not helpful. Solutions to these 

I problems require long-term, external strategies. There are, however, 
several domestic problems that can be tackled, at least In the short run, 
without reference to them.

Third, to the extent that Zambia can alleviate the present situation in- 
temally, management skills, attitudes and financial practices must be great
ly Improved if better use is to be made of existing tesources and 

I possibilities. Among major problems Zambia can tackle immediately are 
those to do with management, particularly the management of manpower 
utilisation and finance. The Zambia Managerial Manpower and Training 
Needs Survey of the Private and Parastatal Sectors (April, 1977) 
revealed great gaps to be filled. I was surprised to learn how few students 
had graduated in the natural sciences and, in particular, from the School of 
Mines, mining being Zambia's bread-and-butter industry;' The majority of 
graduates were from the School of Humanities and Social Science and 
from Education. The restriction of Intakes into natural science appears to 
have beewaimed at the achievement of high academic performance. Yet,

I one may ask: Why did this argument not apply to the other Schools? The 
policy Is both mystifying and suspect, especially in the light of persistent 
complaints by Zambian graduates in the mining industry who all^ salary 
discrimination by top expatriate management. It is to be hoped that, during 
the 1980s, the University is stepping up Its intake into the natural sciences, 
imdading Mining and Agriculture.

Fourth, the first post-colonial development phase has been 
dominated by the nationalist leaders who delivered pofitical independence 
to Zambia. The dominance of these men has continued rather longer than 
elsewhere in Africa because the pte-1964 Bberation drive was externalised 
to the whole of Southern Africa. But these men, who were then approx
imately 40 years of age, are now nearing or past 60; their day Is drawing to 
an end. Their values, experience, age and skills are, in the main, not 
suited to the promotion of successful development. As developers they 
have largely failed. They did their best, of course, assisted by the mere 100 
graduates that Zambia could boast in 1964, but without an adequate 

of the problems. The early years of Independence did not 
severely test them and when the test did come (from about 1974
3nf Quortw, IMS

tiul th* etuaUon it tariout and to to

t$p€etoIfy, as up*to*di
i impro

said that in redact of the vttal matten with which the p 
ccmcd. it should arrive to find the Government little be 
1969*

some

In 1969, Turner had recommended certain policies for increasing 
employment and raising productivity, especially in rural areas. But In 1978 
he noted that the reverse had happened “largely (but not entirelyj because 
of external circumstances.” To Ae extent that it was seen as an Internal 
problem, however, paragraph 3 of the Introduction is revealing:

Th« other central mesuge o( Mi rqnct, howewr. a that a main rmon for dw 
delayi in deabig IMth theie problemi ikice 1969 wai the complacency and in- 
efilciency Induced In leading drdei by another development. Since 1969,
Zambia has become whtf we would csS a “social b 

When I was teaching at the University of Zambia (mld-1979 to 
mid-1981), 1 found that the students were keen to learn and unques
tionably intelligent. Almost all were concerned with their country's 
deteriorating administrative and economic situation. The brightest 
seeking scholarships abroad rather than join a complacent, ineBident and 
sometimes corrupt bureaucracy or parastatal organisation. A few stiD 
believed that the malaise could be contained and improved from within; 
most students, under such conditions, tend to favour radical solutions, 
based on radical explanations. But this tendency was tempered by the 
realisation that, wherever this had been attempted in Africa, the aftermath 
had. been painful and productive of further instability. In addition, the 

, radical left at UNZA, throughout the 1970s, could not be regarded as a 
vanguard of a popular movement of the left. The attempted coup in Oc
tober 1980 was not inspired by fire left, but seems to have been an attempt 
by persons with quite solid entrepreneurial, managerial and professional 
backgrounds to remove a sluggish administration unable to promote true 
development in Zambia. Their backgrounds and statements suggested a 
strong capitalist orientation.

The reasons for Zambia's sluggish administration and imperfect im
plementation of policies are complex and manifold. Before briefly survey
ing the most glaring examples of bureaucratic and parastatal misde
meanours, I would like to offer four comments.
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onwards), they fahered on al sides as administrators and financial 
managers. Their lifestyle had. in part, been modelled on that of the col
onisers (What other model was there?), an inappropriate one for a 
developing country. It is not strange therefore that President Kaunda had 
to divest himself, nrast reluctantly, of the services of some of his most 
brilliant lieutenants In the independence struggle because of inefficiency 
and/or scandal. Not only were their complacency and self-seeking prac
tices obstacles to the promotion of successful development strategies, they 
were also a hindrmce to the promotion of a new generation of 
development-oriented, bright young men and women, because they 
blocked the top postlions. As a result, where young people have risen to 
prominence, they have found themselves in a context erf non-supporUve 
incompetence. This has beetreompounded by a cultural component which 
dictates that younger peisonnel should not take issue with their senkns, 
especially not those who had successfully delivered Zambia from colonial 
bondage. This cultural factor is also frequently mentioned as the cause of 
failure of Zambia's experiments in industrial democracy. During my two 
years at UNZA I gained the impression, however, that Zambia Is reaching 
the end of this first post-coloni^ phase. This manifested Itself in the strong 
urge, even impatience, of many students to get to the top and to put mat
ters right. Doubtless, they will invest much energy in that effort and, given 
half a chance and support, that they will succeed.

The following catalogue of irregularities and inefficiencies makes sad 
reading, but they were aired quite openly and extensively by the highly 
critical press. Several leaders also persistently called for inquiries and ac
tion to be taken against culprits.

KInHUUv

members, supported him, shouting "Sack the lot, fire t^ Govemment." 
The situation became so untenable that President Kaunda decided to 
change his numbers two and three (Party Secretary Mainza Chona and 
Prime Minister Daniel Lisulo) and replace them by appointing Humphrey 
Mulemba and Nalumino Mundia, respectively. These^ changes proved 
positive, and some confidence In the Govemment returned.

Speaker Nabulyato was not alone in urging the resignation of what he 
called “dead wood” with which, he believed, Zambia was well-endowed. 
This questioning of Incompetence and corruption went on continuously In 
the period during which I observed Zambian Govemment in action. For 
example In a speech on Zambian Humanism, Mulala Sikota, a National 
Guidance Political Secretary, stated:

Tlw CM Service, the Paraetetel O 
iqueek. There arc ilsni of nut. A1 of us must find answers to this malaise.
What hat gone wrong with u«?*

And veteran politician Reuben Kamanga, the reqrected Chairman of 
the Political and Legal Affairs Sub-committee of UNIP’s Central Commit
tee, remarked:

True enough, corruption, nepotism, tribalism and such forms of bet 
ist at every level In Zambian Ife. It is also equaly true to say that, when those at
the top have something to hide, « becomes increasinsly difficult for them to
check on the activities of those at lower ranks. For Indeed, ano 
Is that an adminittrator who is himself corrupt would find It hard to dedakn the 
same fault In someone else.’

The President, too, has frequently deplored corfupt tendencies 
amongst Zambians. In May, 1980, for example, he disclosed that some 

"V hospital staff members were stealing medicine to sell to private practi- 
Uoners:

and the lot are all beginning to

ex-

iNyofUe

Corruption and bicfBciency — the State of Mismanagement
Whoever is Involved bi this dMy behaviour, I say, please stop this corrupt prac
tice. Corruption In the Ovll Sendee, Pasastatal Companies and quasl- 
Govemment kistXutions should be fought with vigour.'

In October, the President stressed the need to amend the law “to 
make it more effective in dealing with cor^tion, tribafism and nepofism 

sweeping the nation.” This law (The Cotrupt Practices A(4 was 
passed in October 1980. (Us provisions wiU be discussed briefly later).

The High Commissioner to Nigeria, Andre Mutemba, is one who 
recognizes the shortcomings of the older nationalists. In an Open Letter to 
the Times of Zambia (May 6, 1981), the envoy argued that some Patty

“Is the Govemment of Zambia slowly disintegrating?” This leading 
question was put in a Sunday Special of the Sunday Times of Zambia

Nationalealy In February 1981.* A week later, the Speaker of 
Ass^Uy (Mr. Robinson Nabulyato) revealed that the Bud 
passed unconstitutionally, and that the Secretary to the Cabinet had had to 
cancel the announced milk price, begause it had not been gazetted. Such 
machinery-of-govemment errors were, in fact, only a symptom of a 
grosser malaise. Hence, not surprisingly, the Speaker felt Juaifled in calling 
for the resignation of incape^ ministers.* Backbenchers, all UNIP

been now
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and Government leaders had outfived their usefulness and should retire. 
Mutemba (then 52) considered that he himself was over his peak and that 
"Failure by some leaders was one of the reasons why the country was fac
ing some problems." In his view:

KkMuWoUrtng

Whcrtvtr wc wtnt. ws f
mz
fed: (a) that in Z
that counts; (b) that martt and qualifications do not count for ^}polntmant in 
Zan^ Railways; (c) that caitain tribes were entrenched m certain departments 

(d) that men4>en of “smal tribes" who were without "ful- 
backs" had no future on the Railways; (e) that dlsc^fillnary measures were cor*

for vacancies were mere 
formalities while portions md promotions were filled by unfair preferment; (g) 
thd certain aBegations were bom of make on the part of certain trfoes who 
considered tf 

The conclusion left no room for doubt:
on prest^poses that since we have found that (a) Mbabsm, 

nepotism and corruption are practised in Zambia Railways; (b) the inddcnce of 
th^ in Zambia Railways is alarming; (c) Mr. Mwale's disnSssal was not ef
fected on sound prtncfoles of 
taken to (t) undo what has been done throu^ the practices o4 trfo^sm, 
nepotism artd corrupOon; (ii) chedi the indderKe of thefts: (iii) settle the Mwale 
affair in pursuance of sound administrafive principles.'*

ons of the practice of tribafeam 
Mnplaints to the foSowtng ef- 

it Is not what you know but whom you Imow
RaB Werea d

The Party and its G 
crWcItm Is constructive and as a result fiMst of our
have

are too sensitive to rimple erttdim even if the 
we should

carpet. I was not in a position to see 
this mistake until I was out of very acflve cenbal power corridors. I feel guilty, 
honestly. abo«t this discovery. The coordination is very poor, foe right hand 
seems not to know what foe left haf>d is doing. Aco 
Some of us are too hypocritical.*

The French agronomist Dumont was reported as saying that President 
* Kaunda "had the right ideas for his people but that he was hampered by a 

clique of profiteers who surrounded him
There is an urban efite of Party officials cruising the road In chauffeur-driven 
Mercedes and peasants working two days to afford a bag of salt. 20% of Zam
bia's gross nationat product goes to foe 2% of the population who wield 
po%Mer.'*

In the Voice of the Arab World newspaper, he was reported to have 
.T^eepmmended that Arab leaders not give President Kaunda any more 

loanThQder these circumstances.

d have been
onZ

iitty is negk^. ‘ rupted by tribal favouritism; ff) foat ad

t by foe dismissal of their tribesmen.'*

Ourreco

fial action should be

Para»tatal Bodies

The generally unsatisfactory performance of Zambia's parastatak was 
first investigated by the Kayope Committee on Parastatal Bodies which 
was appointed on 31 January 1978. Its terms of ^efa^Ke were:

(a) to examine r^mrts arul accounts of foe parastatal bodies;
(b) to examine the r^orts, if any. of foe Auditor-General on parastalal bodies;
(c) to examfoe, in foe context of the autonomy and cfficiertcy of foe parastatal 
bodies, that they are being managed in accordance with sound business prin- 
dples and prudent CO
(d) to cxerdse such ofoer functions vested In foe Public Accounts Committee 
as are not covered by para^asfos (a), (b) and (c) above ar>d as may be allotted 
to the Committee by foe Speaker from time to time.'*

in its investigations, the Committee restricted itself to "Famdiarisation 
Tours,* In the first Instance, to selected parastatals, e.g., Zambia Dally . ,, 
Mali, Cold Storage Board, National Agricultural Marketing Board, Riii^ 
Development Corporation and United Bus Company. In almost all cases, 
losses were largely attributed to poor management practices. Subsequent

Some particular cases wm widely reported. The first major inquiry 
intororrupHon and inefficiency was conducted by the Commission of In- 
qd^Tlnto the Affairs of Zambia Railways, under the Chairmanship of the 
Hon. J.C. Mumpanshya, M.P. (then Minister of State for Power, 
Transport and Commerce). The initial request for a Commission came 
from Zambia Railways’ Political Committee in 1975, suggesting Investiga
tion of a long list of nrialpractlces. In 1977 the Zambia Railways 
Amalgamated Workers Union joined the push for its establishment. The 
Union’s Executive Committee (as explained in Chapter 1, sections 2 and 
3 of the Mumpanshya Report) spurred by reports of tribalism, nepotism, 
corruption arxl thefts from employees, which they found to be essentially 
correct, called on the minister to institute proceeding urxler the Inquiries 
Act." '

The Commission’s comprehensive and revealing Report (March 
1978), confirmed virtually all the allegations. Indicative of the highly un
satisfactory situation It found were these comments:

J practic**; and
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KfauUMMfVReports by the Audttor-General“ and by the Committee Itself 
(reconstituted)'* confirmed this. In 1979, the Committee, which had con
ducted 29 Familiarisation Tours, drew attention to some extraordinary dif- 
Hcuhies it had to contend with; responsible attitude towards public funds and property, and a lifestyle even 

out of step with the situation In Zambia than that of some Partymore
leaders. Several entries record substantial and apgarS^ unrecoverable 
staff advances, expenses for long-term hotel accommodation without a 
warrant, unnecessary or extravagant property deals and free^ansport for . 
Party leaders to tour missions. In Much 1981 The Sunday Times 
reported that “the Ministry of Foreign Affairs had failed to tell the Auditor- 
General what progress was being made to recover nearly K500,000 o\^ 
bydipl
had In fact been recovered. The most damaging charge concerned Zam
bian dipbmat Mr. Marshall Khulila. Reportedly, In January 1981 he pro
vided two British journalists, posing as non-government arms dealers, with 
a bogus “end-user certificate” to collect a ilOOO bribe. The envoy was 
suspended (June 1981) while “investigations were being con-

la) late prasantaUan by tha Exacutlva of tite AcSon-Takan Rapoit on lha 
Rapoit of tha Commlttea on Paranatal Bodtei for tha Fifth Saiilan of Itia Thu 
National Anambly;
(b) non.prasentatlon by the Audltor-Genanl of a raport on paraatatal bodlaa on 
which tha Committee could ilimly bate their inqubtef;
(c) failure by most parastatal organisations to present theft annua) reposts to 
Parfiament as required by provisions of the Standinq OrrieTS;
Id) victimlaalfon of empi 
were afraid to give evidence before the Committee;
(e) the belief of some top executives that they could not be diadpined for theft 
misdeads in their companies because of tha support they an)oy from top 
leadership fti the Party and Its G 
teiference by some top offidals in the work of your Commfttee and apparent 
lack of understanrling of the Committee's temis of reference, powers and

by certain parastatal organisations such that they in loans and salary advances.”” At that time only K14,000

hietarchy and fti some In-

privtleges.”
tlnued.””

Lusaka’s telephone system is a case of much confusion and specula
tion. When I arrived in Zambia, it was obvious that in some parts of Lusaka 
the system did not work at all, and in other parts ineffectively. During 
1977, backed by a K32 million World Bank loan, the Intanational Tele
phone and Corporation (ITD was contracted by Zambia’s Post
arxl Telecommunications Corporation (PTC) to install a new advaixxd 
telephone system in Lusaka. By December 1980, it had become clear 
that the new system could not be made to work, and PTC sued ITT for 
K320,000 in lost revenue.” By mid-1981, a partial return to the old 
system, ho
flicting opinions were offered for this delay but no official explanation. 
“Kapehva Musonda on Tuesday” suggested that it could be a multi
national trick to ensure that Zambia remained dependent on ITT for addi
tional high technology parts or that (as this gifted and humorous commen
tator argued) it was arranged to facilitate the work of security agents who 
would have fewer telephone calls to handle. AhemaHvely, he asked if it 
might be the work of political malcontents seeking to create industrial 
chaos to justify the overthrow of the Government.” Most Informed com
mentators blamed the complexity of the new equipment. If they were

Other Instances
■t A number of problems concerning inefficiency of Government 

Departments and Local Authorities were aired in the press during my 
period of research. Some of the more significant examples foRow;

More than 5000 government vehicles, 32% of the total, were 
reportedly off the road in January 1981 because of lack of spare parts and 
poor maintenance. According to Patrick Chiwenda, Permanent Secretary 
of the Ministry for Works and Supply, more than 400 government vehicles 
were discarded each year on account of accidents, lack of spare parts and 
old age.'* The dismal scene of the Government wreckyard along Old 
Mumbwa Road in Lusaka confirms this sorry tale. Why is It that, 17 years 
after Independence, Zambia should have a shortage ^ motor mechanics 
as is claimed?

Evidence of wastage of funds by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs was 
contained in the Report of the Auditor-General for the year ending 31 
December 1979.'* Clearly, some Zanib^ diplomats had a totally ir-

inadequate and difficuh, was recommended. Many con-
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right, a pertinent question would be: U tt wise to Introduce such advanced 
equtpment into a developing country? Does it not guarantee technological 
dependency?1f-Zambia has such dif&ulty in maintaining a fleet of Govern
ment cars, how Is tfgoing to maintain a complex telephone exchange?

A similar drama is presented by Lusaka’s Mass Media Complex 
which, when finally operational, would qualitatively improve broadcasting, 
and cover virtually thb whole of Zambia. The Japanese-backed project was 
to have started in 1970, but Its foundation stone was laid only in 1979.

^ The original estimate of Kll million grew to K50 million in 1980. By 
mid-1981, the project was still far from completion because of interminable 
delays caused !by transport, staff and management difficulties, in spite of 
frequent inspeojion tours by Ministers aiU their aides.**

In March 1981, the so-called Thomas 
dal came to a head.''Baekbei^eis wanW^e details of the abortive con- 

company

KbmWolAt^

More serious was the TIKA affair. TIKA (Technical Industrial Kulum- 
blla Associates, Ltd.), planned for Mumb^ In Solwezi from 1972, was to 
have been a K122 miUon iron and steel complex providing iq> to 1,000jobs, 
h never got underway, but cost Zambia at least K15 million. This 
matter was brought to a head when M.P.’s began to ask probing questions 
about Zambia’s reported obligation to compensate the various partners 
and consultants. It was not publicly known until December 1979 that the 
TIKA venture had come to nothing.” A long series of penetrating ques
tions in the National Assembly (1974 and 1975} revealed that the con
sultants were Swindell Dressier, an American Company. Other companies 
involved were Energoprojekt of Yugoslavia, Denag of West Germany, and 
various local contractors.

By 1979, the then Minister for Mines, Newstead Zimba, stated in 
Parliament "ihat TIKA was too sensitive to be discussed and that some of 
the partners would be sued by the Zambian Government.”** Furthermore, 
mysteriously, “the Government knew fully that feasibility studies which 
had been conducted on TIKA advised the authorities not to go ahead with 
the project because it was not going to yield any benefits for the nation.” 
Speoilation on the project’s unfeasibility centered on oil as the energy 
source. Robby Makayi, an investigative Zambian journalist argued, 
however, that the plant could easily have been converted to electricity, 
cheap and readily available In Zambia. Makayi concluded “that it could not 
have been completely written off had it not been for political Intrigues in 
Zambia and international business manoeuvres.” By mld-1981, 
Energoprojekt (with a long experience in Zambia) as well as the Zambian 
partner and sub-contractor ZECCO still had not been paid. What seems 
most lacking in this venture was the political will and ability to succeed.

Many smaller cases of corruption can be cited. The Kanyama Fund, 
which President Kaunda set up in 1978 to help people whose homes had 
been wrecked by floods, was partially misappropriated. Items donated to 
the Fund by the public were “bought” at giveaway prices by a Cabinet 
Minister, a Provirrcial Secretary, a Governor and a Dirtrict Seoetary.** An 
attempt was made to recover the shortfalls.

Another was the Barnett affair, which came to light when Titus 
Mukupo alleged in Parliament that the First Secretary of the Zambian Em
bassy in Bonn, Dick Litana, was Implicated in an International scandal In-

'Alexander Wood (TAW) scan-

I resulted in Zambia paying 
contract without suffident

tract with that American 
K4 million compensation after'^
notice. (The tru^ arrived regardlsss.) Th* Special Investigations Team 
for Economy and Trade (SITET) urrcQ.yerqd Irregularities committed by 
civil servants in 1973 which eventually resulted In the loss.** Legal Affairs 
Minister Chlgaga, under pressure, disclosed that the Education and 
Culture Permanent Secretary (Peter Siwo) and former Legal Affairs 
Ministry Permanent Secretary (Sebastian Zulu) had “connived to swindle 
the Government over the TAW contract.” According to Chigaga’s state
ment in the National Assembly, Siwo had signed two waiver letters sent to 
Wood (in 1973/4) confirming the contract and even dispensing with a 
delivery deadline, contrary to Government Instructions to rescind the con
tract forthwith. This leaves much to be explained in a court of law, though 
at the time of writing the case appears still to be subjudkx.

An instance of attempted personal corruption was provided tx 
“Winegate” scandal. 10,000 cases of South African wine, 
K250,000, suddenly arrived at the Lusaka airport. An apparent 
was being made to Import this wine, without Bcenrje, in the name of M.P. 
John Kalenga. SITET investigated and even went to South Africa to talk to 
the exporters, who claimed two other dealers were involved with profits to 
be shared among the three.** Wine being rare and expensive in Zambia, 
Kalenga and his partners would have made sut4l!antial profits. Since the 
transaction involved evading the import license and, payment in forei^ 
exchange, one can only conclude that he Intended to use his public office 
for irregular purposes.
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voK/ing pay-offs on aid intended for Zambia.** He said that an international 
broker/financier was being detained in Zambia for asking to be paid his 
fee. That man, Constantine Joel Barnett, a Jamaican-bom British citizen 
(reportedly) claimed to have organised a loan of 500 million French Francs 
(K83.6 million) towards the K400 million Operation Food Programme, 
and had been promised a one percent ‘Tinder's fee.” half to be sur
rendered to two top leaders, in dear violation of the Leadership Code. 
Attorney-General (ilhigaga disputed the claim and atmounced that the 
Government had not sought Bametfs services and would not pay him.” 
Barnett retorted that the loan had already been released. When President 
Kaunda announced ‘Operation Food Production’ in October 1980, 
Barnett’s Technology Transfer Consult firm was on the list of organisations 
involved in the ten-year programme. Further investigations revdhied that 
another eight companies had been formed by Barnett between December 
1978 and February 1980, all registered with the Ministry of Commerce 
and Industry." Several Zambian leaders were listed as Directors, e.g.. Dr. 
Leonard Chivuno (Director of the National Planning and Development 
Commission), Fred Mwananshiku and Dick Litana. Chivimo and 
Mwananshiku subsequently dissociated themselves. Allegations were 
made in the press that Zambian leaders were trying to use these funds, 
raised for the Food Programme, for private commercial purposes. A fur
ther innuendo was that some of them had made a seemingly official deal 
with Barnett (presumably so that the finder’s fee could be paid horn pubik; 
funds) but which was not, in fact, official at all. The Barnett case was to be 
heard in open court later in the year. Why Barrrett was kept four months in 
detention was not cleared up.

KfanUbldits

dinaty robberies by 400 percent and white collar crime by 500 percent. 
Similar evidence fm armed robberies and theft of motor vehicles made it 
clear that Zambia was in the grip of an unprecedented crime wave with 
high increases in all urban enclaves. The Minister advartced the following 
as causal foctors: high unemployment, more grade seven school leavers, 
and the continuing rural-urban drift. The availability of guns left behind by 
the Zimbabwean freedom fighters, the unfavouraM economic climate in 
neighbouring countries and police under-staffing were also cited." By all 
accounts, this situation did not improve during 1982 and, unless the 
employment situation eases, will probably continue throi^ the 1980s.

Corruption wnongst leaders can, of course, only encourage potential 
law-breakers and criminals. People will put up with poverty as long as they 
trust their leaders and believe in them, but trust was seriously lacking In 
Zambia during this period. An entire g 
to a life of robbing or being robbed. Nearly all houses of any consequence 
are barricaded behind high walls, burc^ bars, security guards and dogs. 
The security industry is one of the few that are flourishing. Not unlike the 
whites in South Africa, the Zambian efite and most expatriates are living in 
a virtual prison.

By July 1960, according to Commissioner of Prisons, Jonathan 
Mwanza, the Prison Department was housing an average of 10,000 in
mates a day." He compared this with "less than 2,500” at Independence. 
Naturally the POfice Force has come under great strain. H is understaffed 
andco
by corryrt practices at the top. fri December 1979, for example. Commis
sioner of Police Jeftcy Munalala was suspended for alleged misconduct. 
In October 1980, Munalala was found guilty of steafing a KllOO Toyota 
Land-Crulaer gearbox donated to the Po&ce Force by the Japanese 
Overseas Corporation Volunteers and sentenced to seven years imprison
ment. In May 1980,*’ five more Police Chiefs (amongst them a Deputy- 
Commissioner) were suspended and put on half salmy. A year later in

is growing up accustomed

Law Enforcement ly plagued by transport difficulties." Morale b not helped
Another area of cotKem b the rise of crime in Zambia. Increasing 

unemployment, urbanisation and poverty on the fringes of cities have 
given rise to highly organised gangs of thieves bom whom little b safe. 
During the first three wedhs of my cmtract, I heard first-hand of 12
burglaries in staff houses on campus. Two were viituall, _ _______
niture, equipment and personal belongings. Mr. %ilted Phiri, Minister oif 
Home Affairs, 
in the first half
pared with the same period in 1979, felonies rose by 300 percent, or-

d of fur-

nged Parliament (August 7,1980) that ’TTre crime rate 
980 had risen between 150 and 500 percent.”*’ Com as. ToZ. S Awe isao. 
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vestigations were stffl going on.» in May 1981..Ctispin Katukula, ibf^ ' 
Inspector-General and newly appointed diplomat, was sentenced to three 
years imprisonment lor theft while a public, servant. He was accused of 
having stolen a steering rack worth K2000 frtSm a Government car.”

m- f ;
KkaWoUme

Proposals of The Committee of Ingiifay
on Salaries & Ahematlve Options

With the efficiency and Integrity of civil servanyio much in question, 
it is not surprising that in November 1980 the general pubfic, although 
polilically rather powerless, did not welcome substantial salary Increases 
for several categories of dvil servants, proposed by a Committee of Inquiry 
of top public servants, who sat for a 
were back-dated to 1 August 1980. The two main terms of reference had

•r

H The University

The University also came tai for its share of criticism. UNZA's relatively 
congenial atmosphere hides a very slow-moving and top-heavy 
bureaucracy. While there are some outstanding administrators in UNZA, 
they have to carry the burden of many incompetent supervisors and clerks. 
What is incomprehensible, therefore, is the authorities’ reluctance-to 
disc^line inefficiency and wrong-doing.

In August 1981, UNZA auditors Coopers and Lybrandt revealed that 
nearly KIO million could not be accounted for by the University 
authorities. A month earlier. President Kaunda, who is also Chancellar of 
UNZA, had appointed a Commission of Inquiry to Inquire into the effec
tiveness of the adminisiTation and adrtynisliative structures under the new 
federal organisation of the University, encompassing two campuses, one 
in Lusaka and one in Ndola.” Other matters included in the terms of 
reference were stik and student attitudes and the effective utilisation of 
resources. Students were quick to welcome the new inquiry. They criti- 
cMri the deteriorating condition of the student residences, threats to 
academic freedom by the presence of Special Branch men on campus, 
and the irrelevance of the new posts of P^dpal on each campus.*' They 
also requested vacation employment for every student and a course In 
political economy in all faculties. The Inquiry does not seem to have had 
much immediate impact since, in April 1982, students protested strongly 
about the Administration of the newly established Institute of Human Rela
tions as well as about conditions generally. This led to the expulsion of 
some students followed by new demonstrations, but just when the Ad
ministration was ready to compromise on the proposed disciplinary action, 
the police and the military suddenly moved in. Six ford^ lecturers were 
searched, some taken for questioning and four deported for what were 

; regarded as subversive activities. The University was closed and re-opened 
only in June 1982.

#
mths.*' Further increasesI

been:
1. To m«li« rKomiimidsaora on isiailM. lataiy UrucfciMS and condSioni of 
aaivlca . . . havins partcular regard to: (a) lha lUe in lha aX ot Ihring dnee tha

chaallhaptatant salary lavab and condWona of laivica: (b) tha 
affaett of tha Tumar Raport: fc) lha naad for daMlly. afBdancy and continuity
m tha PubSc Satvica; (d) tha naad to proutda adaquala Incanllval to pcolat:
donal and tachnical catagotiaa of itafl and to paraona aatving In rural areas; (a)
tha naad to ta-nd)uat salary structures In ordar to alow for aaxMlty and ra- 
ttonabalion
2. Tolkani

' last

; and (0 tha data of Implamantation of tha racoimnandatton. 
ilna ways and maana of nwalins tha Incraasas that may rasuh front
landattons undar tha fkst tarms of refaranca with apactal ainphaab 

on tha naad to reduca tha aUa of tha PubSc Satvica withoul toipatong opara- 
tlonalafficiancy.*'

Apart from the relative upgrading of a few lowly-paid job categories, 
wage differentikis either remained the same (in effect, were restored) or 

_ Increased. The recommendations of the First and Second Turner 
Reports, therefore, wete^ignoted. Evea within the Service Itself, the 
highest paid servant receives nearly 20 times as inuch as the lowest paid 
before tax. When a comparison is made with rural workers, the gap is 
wider still.**

Three olthe principal recommendations, from the 116 presented, should 
be noted here:

l. Efficiency ha» fallen toon unacccptaUclnvol. Govonuncntlhouldlhorelore 
tojlSule toi in-depth etudy of the opmllonal efficiency In the PubSc Service;
4. Thera li no need to totroduce Incentivee foe penoiu lerving to niral areas;
5. The PubSc Service Is not overstaffed In view of the increastog 
profesilond «id technlcai staff. However, a manpower auds of posts dwuld 
be ctorled out to determine Its optimum siss.**

a any

were

demand for
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^ RecommendattoiO 'led to the tormatton of the Civil Service probe
team, which compla|^lts report at the end of 1982.

Recommendat^ 4, to my mind, is in grave error. It was argued that, 
in rural areas, there Were already incentives, such as cheaper food, lower 
costs (e.g., for housing and land) atvl less hectic and dangoous living con- 

* dtttons. Yet, the lural-utban drift continues, and continues to add to the ptob 
lems of unemployment, poverty and crime. In 1979, of 20 UNZA scholar
ships in Mechine, only tlw wem taken up because students were requited to 
practice for some years in rural areas. What would happen, on the other 
hand, if a loading of, say, 25% to 50% were to be p^ to civil servants 
and professionals who moved to rural areas? Not oiily would candidates 
be eager to get out of the cities (especially Lusaka) but they would 
stimulate local purchasing power and iiiject new ideas into the rur^ scene. 
They would, moreover, create new demands and Iniport more 
sophisticated lifestyles. To rhy mind, nothing would be more effective in 
stimulating decentralisation and the economy while at the same time 
alevtoting, possibly eliminating, the overwhelming problems now poison
ing urban life.

Recommendation 5 also runs counter to the Turner Repc \ 
Arguments against reducing the size of the Service often heard .1 
Zambia are that the rejects will be unable to find work in the private sector, 
that it would have an adverse effect on spending power, and add to the 
problems of unemployment and crime.

1 wish both to take Issue with these arguments and to emphasise the 
applicability of my counter arguments to most developing countries, where 

^ ' the Civil Service and the Parastatab together are frequently by far the most 
Important employers.

KlaasWokUng

In Model 2 the Government sector is seen as primarily an engine of 
growth, taking command of developing the country and stimulating the 
economy. It ruthlessly adheres to the merit principle and does not operate 
as an employment agency. It tolerates neither Inefficiency nor corruption. 
Hs size is no greater than it needs to be, since it is realised that unproductive 
or idle workers are, in fact, counter-productive elements. Such a sector is 
guided by a strict and strictly enforced leadership code, and leaders project 
a very independent and tough negotiating position with foreign interests.

In spite of the shortcomings of some of the recommendations of the 
Committee of Inquiries Into Salaries, there is perhaps reason to believe 
that Zambia is in-transition from Model 1 to Model 2. The Qvll Service 
probe may reveal such a trend, and the Corruptive Practices Act (No. 14 
of 1980) also suggests this. Understandably Zambia, having had no ex
perience with the workings pf bureaucraty in a developing country prior to 
1964, and being short of skills, the first post-independence phase could 
only have yielded the results It did. The colonial admlnlsiraten, then the 
only model, represented the opposite of a respected Irrdigenous 
meritocracy aiming at balanced national development. Neither can 
western bureaucracies and parastatals be models, because these are sUD 
latgdy appendkas of arrd supports for the private sectors In which 80% of 
the workforce te employ^. The general level of skito in such 
bureaucracies, moreover, is much higher ihan In a developing country. 
Undoubtedly, the socialist models offer more relevant experience to draw 
on, although the extensive interaction with multi-national companies and 
the aftermath of the colonial experience (common to most developing 
countries) were absent In those models. The situation, therefore, is uni
que, and progress can only be made by experiment and, inevitably, by 
mal^ mistakes. The socialist models, however, demand a high degree of 
discipline If they are to produce engines of development. Such discipfine
levels have not always been achievable or acceptable.

I am not convinced that developing nations should be entirely 
bureaucratised or that the. private sector should remain insignificant or 
dominated by parastatals. The change In direction in Mozambique 
achieved by President Samora Machel by 1980 suggests a scope for a 
flourishing private sector, provided it Is largely in the hands of domestic en* 
trepreneurs. I believe, howeverj that the state should remain the main In- 
strumertt of control of the economy and represent the people rather than 
foreign interests. Economic independence is not incompatible with an 
enterprising domestically owned private sector. This may be bchleved 
more effectively by a small productive bureaucracy, efficiently organ^, 
urilhewnbered by unnecessary and/or Incompetent staff, h is therefore

There are two quite opposite positions or modeb to be identified in thb 
matter; In Model 1 (which applies to Zambia)'the Government sector b 
seen primarily as an employment agency whose hierarchical structure 
functions to reward patty faithfub. Merit b less significant than reward for 
patty loyalty, the provision of employment and the maintenance of firac- 

- .and ethnic) harmony, all of which govern appointment and promo
tion pofides. When misdemeanours ate brought to fight, there may, at 
first, be much concern expressed, but there b an overriding tendeixiy not 
to punbh too severely. If at all. Instead, [ 
re-appointed after the dust has settled. In thb way, the same 

and gradually the merit principle and g 
_ )y affected. The incentive to do well in such a system 

b very weak, and officiak easily fall prey to foreign companies and 
unscrupulous profiteers. Mediocre personnel drift to the top, and so-called 
leaders tend to become agenbfor theb liberesb radher thari the nation’s.
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KbsUMM^much more desirable, even for Zambia now, to reduce the size of her 

Government sector and pay the redundant staff a hill salary for, say, five 
years and 80% of full sal^ for another five years, and so on, than to con
tinue in the present fashion. This scheme could also assist In stimulating 
the private sector, especially the development of small business enterprises 
by ex-QvU Service personnel who, with security of income, would be in a 
favourable position to re-direct their careers.

Now that so many glaring mistakes have come to light, the time has 
come not just to improve the efficiency of the Government sector, but also 
to drastically re-orient its character and direction, if this were to happen, 
the 1980s may turn out to be the decade of the Management Revolution!

The provisions of the Corrupt Practices Act, thoughtfully put together 
after con^erable research by SITET overseas, are encouraging in this 
respect. The Zambia Datt$ Mail drew attention to an important novel 
feature of the legislation:

Under liw Comipt Plactica Ad. new rules oi evidence have been con- 
slderabiy changed: The accused wifl have to prove his tnnrxence unSke 

dy when the prosecution had io prove the accused guilty beymid aO 
reasonable doubt. And ii a person is convicted of corruption he shaJl be liable to 
a iive-year mandatory sentence.**

The introduction of this Roman/Dutch procedure (in section 46.4) 
has potentially strengthened the hand of the Executive, at least in corrup
tion cases.

Political Activity ii

The muittplying economic and management problems which the 
Zambian Government was facing by the end of the 1970s resulted In two 
kinds of political action (in 1980 and 1981) aimed at shifting the balance of 
power In the country. In October 1980there was an attempt to overthrow 
the Government, and throughout the period there was heightened strike 
and other political activity by the Zambian Congress of Trade Unions 
(ZCTU), under the leadership of Frederick Chiluba.

The first rumblings were heard in April 1980, when the then Chair- 
of the Standard Bank Zambia (Ltd.), Ekas Chipimo, publicly ex-

«

man
pressed the view that the “multi-party system was the surest way of 
avoiding coups and eliminating the disgraceful tendency of presidents end
ing up with bullets in their heads.”" The President responded at some 
length, stating that: “dissidents led by former Cabinet Ministers are behind 
a ptet to incite the army into overthrowing the Government and to 
assassinate me.”" “

Dr. Kaunda named the di^ents as EBas Chipimo, Valentine 
Musakanya (a former Minister for Technical Education and Vocational 
Training and Bank of Zambia Governor) and Andrew Kashita (former 
Minister of Mines and Industry). Others implicated in “this vicious and 
deliberate campaign against the Party and its Government” were Barclays 
Bank Zambia Manager Francis Nkhoma, and former Minister of Education 
and Finance Jc‘ Mwanakatwe. Chipimo, an old adversary of “KK,” later 
resigned his post and, after the accused had publicly re-affirmed their sup
port for the President, there the matter seemed to rest.

On 16 October 1980 Zambian security forces exchanged fire with a 
group of about 50 Zairean mercenaries on a deserted farm at Chilanga, 
15km south of Lusaka." Two of the mercenaries were killed and moi of 
the others were captured, together with substantial quantities of AK4Ts 
and ammunition. Within a week, seven prominent Zambian dtlzenj were 
arrested: Chipimo, Musakanya, Patrick Chisanga, Edward Shamwana (a 
lawyer, former High Court Commissioner and Manager of ITT) as well as 
three senior army officers. At a press conference held on the lawn of State 
House (October 27) President Kaunda revealed how the alleged coup had 
been planned but had folded 24 hours before it was to take place." He ex- ,

pn

Part U of the Act outlines the establishment of an Anti-C^srruption 
Commission “which shall be a Government Department under the control 
and supervision of the President.” Only those qualified to be Judges of the 
High Court may be Commissioners.

Part in de^ with the extensive functions of the Commission, which 
include even the active education of the pubBc to counter corrupt prac
tices.

Part IV provides a coiXpffehensive list of punishable offences.
The passing of this Act nevertheless had a somewhat lukewarm 

response in the Zambian press. The lUunblan Daily MaU article sounded 
this warning:

However, much as some legal experts say about tts success, some laymen 
tftow hopelessness in the effeettveness o< the Act. It is feared that the Act wiD 
afcct only those at the nadir of saitety as It aBcged that people in the top 
hierarchy of the ftrty and Its Government wlB not be affected: rather have 
been exempted. This conduaion that certain leaden have been exempted

it is argi^ that several leaders 
and leadStg figures in the country, deqrite having committed offences, have 
alegedly escaped Md iust>ecausc of their status in society

stems from what has been happ
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plained that the plot had been hatched “by a cbque of Zambian elemeifis 
aided by mercenaries and fascist South Africa.” The link with South Africa 
was attributed to contacts that South African forces had attempted to forge 
in Sesheke (Western Province), but what bearing this had on the coup was 
not clear. Many details were left unexplained because “the matter was 
under Investigation,” the President said. Chipimo and Chlsanga were soon 
released, but several othos were arrested and, on May 28,1961, thirteen 
people, four of them army officers, were committed to summary trial on 
treason charges.” It was alleged that the nine persons constituting the core 
of this group con^ired with a Lusaka lawyer. Pierce Annfleld, to over
throw the Government. (Armfield left Zambia, escaped arrest and was tried 
In absentia.) The trial dragged on until January 1983, when eventually 
seven were found guilty of the main charge and received the mandatory 
death sentence.

naasWoUHng

salaries and allowances to 20 more coundllots and local administratots in 
each district.”

The first round of industrial action occurred when 600 railway men 
struck (1 October 1980) In Kabwe, Zambia’s main railways depot. The 
Railways Workers Unton of Zambia (RWUZ) demanded the removal of the 
Works Manager David Chibula who, it claimed, “had been sacking people 
indiscriminately.” Minister Lumina rushed to the scene;but the RWUZ 
refused to see him, on instructions from the ZCTU. At the same time, the 
Zambian National Union of Teachers (ZNUT) threatened to strike on the 
Copperbeh and in Kabwe over promised better conditions and salaries. A 
national teachers’strike, however, was averted.

In a major Tunes Review article, Zambia was publicly lectured by 
Basil Kabwe, a former General Secretary of the ZCTU, on the role of the 
trade unions.” He claimed that the ZCTU leadership “was going too far in 
ridiculing the Party leadership.” Their constant criticism of Party leaders 
was unfair and divisive. Why, he asked, should the ZCTU leadership fear 
to be arrested? Perhaps Chlluba’s expectations were more realistic than 
Kabwe’s rhetoric. In the first week of Novenjter, the Party probed ZCTU 
activities for “foreign infiltration,” and the withdrawal of the passports of 
Chiluba, General-Secretary Newstead Zmba and assistant General- 
Secretary Chitalu Sampa followed. Further probing .fed to the expulsion 

•(January 16, 1981) from the Party of 17 ZCTU and MUZ leaders. The 
Central Committee claimed that the Party had thereby asserted its 
supremacy over the ZCTU in order to prevent anti-Party and destabilising 
activities by ZCTU leaders. In the same breath it assured the labour move
ment that it has no intention of interfering in trade union afhirs."

The response was quick. On January 20, more than 5,000 miners 
from Nchanga Consofidated Copper Mines (NCCM) downed toob and 
production at No. 1 Shaft came,to a hah. The strike spread next day to 
MufuBra, Chibuluma, Chambeshi, Ndola Copper Refinery and Rokana 
Mines. Reuben Kamanga (senior Member of UNIPs Central Committee) 
warned the “disgruntled labour leaders” that the strikers were “illegal as no 
industrial dispute had been declared.” It was, he said, “a coup plot.”*' Two 
days later Bank and Zambia State Insurance Company clerks went on 
strike in Zambia’s five major towns, protesting against poor conditions and

A trial of strength has developed between the ZCTU and the Party 
and its Government. The ZCTU le^rship is convinced that the Govern
ment has failed to respond to workers’ demands to improve their standard 
of living, although several secondary Issues have emerged as well. This 
clash is likely to dominate Zambia’s pofitical scene through the 1980s 
because the ZCTU has a substantial power base of 16 affiliated unions, in
cluding the Mineworkers Union of Zambia (MUZ) which represents some 
55,000 Copperbeh miners who produce 95% of the country’s exports. 
Although formerly a branch of UNIP, the ZCTU has, in fact, adopted the 
role of an opposition party outside the parl^entary sphere. In September 
1980, ZCTU Chairman Frederick Chillis announced that “industrial 
workers had to brace themselves for industrial action” and that he was 
“ready to press the button at any time for a national strike before the end of 
the year, h is time for us all to unite,” he urged, “and be prepared to die.” 
Denouncing jhe high crime rate, deteriorating economic conditions and 
the privileged lifestyle of the elite, Chiluba added that “we must be 
prepared to suffer, to be prosecuted and to be jailed to bring about Im
provements.”**

The strike threat seemed to surprise the Government and was por- 
by the Minister of Labour and Social Services, Joshuafrayed as “

Lumina. ’Afe.immediate issue was the rejection by the ZCTU of the Local 
^ Govemmen^dminisfratton Bill, ostensibly aimed at more effective decen

tralisation of power. The ZCTU argued that it would, instead, take away 
voting rights and would require paying more than K500,0(X) a month in ^ ToZ. 30 Stpurte l«0.

S<n<tay TIm 2 ttaanlai ISSO. 
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the beating up, in Luiaka, of one of their offlciab by “Party mffltants.” 
Meanwhile, the Chairman of the MUZ, David Mwila, began to call for the 
miners to return to work when the Ministry of Labour and Social Services 
“clarified” the position of the expelled trade union leaders in that “they 
continued to hold their leadership position In the respective unions.” The 
ZCTU executive then called off the ^t-day strike. It had cost Zambia about 
K20 million in forei^ exchange.

By the end of April, the Government responded favorably to the ap
peal by the ZCTU to re-instate the leadership to Patty membersh^i. The 
ZCTU Insisted that the charges against them (Involvement in a coup) were 
false."

MmVMdring

“toppled within five years,” though he did not say by whom or how. Chiluba 
and three others were released on October 28, 1981 and Zimba on 
November 10, 1981.

There is much speculation in Zambia that Chiluba has Presidential am
bitions, but under the present constitution it is difficult for an alternative can
didate to ■muster sufficient party support to gain official endorsement. 
Althou#> 1982 was a relatively peaceful year in industrial relations, miners 
can soon be expected once more to put the Government to the test, as the 
new International Monetary Fund deal has necessitated an emergency austeri-# 
ty programme and a 20% devaluation in January 1983. This means that • 
in the short run at least real wages are more likely to fall than to rise, although ^ 
the consequences of this may not be felt until after the 1983 elections.

Conclusion

Progress toward development and economic re-orientation in Zambia 
is hindered by an inefficient administration and aeeping cormption arrKxigst 
some high officials and politicians. Donor agencies operating in Zambia fre- ^ • 
quently try to work around the bureaucracy rather than with it. Often this 
is impossible. Permits must be granted, licenses issued, goods cleared through 
customs and transport arranged. Foreign companies may try to do likewise 
or may resort to bribery, sometimes merely to speed up services. The defi
cient operation of the state’s machinery dismays many Zambians and there 
is no shortage of criticism. Analysis of the managerial and administrative 
problems is adequate and public exposure and discussion of them is as in
tense as in Western countries, at least in the short run. Formal recommen
dations to remedy deficiencies are usually on target and legislation has been 
passed to deq| with corrupt practices.

The problem lies in the frequent non-implementation of the recommen
dations and the legislation. In Zambia the way to Kafka’s Castle is pav^ 
with gorxf intentions. In fact, it has become a maze of good intentions. The 
reasons why measures to counteract inefficiency and corruption don’t have 
the desired effect are complex. Lack of political will is an obvious one but * 
why there is this lack^of political will is not so easily answered. It cannot 
be argued that cultural factors preclude ?anibians frorn being severe on their 
compatriots. One only has to witness (the sometimes very rou^ treatment

The peace was short-lived. At the end of June the Government ap
pointed Basil Monze as the new General Manager of Zambia Railways. 
With the mood of the workers already hostile over low salaries and condi
tions, the appointment of Monze was quite unfortunate. According to a 
Times of Zambia editorial “Monze was involved In the Mumpanshya 
Report, has been tainted with the negative aspects of that Report and, for 
an his virtues, is a misfit.”” Accordbigto the Union, Monze was the architect 
of “all the trouble in the system and his appointment showed that the effect 
of the Mumpanshya Report had been absolutely nil.”” In this explosive 
situation, both the ZCTU and the Government called on the men to return 
to work, especially in view of the essential services provided by the 
Railways (the most important means of transport in Zambia) and to sort the 
matter out afterwards.

Before anything could be settled, however, the Government suddenly 
detained Chiluba, Zimba and Sampa, one MUZ senior official and a 
businessman for allegedly inciting workers to disrupt Industrial peace and 
eventually overthrow the Government.” The President address^ the na
tion to explain why the Government had acted and to inform the people 
that 205,681 man days had been lost through wildcat strikes siiKe In
dependence, detailing that “this year there had been no fewer than 84 Illegal 
strikes involving 46,399 workers.” In the ensuing Court proceedings, the 
same charges that the President had made were laid: the ZCTUs political 
objective was to topple the Government.

It would seem, however, that the Government had over-reacted, as the 
charges were thrown out by the High Court as being “too general arid lack
ing spedficityrand, in one aspect, demonstrably incorrect.” What Chiluba 
had said was that, the way the country was gohig, the President would be

rpember'i,^of the ZarribTfit^olice Force! dish out^o suspects — let alone the 
-justice’ administergfl at times by an^ crow^ — to appreciate that this 

explanatkrtlsJnadequate. Mdelik^, it is related to tire collective interest
08 roZ. 2S Jmmt 1981 
59. roZ.20J«I981
60 Bui Mono M rtcandy nM n PmM Stawtmy ol 6>c Land! and t* 
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of the political elite or social bureaucracy, as Professor Turner calls it, as 
a class. Members of fills class, (uffich Marxists describe as a quasi-
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bourgeoisie, tend to cover up one another’s misdemeanours in the interests 
of the class as a whole A show is made of the wrongdoings but exemp
tions and loopholes are usually available to excuse the culprits.

Seen in this light it is highly unlikely that the six plotters, convicted to 
the mandatory death sentence in January 1983, will in fact be put to death. 
With a Presidential election coming up in October such treatment would 
be politicaily undesirable in any case but even after President Kaunda’s alnnost 
certain re-election it would be contrary to class interest to carry out the 
sentence. One mi^t add that to cany it out would also be a waste to the 
nation because the managerial, entrepreneurial arxf administrative talents 
of these convicted men are quite considerable. Their behaviour in 1980 
should be seen as a consequence of highly unsatisfactory Government prac
tices, which they tightly criticised and from which they detberateiy dissociated 
themselves. Rather than criticising their capitalist orientation it would make 
mete sense to respect their abilities as managers and entrepreneurs and to 
recognise that they appear to have been naotivated primarily by their patriotic 
concern for the slide in standards and living conditions in Zambia.

The Treason Trial (1981/82) has brou^t to a head the very precarious 
internal state of affairs the country is face^^^with in the early 1980s. One 
hopes that the President sees his way clear to k^integrate the convicted men 
into Zambian society rather than to elimin^e 
sentence or imprisonment for life.

A secondary conclusion should be that the ZCTU has emerged as a 
viable de facto opposition party. Although in the main still concerned with 
working conditions and wages the ZCTU has increasingly pronoutKed'on 
and often criticised general political.matters. Reluctantly, the leaders of the 

, . political elite have accepted this new role. What remains to be seen of course 
is whether or not this new dimension of Zambian politics will provide the 
framework, within UNIP, for significant change.

Letters te the Editors *
An Exchange of Views on Namibia (ccmciuded)

The Editors, Africa Today:

In a letter of August 23,1983, published in Africa Today, Vol. 30, Nos. 11 
2,1 criticized an article by Dr. James H. Mittehnan on the subject of U.S. policy 
in southern Africa which appeared in Volume 29, No. 3 of Africa Today. I called 
the article “a pure piece of inepaganda.” Now, alter a lapse trf time and the op
portunity to sbidy the article in greater detail, I find that I must adhere to my
former opinion.

There are several reasons for this conclusion:
First, the article is biased, presenting only one side of the Namibian ques- 

tioo for the purpose of making a case against South Africa. It condemns the 
defense of Namibia with sudi “buzz” phrases as “children were tortured and 
killed” and “African civilians ... were slain indiscriminately during raids,” all 
without documentation, while it never moitions the hundreds of civilians 
murdered or blown up by land mines ly the Communist forces of SWAPO (286 
in 1982,142 through September 1983). While the aufiior is critical of the “militariza- 

. tion” of Namibia, be omits any reference to the absence of any democratic pro
cess in Angda or the fact diat a National Assembly was elected in Namibia in 
1978. This is the same National Assembly that abolished all apartheid in the coun
try on July 11,1979 (P.L. No. 3, “Official Gazette” 1979). Or, it might have been 
mentioned, in fairness, that South Africa has allowed this law against any 
discrimination to stand, although it bad veto power over its passage. It certain
ly seems prejudicial, therefore, for the author to refer to the “aparttieid regime” 
in a context includi^ Namibia under these circumstances.

Second, the article contains inaccuracies such as the statement that Sooth 
Afiican troops attacked Angola before Cuban troops arrived. The facts are the 
reverse as indicated by my previous reference to Cord Meyer’s book.

In paragraph 4 of the article, it is stated that there are “over 100,000 South 
■ African troops stationed in NamiUa.” This is a false assertion. No one knows 

ezacUy how many South African troops are guarding the border of Angola but 
certai^ 25,000 is a much better educated guess, which I make after visiting 
Namibia five times in the last 24 months. .. '

It is also stated that there are “an estimated 2,000 to 3,000 formgn 
' mereenartes,someof them Americans” in Namibia. I would like to know what 

the authority for this statement happens to be? The forces em|doyed by South 
Africa are either drawn fiom their regular military esUbUshment or they are 
territorial troops (Namibian citizens) trained within Namibia fA service with 
the South African mUitary.

them — either by death
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The author dtea as a '^ratchword” of the Administratioa “friendship with 
authoritarian (rightist) but not totalitarian deflist) regimes.” This biased state
ment indicates a total lack of appredatioo for the hundreds of millioos of U.S. 
doUais, in which every country in sub-Sahara Africa is participating with the 
exception of South Africa and Namibia. The United States Govenunent repeatedly 
readies out to these regimes, whether they are Communist or not

In Dr. Hittelman’s response to my letter, be appears to take great offense 
to the fad that I served in the Department of State and hb obviously feels that 
anyone who has ever been connected with the Government is suspect, biased and 
unqualified. For. the same reason, he will not accept as authority Cord Meyer, 
the author of Fadag Reality From World Federalisra to the CIA, whom I dted.
It is interesting to note, however, that four paragraphs later. Dr. Ifittelman uses 
Nathaniel Davis (with whom I served in the Department of State) as aufiiority 

“South African troops occupied the Cunene Dam complex 
d southern Angda” apparently feeling Out it is appropriate to use former U.S.

t officials only if it supports his argument. One should also note that 
the Cunene Dam complex is nd “in southern Angola” ps stated, but ratho' on 
the border between the two countries. The dam was built at a cost of t2S0 miDion 
by south Africa under an agreement with Angda. aid accordingly it does nd 
appear accurate to refer to the stationiog d a relatively small contingent d 
“guards” at this site as an occupation.

Obviously the argument over Dr. Mittelman’s artide could be extended on 
both sides ad infinitum aid prohal^ with little purpose.

I would like therefore, to move on to the core of tbe article and subsequent 
correspondence. Dr. Mittelman is all against his country's efforts and its policy 
d “constructive engagement” in southern Africa. I fed that this policy is a basic, 
/vkmmfwi to tbc pToblmi thf only under udiicfa tbe
great proUems d the area, both social anleconomic, may ulthnately be allow
ed to work tt

To take ttw approach which Dr. Mittd 
to gradually polarise all elements in conflid, to bring b> tbe fray great numbers 
d people who preKntly are nd in favor d violent action and to finally bring orf^ 
0^ warfare which must be avdded at all costs.

Contrarily, if the evdutiofHuy process that is gahiing m 
Africa* is nurtured and allowed to grow, we may yet see tbe evdvement'd a 
political structure representative d tbe many ethnic groups, living and working 
for tbe common goqd

This is what U.» Go 
d “constructive engagement.”^ Anything else will bring on unimaginable destruc
tion, death and misery.

Letters
■

The Editonl Africa Today: V

In opening fire at my article, “The Otho- War in the South AthmUc,” (Africa 
Today, Vd.», No. 3) in his letters to tbe editors in Vd. 30, Nos. 1 and 1 and in 
this issue, former Ambassador Smoak misses tbe target altogether. He does nd 
respond to the substance d my analysis, presenting instead a brid fdr South 
Afiica, a formula for aligning with Pretoria and ignoring black Africa.

Although a letters-to-the-editors cdumn is nd tbe place to rehearse 
ppropriate to point out that the evidence sustainingbibliography, it does 

my position is a matter d piAlic record. Even if Mr. Smoak is imfamiliar with 
tbe systematic research on southern Afiica, as apparently is the case, he should 
at least follow the media. Tbe Sunday Tdegra^ (London, June 15, MM) and 
the Guardian (Manchester, January 29,19S1, and June 15,1981), for example, 

i carried extensive coverage d an estimated 2,000 to 3,000 foreign mercenaries 
Serving aiongside South African forces in the campai^ against SWAPO. Two 
deserters appeared on television programs, one in Britain and tbe other in tbe 

■ U.S., describing the military activities d overseas “volunteers” who engaged
' %coinbatintheoperationalareas.OnApril29,1901,areparterwhointerview- 

W an American officer concerning his involvement in Namilna tdd a CBS news 
audience that tbe recruit “insists be is nd a mercenary, just a soldier who has 
found a war he can be comfortable fighting.”

Smilarty, one might anfidpate that a former State Department official would 
t documents; Contrary to BIr. Smoak’s vague statement that 
It “reaches out” to oil states in subSabaran Africa save South

for his sb

G

inspectgover 
tbe UB. gave
Africa and Namilna irrespective d their ideological sfripes. Sections 512 and 513 
d the Foreign Assistance and Rellted Programs Appropriation Ad, 1982 pro- 

dopment assistance to Angola and Mozambique. Nd only is tbe con- 
i ban on devetopm^t assistance (though nd food aid) still in effect, 

- . but former Secretary d SUte Kissinger’s promises to Zimbabwe remain 
unfulfilled.

More importantly, thejioblem with the tired argumed that we mud nourish 
an evolutionary process (h soufiiern Africa is that for tbe heavy-weight in the 
r^km. South Africa, tbe stakes are nooHiegotiaUe. What is at issue is something 
tnoretbantacialidedogy.fortheideologyitsdfisaveliicledeconomicexpidta- 
Uon. Apartheid is a vast system d labor control. Whereas the dominant classes 
might compromise on some matters — political representation, for example — 
they cannd negotiate the basis dapartbeid: cheap labor. To do otherwise would 
be to commit class suicide. In the final arudysis, one cannd reform apartheid 
anymore than one can Uberalize coknialism or naziism. The naive claim d 
sif^cance for window-dressing legislation declaring apartheid illegal in 
Namibia ignomk the fad that tbe labor control aspects d apartheid—vad wage 
and benefit differentials, sepegated urban bousiiig and inequities d land distribu
tion — remain as firmly entrenched in Namibia as in South Africa itself.

out to a reasonable conclusioo.
ds is to add fuel to the fire. hibitde

gre

in southern

t poKcy hopes to accomplish. This is file aim

Blarion H. Smoak 
Ambassador d tbe UB. (Ret)A
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West Atrica/Namibia. As weU as repnsentiic South Africa’s interests in Ibe U£., 
be is a self-declared, professional propagandist. Asked 1^ U)e U.S. Dqnrtment 
tt Justice whetber bis organization the U.S.-Namibia/SWA Trade and Cultural

1 propaganda, 3moak divulged, “yes.” 
The following passages, drawn from a contract betw^ the council and tbe 
Administrator-General of South West Africa/Namibia, give a flavor of that 
propaganda:

we will emphasize to the American leadership group that SWAPO, 
as a Soviet puppet, has become the vehicle which tbe Soviet-bloc, 
wUcb dominates the United Nati9ns General Assembly, intends to 
drag SWA/Namibia behind the Iren curtain — anotheratep toward 
doting the ring and shutting tbe U.S. and the West out of Black 
Africa...

We will let U.S. taxpayers know that their taxes are used to sup
port a U.N. General Assembly Controlled by Mandst-Third World 
countries, wUdi with Soviet gtidance, support SWAPO as a terrorist 
puppet, and that the U.S. taxpayer is, as a consequence, hdping 
finance bis own destnictioo.

Smoak’s letter to Afrka Today is but one more sbred of tantiUe 
of South Africa's crude efforts to shape public opinion in the IWted
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Wot AUca/Namibu. As weU as retreseoting South Africa’s intereste in the U^., 
he is a self-declared, professional propagandist. Asked hy U)e U.S. Department 

Justice whether his organisation, the U.S.-Namihia/SWA Trade and Cultural 
minated political propaganda, ^oak divulged, “yes.” 
5, drawn from a con^ct hetw^ the council and the 

Administrator-General of South West Africa/Namibia, give a flavor of that 
propaganda:

we will emphasize to the American leadership group that SWAPO, 
as a Soviet puppet, has become the vehicle by winch the Soviet-bloc, 
which dominates the United Nati9ns General Assembly, intends to 
drag SWA/NamiUa behind the iron curtain — another^^ toward
riming the ring anri ahnfting ^n«i tbe WeSt OUt Of Black
Africa...

We will let U.S. taxpayers know that their taxes are used to sup
port a U.N. General Assembly Controlled by Mandst-lliird World 
countries, which with Soviet guidance, support SWAPO as a tenrorist 
puppet, and that the U.S. taxpayer is, as a consequence, helping 
finance his own destructioo.

Smoak’s letter to Africa Today is but one more shred of tangible evidence 
of South Africa's crude efforts to shape public opnion in the Iwted States.

Council, Inc., has 
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“Cultural” in tbe title. It is odd that theatlas on Africa abould include “Cultural” 
while othets in the series are titled by areas only. The minor 
to pick indicate a fine piece of.work! Intended for the gei 
“serious student and traveller,” scholars can benefit fixan the comprehen
siveness of this work as it painlessly seduces us away from the narrow vision 
of our disciplines into an introduction to a wide range of issues and regions. It 
is one of those rare books in which carefully sdected, often brilliant and uncom
mon photographs, and well done maps, are u 
densely packed with basic information. It would be a welcome addition to tbe 
Africanist’s library.

Part I concerns geography.

1 reviewer finds 
public and the <«> . »

The vmUw ef fdeofogy 

os am ExplatuUmrif Factor '' « 

tor PoUcn and Pertor

'is

id by weD written text '

ee Africa •
g geolKy, climate, soils, population 

distribution, mineral resouees and energy, and tramportatlon and communica
tion. muBtrative maps are of continental scale. Part n is the cultural background. 
In three paga of text and three maps Africa's languages are considaed, following
Greenberg’s classification; one page is devoted to widespread cultutal features 
and only a few paragraphs to human physical variation. The pages on relfoion 
cover tbe historic spread of Islam and Christianity, illustrated by an interdMv 
map, and basic features of suh&iharao tpibal religions. There are beautiful 
phckographs <f a HaU mosque, a special feature on Yoniba, and one on the EXfaio- 
pian chu^ with photographs of Lalibela. The evolution of man and tools are 
clearly presented. A section on kingdoms and empires is illustrated by classic 
shdts of the Great Zimbabwe ruins, less interesting ones of modem Asante, and 
the cotton-quilted Niger cavalry. Europe in Africa is well dlscuBsed and il
lustrated; a maryelouB Zairean carving of a Belgian official in his cbaffeurdriven 
car merits spedd mention. Short features on the mining of Africa and raOroads 
are followed by the important subject pf tbe African (fiaspora; it is good to see 
this subject come of age in a volume on Africa. Next follows fine sections on ur- 

^ banization and arcUtectlKc. Art, music and dance are dustrated by sub-Saharan
forms. While these are very good, there certainly should have some attention
giventotherichtraditionsofNoidi African crafts and art forms. Education and 

owed by a feature on health and healing, a more human than 
one on game parks and conservation, and good shots of the cop-

DavM W. Lsebsacfc
f. ■-i

■iO awford Youi«, IDEOLOGY AND DEVELOPMENT IN AFRICA (New Haven: 
Yale, 1982) pp. xwii+ 378, S11.85 (paper).

Crawford Young is (me of the most accompUsbed Africhnists in the field of 
tbe pofitks of ethnicity. Therafore, it is somewhat of a surprise to see him writing 

,«boiit the role of idetdogy in tbe African development process. Foriunatdy for ' ; 
the reader, Young diqdays tbe same kind of breadth ofknowledge in thto endeavor ^ H 
as be has in Ids prerious works.

While acknowledging the crucial importance , of external aqd internal 
c conshgints confrontiog Africa, Young

leaders do have an opportunty (albeit a limited one) for choice regarding devdop- 
ment strategies. At the level of choice-making, ideology seems to have served 
asacontributii^factor. “This in turn, in complex patterns, has an impact over 
time on development outcomes” (p. 9), both domestic and external.

Youngidentifies three basic ideological approaches in Africa: (l)capitatW 
states such as Ni^ria, Kenya and Ivory Coast; (2) populist sodalists sudfas 

' TanzaniaandAlgeria;and(3)Abu-MarxistssucfaasBenin,CongO'Brazzaville, 
and the former Lusophone (xdonies. Countries are classified accoidog to leaders’ 
official pronouncements and part of the evaluation of the actual impact of Meology 
includes tbe extent to which governments’ actions match their pcomulgatioos.

ce Aiteria indude economic puwtb, distributional eqimify, autonomy 
' relative to foreign political and economic actors, respect for human d^dty, public 

partidpation, and “tbe expansion of societal capadty” (p. 19). Young argues 
.tbat“allsixoflbesecrilenaaremultiplexandnot—inmyjudgment—reducf- 
U* to valid measurement by a single numerical indicator, or even a cluster of 

(p. 20) . Hence, his analysis is interpretive and subjfsctive, drawing upon 
' Hot only scholarly and governmental sources but also his own wealth of ex- 

ences as an observer of African politics for over two decades.
Young’s findingB, however, are ambiguous attest The Afro-Marxist states 

good game but rardy live up to their rfadoric. This is especially evident 
Francophone countries of Benin and Congo-Brazxaville who have main-

contends that *soc

literacy are
,-----naloriaked

^ per indu||ry.
Part nr groups the nations of Africa in Aght regions: North, West, West cen

tral, Northeast, East, Southeast Central, Southern, and Indian Ocean islands. 
Each country within the regian is the subjeebof a. compact political history up 

-e to 1980. Since each is granted mere or less equal space, file results are inevitab^ 
uneven. The price for compacting Egypt from Pharanic times to Sadat in not 
much more space than is devoted to tbe Comoro Islands is that we have tbe op
portunity to learn about fairly obscure countries. Sometimes controve^ial, t^ 
level of synthesis is very high. A section called “Africa in the World” briefly con- 
siden the OAU, the League of Arab States,*the ECA, Lome Convention, and 
Africa’s involvement in UN agendes. The hook condudes with a list of con
tributors, most of whom are bistotians, a UsT of sources for the ilhistrationB, a 
bibliography for furtber reading, a gazetteer, and an index.

P»

>
them” «

•P
talka 
in tbe
tained extensive links with the former metropole and received little from tbe 
Soviet Ui tical significanee ofni^ Perhaps as an indication of tbe prob

tateDwMMSWraiSLlSeknatOnmcwkShDnuw.utha&ii: Vwaea.
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Meology, Young ccncluda that in the lWI»,M(ininihiqiie may Qger the only unfet- 
taml (by dvU war or other interveniog variables) example of Afro-Marxism.
The populist-sacialist experiments have likewise bad mixed results. Tanzania 
is given high marks for its leadership’s ability to recogniae pidicy misdirections 
(e.g., ufamaoizatjoR during the 1973-75 period) and toco 
there is evidence of genuine redistribution in some of these countries. Extemal- 
br, however, dependence continues and Algeria prospers (as of USD) mainly 
because of its revenues from oU and gas. Finally, the capitalist states do exhibit 
substantial growth rates but not necessarily at the expense of equality, as 
Nigeria's emphasis on education and Kenya's and Ivory (loast’s rural gfe^ 
strategies indicate.

Yet perhaps at the outset one could have expected only a partial link be
tween ideology and both policy and perfonnance. After-all, in the mid-and 
late-1980s Africanists reaUxed that “mass-mobilizatianal’' and “revolutionary’' 
regimes were usually so in rhetoric only. Moreover, one must question the utili
ty of idniogy as an explanation of Africa’s continued link to the intemaUonal 
capitattt political economy. While Young rightly points out that these links are 
not the stde determinants of Africa's political or economic performance, he 
nonetheless fails to riiow any systemic relalinnsitip between ideoloidcalptefaence 
and policy outcomes in this area.

Finallii, many will find Yotaig’s “sPhJective’’treatment of the role of ideology 
somewhat dtoconcerting. In particular, there is no reason to accept a priori that--" 
quantitative approaches to policy analysis rely upon “apparently rigarous but 
really quite unreliable mafiiematical indicators’' (p 20). I would subiidt that a 
hotter approach might be to employ some rather rudimentary statistical tech- 
nkpies such as groiq)ing the countries according to idedogy and perhaps com
paring mean scores on growth and other variables, tt is quite possible that had 
Young utiliied more quantitative indicators and even such basic statistical 
methods as toese, '

ItemaUves. And

y mueli Effectuates Change?

OtwiaMarenfai
■ •

and Nzongola-Ntalaja, editors, PROLETARIANIZATION 
AND CLASS STRUGGLES IN AFRICA (San Francisco: Synthesis Publicatioos,
Bernard Ml

19(3). IStyp. 33.95.

John Cartwright, POLITICAL LEADERSHIP IN AFRICA(Loodon:Croan Helm, 
and New York: St. Martin's Press, 1983). 310pp. 327.50

On the face S it the only common link between these two books is the word 
Africa in their titles. It would be difficult, if one knew little about Africa, to gain 
ft undiwrfaiMtiiig of the proUons faced by African nations, the
goals they pmsue or the political and social processes at work. Yet both books 
are ennpetently done and even impressive in their own way. Both exemplify the 
good of ttieir genres and show tibe HmttaHnnM of their approaches
— a Marxist and an orthodox (bourgeois) look at thinff — by their very com- 
petenee. It tfcdd seem time far a dialeclical synthesis. The route far a synthesis 
is indicatod by both books, by «hat is left out, by a question not directly coo- 
frvnlftd: AfrVf flndh^«M#iTniningii>

light have proved more “rigorous” and less

de, fids study represents an atonkable attempt to contrlbote 
to the school of thought that rejects dependency theory's contention that elites 
in the periphery have few if any policy alterhatives. lUs is a book that would 
contribute significantly to an upper l^el class on AfRcao politics.

These cm of ehoioes are social condUionMad ce? Cartwright stresses
the impartonee of the individoal; Mi«ubane and Namgola-Ntalaja the dete« 
mlnative nature of claas structures. Each neglects the potential link between the
torn — the dynamics of cniwcleusnees.

Preletorlaatzaltea iud Class Straggles hi Africa contains a selection of five 
arttchs frenj the 1983 qatog issue of Csatempsrary Marxism, plus two short 
pieoea by I. Wallerstein and P. Waterman and introduction by Rod Bush aixl • 
the eaiors. Chven the reputation of the editors and the source of most articles, 
one can suppose these artfaJes to represent the beat in current Marxist thinking

1^- ■
•'•A.fif s .• «•. yet iufferg frooi <vniwim

the cisss struggle are seen/l
analyses.

good. Together, the articlesPr
; create the dear impression that Qie revolution is coming to Africa

(ti great resiatance by the bourgeois of the world capitalist class is
to be expected) and that the proletariat in with the peasantry and aware
and o win lead Afrit i out of the current wilderness ofa awH fipprrirfiHi Tte nffr is dsqffoiog; 
pressures are llollinng; flam alHanres ate 1 gjggfarmed; the sjndem reacts, nh •«
OM MmvSb to LMtew Pinks Mrf PdMe P«Se/i
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tt iniat, oivtenMy ^Mweby, dlaledictDy, inacaes tarioo and creates the 
concBUons for ftirtto rewlidfaiiiary progress.

Magihanf’s.captribuUon Is by lar the best. He provides a succinct and ex- ’
odlentceenicw of the oiigtaB and euTentsUtiB of class relathns in South Africa <
and the inceas by wtaich the white worideg class came to accept wUte bourgeois '
domlnatksiagafapt its Mack psolelarianl)roUOT.Maguhane's historical deMTip^ 
tions ring true. It is the imptotioo he dnws — namely that the black working 
dass, now engaged in economic, therefore poetical, agitatt 

. (clewlyarerolutianary stance given South African realities) wants a socialist 
revohitian — which is doubtful, is more hope than prognosis. He perceives an 
emerghig alliance between an aware political lendeieliip, the ANC, and the grow- 
ing power of the proletariat which wiO lead beyond a mere trade union con- 
sdouanesB. Utde in the evidence he dtes-tradeunian activities, stito, poetical 
actions — indteates morethan the desire by the Mack proletariat for its rightful 
share, peredved as ttt removal of the “o^oitaeve racist system” (p. 52). The 
key word is radsL What the working class wants is to be treated equally and 
fairly with wHte workers. What the ANC wants, in its rhetoric, is a sodahst con
struction. Who wUl detemtine the future of post-white rule — whether the pro
letariat or the

Otwln Moreida

to original minds as they spread themsdves thin. (His article was delivered as 
a paper for the SUnpodo Amilcar Cabral, at Praia, Cabo Verde, in January UK.)
A smnewbat Olympian detachment and long range view mingles uneasily with 
exhortations to continue the struggle. Some of his statements would be laughed 
out of acadenuc court had they not the label‘made by Wallerstein'attadied to 
them (one can imagine grading a graduate student’s paper which said UHse 
things). E g., he states that the world system has been in a transition from the 
capitalist to the socialist system "for more than SO years already and m shall 
be in it for at least 100 more.” (p. I6S) We shall all be dead by then so ftat’s a, 
safepreficthn. (ActuaUy, I wish I had the guts to say something like this and 
then have it printed as a schMarly and scientific conclusion.) He conUmies that 
the "world class stn«gle has never been more intense than now, during the tran
sition.” (p. lao) Clearly, this is an assertion existing socialist stales would find 
interesUng. Also, since the transition covers at least ISO years, from the U90s . 
(a curious starting point) to at least 2000, that‘now, during the transition'phrase 
is not a vay precise delimiter. LasUy, he concludes that “nothing is inevitable” 
(p. 170) and that other otdcqmes to the transition than a socialist world order 
are possible. So the transitita is not, after all, the one be initially defined.

The articles, generally, suffer from a varied of defects, arising iminly from 
unreconciled contradictions in Marxist analyses and the difficulties posed by 
historical appearances adiich do not fit the concepts being used. The first con- 
tradictian may be labeled the ‘case of Uie missing class ’ E g., Nsongola-Ntalaja 
argues that the Kwilu rebdUons of 196M5, despite the fact that they were led 
by an intellectually bankrupt eUte and fragmented by ethnic and regional con
sciousness were, nonetbeleBS, and “above all a clear manifestation of the class 
stn«gle.” (p. 83) One wonders irfiat a reafiy clear class struggle would look like. 
Similarly, Mudenda argues that pre-colonialist agitations and protests, despite 
their incoherence, lack of organization and a failure to articulate dass taterests,
______ .-thdess “essentially <•!«« based.” (p. 107) These arguments nmy be
correct, but one does Marxist analysis a disfavor by redefining as class con-
scknBness and action what by historical evidence was not The better approach 
would be to incorporate other expressions of interested actions, e.g., ethnic or 
regionalist or nationalist consciousness, into a Ipieral scheme.

The second contradictioo may be called th^necessity of the proletariat’ 
E.g., Aidoo states tiiat the “history of socialist revMutions throughout the Third 
Worid amply shows that only the working class, in close alliance with the pea
sant majority, aiul under the organizational and ideological diTes|n of a p^ 
letarian party, is^paMe of leading a national democratic or iiiAmperialist 
stn^gle to the build^ of socialism. A petty bourgeois-led anti-imperialist strug
gle is never capable of such aduevement.” (p. 151) This is simply incor^ 
ted for Africa , the examiries of (hnnea-Bissau, MozamMque or even Ethiopia 
belie the claim that the working class is the necessary if not sufficient conditian 
for revolution or socialist coosbructioa Of course, we will have to wait and see
how really socialist these states turn out to be in the long run.

The thud contradiction is the identificatieo of revuluiton with socialism. The 
history of revolutionaty socialist states should caution against undue optimism. 
As anoQier »v»n>ple, one can think of a revoluUoo in South Africa without 
socialism heh« the end result; infactrthemostUkdyootcomeaflerlheover- 
thruw of white rule is a reghmal hegemony by Mack-ruled South Africa over its
MQusrter.lSSS

d white rule

— is not yet clear.
Nzongola-Ntalaja conceptualizes the class structure of Zaire in detail and

ce and the rise of Mobutu’s 
family state. The first half of bis essay rewards the argument he made in his 
1970 Jenraal of Madera Afrkaa StiHUcs (8,4) article; the second half brings the 
analysis up to date. Interestingly, the five classes he discemed in 1970 have given 
way to seven now (though Ms time frame is the same); his somewhat positive 
assessment of the national bourgeoisie as a vehicle for change has yielM to a 
(dearer estimate of its exploitative, cocngit and dependent nature. Utile, though, 
of the precise class anal  ̂in the first section carries over into the second. The 
variety of classes, subelaases and factions is subsumed under the struggle be
tween the‘masses’and Mobutu’s ruling cUqae. When first mentioned, Patrice ' 
Ulmumba is part of theettUst evoluc fscUon of the petty bourgeoiaie; when seen
sflainhehadtoheeliniiwaledhecameflfhisgenufaiemwimHinetStninrfvpetiHiw-e 
and social welfSre.

G.N. Muden^ describes the focmation and current role of class struggles 
in Zambia; MaMdi-Ku-Ntima those of Angola; T.A. Aidoo wonders about the 
possibilities of sqdalist construction under Jerry Rawlings’rule in Gharu. The 
last two articles are somewhat spectalized.'I. WaUeistein says a few words on 
the movement of the world class struggle during the current transitioo to a 
socialist world order, and P. Watemnm

describes historical guptoindep

a HirfiniHnn of the *«**ni- 
y’ coneqA advanced Byfi. ArrigU and J.S. Saul. 

TIk artteks as a whole raise more questions than they settle. Some arguments 
may bn dismissed quite easily. Rod Bash’s view of world events is heavily in
formed by a perception of (ape must use an awkward phrase here) ‘the plan
nedness of events,’by the notion that the worid capitalist class has the wUl and 
the power to order Mstosy ttiits liking. IBs view is epitomized by his straightfor
ward statement that “Rockefeller can let Reagan and the South African take 
the rap for being brutal” (p. 9) so tint the world capitalist system can protect 
its investments. This statement caimat be meant as an accurate description; its 
meaning as aUegoty, thrsngh, is unclear.

L WaDerstela operates on a theoq||B 
Us oontribation shows the

prol

plane not accessible to most ot us. 
wMeh reputation and demands can bring%
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I
neigbban. MaUdl-Ku-Ntiiiia’s lamentatjon that the HPLA in Angola, though 
iheoretically correct is mmnaticaDy wnoR (they still deal with Gulf Oil), paints 
to the likely trend. New regimes, whatever their ideologies, live within a woMd 
system which they have little power to change and which channels their aspira- 
tions into nationalist expressians.

Fourth, a number of ambiguities arise from the unresolved dilemma of coo- 
sciausness, that is, whether 
or whether it has a more au 
to the first stance. "With one excepUon,” he writes, I'no revduUonary ideas ex
isted in the Belgian Ckmgo between World War n and 1956” since, as Marx and 
Engels pointed out, “the existence of such ideas presqipases the existence a( 
a revolutiooary class." (p. 74) There was no such class then; where that one .
raralutioa^^camefroin,orw^ma4eitrevolntiaiiat7,isleftopen.Bfaki(h- 

% KtUftima^ the other band, arguoMBat “nothing could be mote fallacious than 
that,’*wamely, “one’s color or ethnic background or social origins necessarily 
determine one’s political position.” (p. 131) Linking consciousness to objective 
cooditioas is the crucial dilemma for Marxist thou^ normally resolve^ as it 
is in these articles, by allowing some choice to sup in unacknowledged (indhddflSl 
skill, commitment, patriotism, loyalty) or by arguing the essentially proletarian 
class nature of correctly thinking intellectuals (which these authors see ‘ 
themselves to be), whatever their social origins. Yet what’s good for intellec
tuals is good for proletarians and peasants.

Disagreements and contrad^ons are useful aq^ progressive and indicate 
a healthy struggle for a correct thtaeUcal consciausneas. Their existence, though, 
undermines some of the claims for the correctness of a Marxist analysis, or at 
the very least introduces new dilemmas. Duagteemenis 1^ to unresolved ques- 
tions and, unfortunately, the authors of these papers Utfie use their skiU and in- 
formatioo to further refine the approach. They are content to apply 
cepte, unreflexively, to what they perceive and what thewfl||l

Otwin Marenfn

use rjsaiUootffiwlI 
tern of popular withd 
peofde, and of contin 
Africa, the pressures baM been 
have fallen into the trap of promoting the pubUc go^ or their own interests, 
through force. ^

The book is niceiy written, weU informed and wep argued. It could be a text 
as it quickly summarizes current conventional thinking on the problems faced
by African states and the choices open to them. The book works as description;
it works less well as theory. Cartw^t’s dheory of leadership is rather
underdeveloped. Other than some gene^fctatements on the need for both force 
^ trust, he really says nothing about why dioices were made. He gives • nice 

—of factors which constrain, of factors which channel choice, whidi clari^r 
goals, which led to the emergence of certain leaders, of pressures tendmg to the 
selection of devdopnental strategies. He does not give us a theory which ex-

' leaders or their choices. His discussion of Sengbor, or Nkruniah, or
leidete with statements that these men could have done somcthiiig 

t dsMaiwvhat they did —that Senghor could have been more radical or’Toure 
e conservative. He cannot, and one isn’t sure that anyone can, explain why 
acted as they did. His is a game without rules, for it is not clear what counts 

■. when argutelhat a leader could have chosmidiaeienUy. All one does is make
the argaidt- and others could make other arguments.

A theory of leadership would require two elements which Cartwright sim
ply does not present— a discussion of the psydidogical dimensians by which
leaders are what they are, perceive the posdbilities they see and choose among 
these; and a systematic linking of leadeisMp styles to sodal conditions, a discus-
sion of how individual characteristics and social conditions interact to produce 
both the constraints whidi limit choice and the will which struggles against 
cooBtraii^.

coerdve regime institutigoeU^ a pat- 
don, of distrust between govendhent and 
lal coerdon.” (p. 297) Unfortunatdy for 
forcoerdonthanpersuasionL ::and leadersiousness reflMgobjective conditions directly 

lous status. Nzon^oia-Ntalaja seems to incline

-g

received con-
for.

a

. Qutwright's book is more systenuhk and comprehensive. He focuses on one
theme — the place and importance of the individual, of leadmsfaip, in African 
development ffis book, in enact, plays the intellectual parlor game of’what would 
have happened if someone else had come to power,... bow would thii^ have 
become other than they did?’ He argues that choices exist, that different leaders 
will make different choices, that social de
enced by the choices made; that’nothing is in^taUe. ’ Constraints wind) arose 
from the cdonialfriheritanoe and current weaknesses of institutiam, the absence 

shared values, poverty and international dependence limit but do not eliminate
cfadces. (He discusaes these constraints in chapters 1 and 2.) Chaptm 3 and 4 
dematcate the rise of 
lay out two basic deve
tkn or transformatioiL Chapters five gueugh eleven pr 
Ghana, the Ivory Coast, Senegal, Tanzania, Guinea, Uganda, and Ethiopia and 
show the choices made by the pnwetW and the reasons they gave and the explana- *
tions whidi can be adduced for their dedsioos. Cartwright ends each of these 
chapters with a review of critical choice paints to indicate how thii«t could have 

^ been iHfferent. In short, he argneii, there is no one way through history. In the 
last chapter he presents a short theory of leadership, namely that leaden nmd

AfRKAraMy

A synthesis, or at least an opening of dialogue between these two paradigms 
is needed. 111006 is more to social reality than the modes of production and thdr 
clam reflectiam; there is less to choice than the indivhhial’s capacity to percdve 

five comses of actions. There is the production of consdousneas.andaded_____  _
of interests percdved or neglected, at knowledge gained w foregone. The con
sciousness of ohserven and of acton, at all levels of social life, is ndther deter
mined comidddy by comfifions nor determines condifioas. Consciousness con-
tai4l in prindple, leeway, dioice, an area of autonomy between what is deter-
mined and what can be changed. A cmnprehensive theory will need to explain
the degrees and varieties of autonomy and the impact of autonomy on social 
development. Ndther of these books takes us closer to this goal, closer to the 
answer to the question posed both: what really determines social conditians 
in Africa. Both travd wefi trod paths.

has been and will be infhi- '

Afivan leaden during the struggle for independence and 
lopniental stntegies available to leaden—acednmoda- 

t short histories of
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War engulfs 

Southern 

Africa. . .
How far will it go?
And to what extent wiU foreign 
powers be drawn further into 

confrontation?

^Staverjf, Praxos, msd Forced Labor: 

Th^^Capitalfot Mjmgaey of
^ Socialist Dcrclopiocat 'm

♦ Sairfard Wright

Leroy Vail and Landeg White, CAPITALISM AND COLONIALISM IN MOZAM
BIQUE (Minneapolis: University ol Minnesota Press, 1981) pp. 419. *45.00

Though just as explosive 
’ / and economically vita] as 
/ the Middle East, southern 
Lofrica does not get much 
I attention from the U.S.
' news media. That's one 

reason why so many people 
- / turn to AFRICA NEWS, we 

^ / offerlOyearsofexperienceas
/ theonlyU.S.weeldyonAfrica 

f /—^8 issues per year frill of
/ solid, up-to-date reporting on 
/ the major storiea«round the 
/ continent. So unless you want to 

— ■«. / ignore Africa, you won't want to 
■----- -- miss AFRICA NEWS.

Leroy VaU, Professor at Ohio University and Professor Landeg White, who 
has taught at several universities and has also been a lecturer and researcher 
at the University of Kent at Canterhury, present an incisively detailed and 
docufhented historical analysis of th^ effects of capitalism on the Qudimaw 
District of Hozamhique from the mid-nineteenth century until indqiendence in 
1975. Documentation is primarily provided hy utilizing the extensive archiva 
of the lyv"—* and sugar plantations of the region, which is supplemented hy a
pnaenUtfen and analysis of naUve work songs and protest songs, adding a new 
and valuahfe dhnenian to the African Studies literature. For example, theUazaro
boatmen Ifed a song ‘Sina Hana’: “I have no mother/I.bave no.fatherA have 
no mother to nurse me/Senhora Mariya is my mother.” Senhora Mariya was
a prind^ slave trader, and her stockade offered protection to a la^e retinue 
of slaves. This song reflMts the condition of society in Zambezia (hiring the sec
ond half of4be nineteenth century.

The book begins with a description of thealave trade and the prazo system, 
a means of establishing Portuguese rule by legitimizing the claims of laAl they 
had seizedfor themselves.

A review, enhanced by data, of how and why (Juelimane was transformed • 
important slaving port includes an analysis of the pattern of international, 

commerce, the incressetfdemand for slaves in Brazil and the giant profitting
from the sugar industry, and reveals that the prazos were the main source of 
human fodder for the slave trade through Quiilimane.

This description is followed by a critique of Portuguese policies and the 
popular resistaiK* to these poUdes from 1875-1890, including the dilemma of the »
gn»»^mi«n(in riiypniting upon the prazo holders for the maintenance of whatever 
authority it enjoyed while trying to dismantle the prazo system.

^ next sections analyze the transitioo from peasant to plantation 
, inchiding the rede of labor codes, foreign investment, and the 
far migrant labor rather than a stabilized work force. The African 

ry routine of cultivation, whiefa
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»
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Subscribe now at the special price of $19 for 48 issues—a frill year 
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varied from minw revolt to mass migration, is inesented. By peraistenee, it 
ultimateiy succeeded in txaaking down the prazo system by 1930, which was 
replaced by the establishment of a more centralized and codified administra- 
tioo consistent with Salazar’s visions of a Portuguese empire.

The next section concerns the African reaction to forced labor from 1930 to 
independence in 1975. Popular songs and song-dramas ar^e:tHWlve9 utilized 
to describe the discontent and complaints of the workers;

This history of an important phase of Stack African life concludes with a 
chapta- describing the Quelimane district in 1975, the year of independence. 
Lan^tanding dependency upon the district’s companies and a hureaucratic con^ 
trot over most aspects of the lives of the natives are presented as the major 
tributing factors for their dependency condition and lack of initiative.

The raciat and ethnic class hierarchy is vividly (lescribed, includj^^^^H 
analysis of how it figKtioned to maintain the system; for example, they 
how the English occfqaed the best houses and earned the best salaries, 
privately Kornful of the Portuguese staff, who were below them. The 
was theCEnglish speaking coloreds, who would sing ‘My bonnie jjg 
ocean.’ Next were the Portuguese-speaking coloreds, and then the 
who were the labn-aristocracy. The chain continues with each a 
ing a sqiarate place, and each one directing its di8coroA||fl 
directly above it.

This section is followed by a review of factors 
many companies by default, aixl actions of the goven^^^^H 
companies.

iThe DcMtec of th^
EoBt Atrieun Comoimiitir Awolygo*, ^

«•«

Freak M. Chltejl

Christian P. Pothohd gnd Richard A. Fredignd (eds.), INTEGRAITON AND 
DISINTEGRATH^'IN EAST AFRICA (Washington, D.C., University Press of 
America, 1980) p|). vt.^9, 310.25.

itiou sad DWategretten in East Africa is baaed on the proceedings of 
nnual C^anrentlon of the International Studies Assodation held in 
March, 1979. This volume is edited by two noted Africanists with long 
Ifesearch experience in Elast Africa; Christian A. Potbohn and,^.. 
^TOdland. Incorporated in this vrdume are the research firaiingsby v 
^Eci^ts to the convenUon. Ato Springer writes on the history 

Cmnmunity, discussing the many yean of regional coopera- 
^^Bjaaef Ughiida, Tanzaiiia, and Kenya and arguing the degree 
^^^B^machinery was ibstnimental in uniting the stales in this 
^^^■UngShis argument. Springer points to the important hn- 
^^^^^Kmany observers of East Africa, that white settlen in 
^^^^^Bntictilar) had on the region’s history in stimulatiag 
^^^^^^Kmeht; this development, in turn, tied the region to 
^^^^^^^Kstem. Springer further examines the evolution of 

Binformal meebanisms created by the col- 
^^^^^^^^HlEMtAfriwHighConunissionandtheunsuc- 
^^^^^^^^^Btoimifylteregiaounderacentralgovem-

politicaf and economic arrangement 
dmdition as being responsible for 
Jtovp bf« the'’bsst planned Third 

arid space to What is perhaps a 
olivet of the Treaty of the 

Kenya and Tanzania (p.

This is ane<rf the few books od African co( 
data that has bogn translated into Engfish. M 
modity was its labor, closely researched 
systematic failure of reform schemes and tl 
forms of exploitation.
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productioD. Failure to legin
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Kenyan capitalist ecanomy and the internal consideratkiiis of the ruling elitea ^ 
in all three countries, which forced them to place their national priorities and 

head of those of the Community, and that tt 
the'^ure of the Community. .

The demise of the £ast African Community, this volume points out, put ah 
end to one of tte oldest, more sophisticated and relatively successful attempts 
at regioflal cooperation among developing countries. In Chapter V, Domenico 
Mazseo discusses, among other things, the consequences of the collapse of the 

‘ ' EastAfricanCommunity to each of the partner states. He points out that, in the 
short nm at least, the loss of the conunon market opportunities hurt Kenya the 

'^1 most, wi^ Tanzania and Uganda seem to have lost more from the termination 
of flnancial and technical institutions. He sees as the mhst dangerous conse
quences (d the cpUapse of the Community the possibility of a development of an 

' arms race, due to Kenya's fears of bei^ surrounded by ideolcgically incom
patible regimes, (p. 107)
- In chapter VI, Arthur Hazle

d for

: r , . «
.4-.

■ ;7 V.1Nancy J.Kcfen||dl>. ' 

paper+.ejBOposUt^e. »

r'

quite ably to prove that it was 
the failure of the policy instruments successfully introduced to satisfy the ^ 
member states which may have been seen as the fupdamental reason for the . 
failure of economic integratiofi in East Africa. He c<ncludes,tberefore, that the 
Easf African Community zvas not, as Fredland points out in chapter IV, killed,

*7) but rather it died from lack of interest in keiB|ng it aliv^
A number of observers have argued that me East Atri^

“desiined" to fail nice the three partner states moved in widdy iflflereht ' 
idedo^cal directions; Kenya jnto an Africanized version of 
capitalism, Tanzania into Uganda moving from a to a
protoeocialist economy and then to a praetoriandespotic one. (p. M$) Chris- 
tian Potholm, in chaptw VII, sees ideoia^ealdilierefices, the failure of political 
faedership, economic realities, foreign intervention, changing times and 
bureaucratic rivalries as having contributed to the final nqiture of^ East 
African Community. '

Hrncb Gre^aian, in chapter Vin, is analyzing ttie underlying factors 
within Uganda and Tanzania which contributed to the outbreak of iMStilities. Re 
atfanqits rather well to determine what linkage, if any, existeil between the 
East Affican Copununity experience and the IfTa-UTScrisis a^ the short-term 
impact for East Africa, as well as more general lessons of^ war. He con- 
duds that to collapse of tbeCsmmunity undoubtedly aggravated the already 
strained rditioos between the three countris, bod argus that Amin and 
Nyersre would have gone to war even if the East African Community bad re- 
mainem

This volume is important inthat it hs been able to gather those divergent 
views on integratkn and disintegratian in East Africa and still come up with 
certain common observation. Of special significance are the autbon’analyss 
of the lesson learned from this experience. The authors seem to agree, as dom 
this reviewer, that enough hn been learned that the Comnumity would be able Ifb 
to begin again in another manifestatioo free of many of the political and 
economic aibatrosss which brought about its demise.

This volume is a valuable study of integration and disintegratton in develop
ing countris. The authors have madeavailable to students of East Africa infOr- 
mation rarely available jfom general text books. This study is Ughly recom
mended for librihs and InaRhitiom concerned adlh the study of East Africa 
and for graduate as well as undsgrsgsste students of East Africa.

t:
• AlHeaea Tihnifad VMeotepe is a media catalogoe frith a (fiffarence - it

duds detailed description of the content efen films and vide -----------
Africa currcntlMvailable for rental or purdiase in the UnitedSta 
critical evahjatfins of the acciaacy, balance, organization, and objectivity of 
the Duteriab. Aftfaougb not an exhaustive Usthig of audiovisual materials 
available for classroom insfructian, it will serve as a basic reference tool for 
many years to cosne. It supplanfa 1^ special film catalogus such as Africa 
From Real to Red, An African Fbographyi, which providm brief descriptive 
.nmVation. taken from film distrfluton’ catalogus for UW 16mm films, and 
general film compendia, such as the Edacatioaal Film Locator*, since such 
sourcs lack both critical evaluation of films and detailed information about 
thrtr ,

AMea M Film and VMMtope developed a film evahntioo'^ject that
David Wiley conducted while at the University of Wisoond|h The published 
ptndud of this egrlier project. Films Abnt Africa.^ Edm^lss Guide to 
lenui Fflau ASBlIaUe in the Midwest* included critical evahiatiom of the films 
0^ in the form sf lists of films recommended far specific purposs, such w to 
pmviide an ovsview of African histcry s to show the complBdty and dynunks of 

/- jailifanous African eodetis. The lists of recommended films were compiled 
questioBnairs submitted to Africanist educates in oillegs and uniyer- 

. in the IBdwesL From this project Wiley learned not only that Africanist
^Olifrdncatoca diffs greats in their evahiatian of films, (some of the films on the 
^'"^fEcommended lists wme censidcred objectionable by other valuators), but .

Rdwta aacy. AM* ma x«sl u UML tmMrIam rsamneto- (Wsktaus,' .' f ^ 
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Nancy J. Schmidtalso that moot Africanists are unfamiliar with the wide range of film* available 
in the United SUtes.

some useful sources that were included in the fUmography of Africa From Real 
to Reel, such as Gertrude Kurath’s annotated list of films on African dance* and 

gkal Teaching*. There are other omissloas 
including catalogues from Pennsylvania State University' and fibnograpUes 
that have appeared in L’Afrigae Uttaraire e« artlstigae and ChMam Qaehec* 
which are more substantive than some 
In the e

The method of-evaluating films and videotapes for Africa on Film and 
Mtape invoWed bringing films and videotapes to Michigan State University 

where small teams of Africans and Africanists vipwed sod evaluated them, 
recording their responses on a standard torin. reproduced in Appendix F. 1116
materials were evaluated for technical quality. awSenee level, subject and 
_ _ __ t, need for special introduction before viewing, factual ac
curacy, being uphto^te, conc^tual clarity, fihnmaker’s viewpoint, balance of 
presentation, strengths, weaknesses, and overall evaluation on a five point 
scale ranging from poor (l) to excOUent (S). In the "IntroducUon” Wiley note* 
taat the evaluators usually were in agreement, but when they were not, be at
tempted to reconcile their differences in t|>e published critiques. Since Wiley's 
evaluators were aU Africanists or Africans, it is not suiprising that their 
responses were highly similar. My own attempt to get multiple evaluations of 
children’s audiovisual materials and books on Africa* resulted in radically dlf- 
fCrent evaluaUons from Africanists and teachers, the audience for whom Africa 
an Film and VMeetepe was prepared. It will be intereatiag to see whether • 
American teachers will accept the evaluaUons in Africa on FUm and 
Videotape or whettier they will conUnue to select audiovisual materials for 
classroom use based on other criteria. Africanists probably will welcome the 
evahutioos of colleague* for films and videotapes which they have not seen.

Karl Holder’s Films for AVI

included in Appendbt A. 
of the filmography pages 4M and 435 were reversed, thus 

plachig tbe'materlals on page 435 In incorrect alphabetical order.
The index of UUes of films, videotapes, series of films, and topics covers ttte 

annotated list and ttie appendices. It was computer-compiled. Unis permitting 
greater depth of access than would have been possible if it were compiled 
manually. The index reinforces the evaluaUons in the annotatioos by UsUng the 
item numbers to accordance witb the evaluaUons, those with 5 (excellent) first 
and those sriUi 1 (poor) last FUms Utat were not reviewed are so designated to 
the index.

An examination of the index indicates that the topics most fiequently 
covered to films and videotapes on Africa are agriculUne, art, contemporary 
history, cultural anthropology, dance, ecology, economic development, educa- 
Uon, families, beelUi, musk, poUttcal lenders, race relaUons, relWon, rural life 
styles, social customs, and wildlife. In contrast, very few films and videotapes 
are available on such contemporary issues as African aodaliam, drou^ 
migration, neocolonialism, and refugm. 11» topical emphasis is not suipri^ 
srhen one considers Uiat Urn materials were pttxhiced from Uie 1550* unUl Uie 
19S0B. The topics dmply reflect American interests in Africa during Umsc five

1cooo

The entries to Africa oe FUm and VMkotapc include basic informaUon such 
as date, producer, length, black and white or color, and symbols for accuracy, 
organizaUoo, photography, sound, and edittog witb a number i to 5 (poor to ex
cellent) for each. This is followed by a one sentence statement on ttw content of 
toe film or videotape and a list of toe tO|dcs it covtos. Next comes a detaUed 
iummaryoftoeccotent,indicaUngtoenumberofminutesdevotodtoeacbma- 
jor topic. These summaries of content are far mote detailed than tobae found in 
dlafributors’ catalogues, Africa From Real to Reel, and FOm* Abeat Africa.

bout toe uses of^te
film or videotape are followed by a one or two paragraph criUque. If criUkel 
reviews were located to published sources, Uiese are listod. DisUibutors are s 
identified by symbol, and the price range ftt- renting and purchastog'thn^ 
material is given. Films and videotapea which were not viewed are listed. 
These are clearly marked and the source of infonnaUon on their content is in- 
dicatod. There are cross-references for films found to toe same series.

A Directory of Disfributors foUows toe annotated film entries. It inchidss 
toe addresses of nearly 400 academic and commercial distributots listod by 
state or foreign country (only seventh the latter are included). A useful feature 
of the directory is the inclusion of regkmal offices of major nattonal 
distributors.

Four appendices list film* withdrawn frofn circulation, for which no 
distributor was located, available only from foreign distributors, and feature 
and fictton films. The latter categories of films were excluded from the an-' 
notated guide. A fift^ appendix lists fU

dlar, rvae-wi uunun mi /ictl-Vkmd MMriak U AMca. (BWbto, N.Y.: 
ue..isn.)

The countries which are most frequenUy d^ted in films and videotapes 
an aU to Englishwpeaking Africa: South Africa, Egypt, Nigeria, Kenya, 
Ghana, and Tanxania. Ivory Coast is the French-speaking natton most frequent
ly depicted, followed by Zaire and Senegal. However, the number of materials 
on these three Frencbepeaking nattons combined is less than the number 
avaitable on South Africa I These are the same kinds of geographic biaaes found 
to books, school curricula, and tbeThe audienee level and a statement of several lia in general.

A survey of the topical and geographic biases found to the index sup
plements the biases discussed by David Wiley and Robert Cancel to the "In
troduction.” They explain that the annotated guide was prepared to help

X GwIniW b. Xi«t^'erKtal Blhlioarwlor: rita. o( Dw"
(im). p. on.
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counteract biases and stereotypes about Africa prevalent in the United Stales 
by providing educators with an authoritative guide to available films and
videotapes. But can Africa o« Film and VMeetape accomplish this task?

" In the "Introductiaa” it is acknogledged tbat it i» not the school which is 
primarily responsible for stereotypes and biases about Africa, but the mass 
media, especially commercial television. IhequaBty of 
available for classroom use to counteract stereotypes and biases is poor indeed.
A smnmary of the evahiatiaos of the «»films and videotapes provided in the 
“InSothKtion" shows that only 6.3% of the materials wen rated excellent and 
21.1% were rated very good. Therefore, over 70% of the materials have serious 
weaknesses - the majority of materials available. When one examines the 
number of distributors for poorly rated materials, one is appalled at the large 
number of distributors which stUl have available out-of-date, biased, 
stereotyped films like Pygmies of Africa (IMS) and Lift of a Primitive People 
(1167). Altbot«h the correlation is not precise, in general it appears that the 
most widely accessihle materials are those with the lowest ratings. Conversely, 
most of the excellent materials are available from leas than half a dosen 
distributors — not really very accessible, if one is interested In their being fre
quently used nationwide.The task of evaluating films and videotapes begun by David Wiley, carried 
out by many scholars listed in the “Acknowledgements,” and financially sup
ported by Muqiigan state Univosity, the Natkinal Endowmeit for the 
Humanities, and the U.S. Department of Educatian needs to be expanded and 
continued. Regular revision of this compendium is needed to expand its 
coverage, keep it up-to-date, and to correct errors and omissioos resulting from - 
its computer composition. Hopefully, the next edition can be financially under- 
written at a level that will permit it to he sold at a more reasonable price.

RubneaOmta
% 1. The most recent United Notions Centre Against Aportheld pul^Uoiw in

clude: no. 15/63 “Msslon to Moscow by the Chairman of the Special Ckimmlttoe
Against Apartheid" 11 pp.; no. 16/63 “Register of Sports Contacts with South 
Africa 1 July 1862 - 31 December 1862” 25 pp.; no. 17/83 “Sportemm a^Sp^- 
women wbo^partlclpatod in Sports Events in South Africa: Consolidated list 1 
September 1860 - 31 December 1862” 28 pp., and a special issue, “Publicatioos 
-^^Qimprehensive Indexes (1862-1882)” 75 pp. Orders for specific UUes or™»=ets toreceive the series should be directed to your nearest UN Infonna-
Um Centre. In the U.S. the address is 2101L Street NW, Washington D.C. 20087.

2. The Unltad Notloni Development Programme is one of the lorgeriorga^-
tions working on devdopment today. Their brochures, “UNDP at a Glance M-
fOr a sanguine overview of fiieir various development projects, in which the 
rural sector receivm particular attenUon. To get on their mailing list write: 
UNDP, Dlvlsloo of Information, One UN Plaxa, New York, NY 10017.

3 THE LAGOS PLAN OF ACTION VERSUS THE BERG REPORT: Contem-

address economic catastrophe on the continent of Africa. The Lagos Plan of ^
Uon, .ireWtalam by Africans themaelvea, is a caU for a totally new approach to 
the developnoent of African economies and a geqpralized listing of actions to be

mia^triWrican development but highlighta the deficiencies in the manner in
which it is being carried out. The Berg Report predpitated a stomofoon-troveray, eapodaUy from some African loaders who felt it ignored the Afriran
perspecUram^^ Continent’s development as reflected in the Lagos Pl^ 
Tm LAGOS PLAN OF ACTION VERSUS THE BERG REPORT sketcbm the 
historical background of the debate, provides a comparative analysis of tlm^ 
documents and places them within the current poliUcal-economic framework. 
■This book can be ordered for 610.50 paperback, 620.00 hardcover pits 61.50 
m.iiing and haodUiM from African Studies and Research Program, Howard 
University, Washington, D.C. 20060.
4 The CothoUe Institute for International Relations has just puhlished MINES
AND INDEPENDENCE, an up4(Hlate study of the mining sector in Namito.
It at length the constraints and options that would lace a future in-

i~.ho«.y.n examinatlni of the principles
mSSl by SWAPO, and conslderaUan of the experiences of other countrit^
The study concludes that mining is likely to be encouraged as a source of 
revenue^ wider devrio^ent programs, but in almost all other respects the 
mining sector will pose considerable (BHlculties for a government smkl« toSertUie basic needs of the people as a whole. Foreign partners wwild continue 
to be needed alter Independence. Alternative partners may be sought to the pre-
sent rronpenim, thoi«b this wouW InevitoWy cause considerable disruption.. 
Order for 66.00 from Africa Fund, 186 Broa^ay, New York, Now York 11)1166.
SrdQumtor. 1983

Africa oa Film and VUebtape should be on the desk of everyone who 
teaches about Africa, whether in elementary school, university, or nonformal 
educational settings. This compendium also belongs on the desk of every person 
who selects nuterials for film rental libraries, media and curriculum centers. 
If this valuable guide is to achieve its goal, however, reinforcement will be 
needed from other sources. An authoritative guide to films and videotapes on 
Africa cannot alone reduce the misconceptions about Africa that are prevalent 
in the United States.
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r
counteract biaaes and stereotypes about Africa prevalent in tbe United States 
by providing educators with an authoritative guide to available films and
videotapes. But can AMca OB Film and Videotape accomplish this task?

' In the “IntroducUoo” it is acknowledged that it is not the school which Is 
primarily responsibie for stereotypes and biases about Africa, but the mass 
media, especially commercial televiaioo. The quality of audiovisual materials 
available for classroom use to counteract stereotypes and biases is poor indeed.
A summary of tbe evaluatioos of the 68* films and videotapes provided in the 
“Introductioo'’ shows that only 6.3% of tbe materials were rated excellent and 
M.rti wm rated very good. Iteefore, over 70% of the materials have serious 
weaknesses - the majority of materials available. When one examines the 
number of distributors for poorly rated materials, one U appalled at the large 
number of distributors which stiU have available out-of-date, biased, 
stereotyped films like Pygmies o/Africa (1038) and Lift of a Primitive People 
11967). Although the correlatioa is not precise, in general it appears that the 
most widely accessible material* are those with tbe lowest ratios. Conversely, 
most of tbe excellent materials are available from less than half a dnen 
distributors — not really very accessible, if one is interested in their being fre
quently used nationwide.

The task of evaluating films and videotapes begun by David Wiley, carried 
out by many scholars listed in tbe “Acknowledgements,” and financiaUy sup
ported by Mirhig.n State University, tbe National Endowment tor the 
HumaniUea, and the U.S. Department of Education needs to be expanded and 
continued. Regular revisiao of this compendium is needed to expand its 
coverage, keep it up-UMlate, and to correct error* and omisrions resulting from - 

iUon. Hopefully, tbe next ediUon can be financially under- 
written'at a level'that will permit it to be sold at a more reasonable price.

PHblicatiMW

1. The moat recent United Notions Centre Against Apartheid pt*Iic*tloi» In
clude; no. 15/83 “Miaaioo to Moscow by the Chairman of the Special Committee 
Against Apartheid” 11 pp.; no. 18/83 “Register of Sports Contacts with South 
Africa lJuly 1982 - 31 December 1982” 25 pp.; no. 17/M “Spi^m a^Sp^- 
women wbo^parUcipated in Sports Events in South Africa; Coos^^L^ 
September 1980 - 31 December 1982” »pp., and a special issue, “Publicatioos 
iStTcomprehenaive Indexes (1962-1982)” 75 pp. Orders for specific titles or 
requests torocolve the series should be directed to your nearest UN Infotma- 
Uw Centre. In the U.S. the address is 2101L Street NW, Washington D.C. 20037.

2. The United Notions Development Programme is one of tbe largestorga^-
Uons working on devdopment today. Their brochures, “UNDP at a Glance rf-
fer a sanguine overview of their various development projects, in which Uie 
rural sector receive* particular attenUon. To get on their mailing list write; 
UNDP, Division of Information, One UN Plaxa, New York, NY 10017.

I

"A?
Uon, undertaken by Africans themarivea, is a call for a totally new approach to
tbe development of African econmnies and a generaliied listing of actions to be

nroiirt to African development but highlights the deficiencie* in the manner in
which it is bring carried out The Berg Report precipitated a stom of con
troversy, oapeciaUy from some African leader* who felt it ignored the Afriimn
perspecUve w tbe Continent’s developmeot as reflected to ^
THE LAGOS PLAN OF ACTION VERSUS THE BERG REPORT sketches tbe 
historical backgroimd of the debate, provides a comparative analysis of the^o 
Ay-ymimtm and places them within the current poUttoal-economic framework. 
This book can be ordered for $10.50 paperback, *20.00 hardcover plus $1.50 
.^.Iiing and handltog frrom African Studies and Research Program, Howard 
University, Washington, D.C. *006*.

itsc

Aftic* oa Film aad Videotape should be on tbe desk of everyone who 
teaches about Africa, whetho' to elementary sdiool, university, or nonformal 

.»Wng« Tlii« i-ompenilliim also belongs oo the desk of every poison 
who selects materials for film rental libraries, media and curriculum centers. 
If this valuable guide is to achieve its goal, however, reinforcement will be 
needed from other sources. An authoritative guide to films and videotapes on 
Africa cannot alone reduce the miscooceptiaos about Africa that are prevalent 
to tbe United States.

8. The Cotliolic fristltuta jbr Iiitematlonol Relotio™ ha* just published MI^
AND INDEPENDENCE, an up-to-date study of tbe mining sector to Namibia. 
It dlsciMe* at length the constraints and options that would face a fu^ in
dependent Namibian gswernment, including an examination of the principle* 
nraae  ̂by SWAPO, and consideration of the experiences of other countries.The study concludes that mining i* likely to be encour^ a* a souTM ri 
revenuefor wider development programs, but to almoat *n other rsaprot* tta
mtwiM lector will pow cooiktoUe difAcultiet for a govemmeiit leciking to
meriUie basic need* of the people as a whole. Foreign partpMi^cnnt^

ce. Alternative partner* may be sought to the pre- 
dsrabie disruption..
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5. APARTHEID—THE FACTS is a new book which aims “to give (be tacts about 
apartheid; how it came about; how it operates; what it means for tbeexpMted 
Week majority popubUon; bow it’s being defended by the white minority 

t; and the struggle being waged for liberathn." It is a concise, ac-. 
curate overview of this timely subject. 112 pp., with photograpte, maps and 
graphs. It may be ordered for U from the publisbers: International fte/Snet 
and Aid Fund/or South Africa, 104 Newgate St, London ECIA 7AP, or for 17.00 
erom IDAF-NA, P.O. Box 17, Cambridge, UA. 02US.

0. ne V.S. Committee for Rtfugm. marking their ISth anniversary, has 
pubUsbed the WORLD REFUGEE SURVEY 1963, the tatest issue of an annual 
publication providing world steUstics and country reports on refi«ees in need 
and settled, resettled and repatriated refugees. An updated directory lists 
organisations and resource centers actively involved with refug 
and Informatian. Write to USCR, 20 West 40tb St, New York, Now York 10018 or 
call (212) 3964142.

7. MOVING ON: THE HUNGER FOR LAND IN ZIMBABWE is a 52 mimite col
or documentary from the Southern African Media Chnter. Winner of the Blue 
Ribbon and John Grierson awards at the 1963 American Film FesUvaL it 
rare archival footage to recount the history of Zirabsbwe’s rich agricultural 
land, from before the arrival of the Europeans to the post-independence era of 
today. Skillfully using the music and culture of the country, the filmmakers 
make the story personal and real through portraits of two families, one wUte 
and one black. The film provides an iiHiepUi case study of the complex legacy 
of colonialism. The cost is 3750; it rents for 375. To order (prepaid) contact: 
Southern Africa Media Center, California Newsreel, 630 Natoma St., San Fran
cisco, California 94103, (415) 621-6196.

»■ The Episcopal (Surchmen for South Africa have a gspage pemphut one 
STEP - IN THE WRONG DIREfTION, a critique of the “Sullivan PrincMes.” 
The Rev. Leon Sullivan of Philadelphia drew up a set of criteria for UA 
businesses in South Africa, by whidi <Hie may Judge their in imAninff
apartheid. In this article EBxabetfa Schmidt anal^ tlK reason why die SuDivan 
Principles are yet another detriment to the cause of Mack freedom. It may be 
ordered for sot each (to cover postage and handlii«) ficmi-Eptacopal Churchmen
for South Africa, 853 Broadway, room 1005, New Yo«*, New York 10003.

9. We have received a new pubUcafion frem the News and Letters Committee. 
"Marx and_t)mThird World: New Perspectives on His Writings from His Last 
Decade’; ^ Peter, Hudis. This 42 page pamphlet costs 31.00. To order 
write: JfewaandJ>ttan Committee, 2632 E. Grand Bfod., Detroit, lOcUgan 
46211.

10. New in the RESEARCH REPORT series of the Seandlnovlon Institute of 
African Studies are no. 66 “A Survey of Workers’ Education Activities in Zim
babwe, 1900-1981’’ by Meahack Jon^langa Hatshazi and Christina TUlfors (85 
pp.) and no. 70 "Miction and Change in Rural Zimbabwe” by Hans Hedhmd

j and Mats Lundahl (107 pp.). The cost (or no. 60 is Skr. 20:-.; No. 70 is Skr. 40;-. 
To order Reports or to request information about the series write: SIAS, P.O. 
Box 2126 S-7S0 02 Uppsala, Sweden.

11. We have received UB. EDUCATIONAL ASSISTANCE IN SOUTH AFRICA: 
CRITICAL POUCY ISSUES, a report of a staff study missioa to South Africa 
by Out House Foreign Affairs Committee. This publicatioh evaluates a wide 
variety of educational programs in South Africa presently supported by the 
U.S. gover
Rea^ Administration’s “constructive engagement” policy toward South 
Africa by the House Sub-ffommittee on Africa, (fopies of this and other retorts 
of the 00 Ahica ce" be obtained throu^ its
Representative Howard Wolpe, 527 Longworth H.O.B., Washington, D.C. 20545.

gova
t. This is valuable reading, given the strong criticism of the

12. CLASS AND COLOUR IN SOUTH AFRICA 1650-1960, by Jack and Ray Sim
mons, is a critical analysis of the Labour and Nationalist Movements published 
by the International Defence and Aid Fund for Soutlwrn Africa. The authors, 
both prominent members of the Communist Party of South Africa until it was 
banned bi 1960, have first-hand knowledge of many of the events described in 
this TOa page book. 312 from IDAF U.S. Committee, P.O. Box 17, Cambridge MA

' 02136. Readers in Europe and Africa may wish to order from the London ad
dress in item 5 above, but we do not have the price in British pounds.

13. UNESCO has awarded a very modest grant to Howard University for the 
production of an AFRICAN DIASPORA STUDIES NEWSLETTER which will 
appear in English, French, Portuguese and Spanish. The main purpose of the 
Newsletter will he to provide an international medium for the discussion of 
theoretical issues, research findings, curricular development, general trends 
and information pertaining to the relationship between Africa and Com
munities of African descent abroad. For more information write: Josqih E. 
Harris, Department of History, Howard University, Washington DC 20059.

tance

14. The Africa Fund has a 4 page paper entitled “Human Rights Violations in 
Apartheid South Africa,” which succinctly describes human rights violations in 
terms of political control, land, citizenship, pass laws, influx control, detention, 
torture. Contact: The Africa Fimd, 1» Broadway, New York, NY 10036.

15. Studies In Third World Societies is devoted to the study of cultures and 
sodeUes of the Third World. Each publication contains papers dealing with a 
siagle theme or area, addressed to both scholars and laymen as well as 
teacheis, students and practitioners of social science. Address all inquiries to 
The Editors, Studies in Third World Societies, Dept, of Anthropology, CoUege of 
William and Mary, Williamsburg, VA 23185.

16. “Dealing with International Crises: Lessons from Zimbabwe” is the title of 
of Occasional Paper 34 of the Stanley Foundation in Muscatine Iowa. The author, 
Jeffrey Davidow, concludes that the Zimbabwe experience can provide insight 
to other nations, including the United States, in their handling of international 
problems. The paper first briefly explains the struggle that turned Rhodesia in
to Zimbabwe and then develops a series of lessons concerning the nature of 
political leadership, the role of mediators in conflict resolution, the utility of in
ternational economic sanctions and the problems of ethnic tendions which can 
be garnered from the Zimbabwe experience. This 23 page paper is available free 
of charge from: The Stanley Foundation, 420 E. Third Street, Muscatine, Iowa 
52761.
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CouUmg Event* Coming £v«nt>
The Sudan Studies Association wj^^ld its annual meeting at Fordham 

University's Center at Lincoln York on Fri^-Satiirday, March
3(V31, UB4. For infonnatiaa aboiflmkioo and hotels, cooUct Dr. Con
stance Berkeley, SSA Secretariat, RIMmU, Fordham University CLC, New 
York, NY 10083. For Informatioo about and submission of papers, contact Dr. 
Carolyn Fleuhr-Lobban, Dept, of Anthropology, Rhode Island College, Pro
vidence, RI02900. The Association plans to hold its lOOS meeUngln Khartoum, 
Sudan in January, 1985. For information, contact Dr. James Hudson, De^. of 
Geograpiqr, Morgan State University, BalUmore, MD 21239.

In a naajor exhibitioo opening Nov. 30 and conUnuing through April 22,1904, 
the National Museum of African Art demonstrates the interaction of Islam and 
traditional African life. More than 100 fine examples of African art, dating from 
the 19th and 20th centuries, have been selected tor the exhibiUon, “African 
Islam.” The objects on view, drawn from private collections and museums in 
the United States, include textiles, charms, amulets, jewelry, koranic and 
writing boards, sculpture, horse trappings and puppets. Rene Bravmann, pro
fessor of art history at the University of Washington, Seattle, is guest curator of 
the exhibition and author of the catalog bearing the same title. For more infor- 
nmtion contact: The Office of PubUc Affairs, Smithsonian Institution, 
Washington, D.C. 80960, (202) 357-2700.

The annual meeting of the Western Associatian of Africanists willtake place 
at the University of Ckdorado in Denver (Auraria Campus) April 19-21,1984. Pro
posals for papers and panels should be sent no later than February 28,1984 to 
M. Babal^^^^E^. MPMitica^|g^^|m^ University, Washington,

the Association presents its Lambert Award for the best student paper presmted 
each year. While the Association always meets in the Rocky Mountain-Western 
Plains area, participation (as the address of the program chairman suggests) 
is not limited geographically.

The South Regional Seminar for African Studies and the Center for 
African Studies at the University of Florida announce their joint annual con
ference enUtled AFRICAN HEALING STRATEGIES Wednesday, March 7 
through Friday, March 9 at the University of Florida. Four sessions are plan
ned: Islamic Adaptations to African'Healing Strategies, Medical Technology 
Transfer, Women and Healing, and African Responses to Western Medical 
Systems. Brian du Toit (Anthropology, University of Florida) and Ismail Ab- 
dalla (History, William and Mary College) are coordinating the confermice. For 
further information contact: Brian du Toit, 350B GPA, University of Florida, 
Gainesville, Florida 32611, (904) 392-2031 or the Center for African Studies, 470 
Gmter Hall, University of Florida, Gainesville, Florida 32611, (904) 392-2183.

The Africon Students Organisation at the University of Denver is sponsor-
Prospects by (he Year 2009" 

themes aiV
ing a conference on the theme “African Be 
for May 17-18, 1984 at the University of Denver. The three 
“Strat^es fbr African Development,” “Technical Assistance,” and “Human 
Rights and The Role of Women.” Registration will be $5.00 for students and $15 
for others. Send proposals for papers or write for more information to Benson On- 
yeji, African Students Organiutioo, Graduate School of International studies. 
University of Denver, Denver CO 89208.

The Program of African Studies at Northwestern University amiounces a 
three day conference on “Islam in Africa: the CTianging Role of the ’Ulomo” to 
be held March 29-31,1984. This is part of a larger effort to develop a program at 
Northwestern to basic collaborative research in this field. Much of the ra
tionale for the larger prograiais relevant to the program's need for a research 
conference, but its basic purjwe is to bring together scholars from the United 
States, Africa and Europe, who have closely related interests in this emerging 
program.

The purpose of the conference is to identify state4if-tb9art parameters to 
both the conceptual and methodological aspects of research on Islam in Africa 
and to explore particular regional modules of inquiry. This research has fre
quently fallen between scholuship which lakes an “African” focus and that 
which takes a “Middle Eastern” or “Islamic” focus. The three major problems 
to be focused on in the conference are as follows: (1) sources of data on the 
'ulomo and their writings in Africa; (2) the changing role of the 'ulomo in 
historical perspective; and (3) the changing role of the ulomo in It 
period.

The Seventh Aimual Third World Studies Conference will take place at the 
Peter Kiewit Conference Center, Omaha, Nebraska, October 1920, 1984. 
Proposals to papers (includng an abstract) should be sent to Dr. Daniel Boamab- 
Wiafe, Co-Director, Third World Studies Conference, University of Nebraska at 
Omaha, Omaha, Nebraska 68182. (Phone 402-554-2412 or 2376).

A special exhibit of large silkscreens by Belgian artist Marc Cammaert with 
the theme Impressions of Francophonic Africa is being presented at the French \ 
Ubrary in Boston from January 18th through the 31st. For more details phone \ 
617-2694351.

»-
ton

Working papa's, not to exceed six typed pages (single-spaced), ready for 
photocopying, should be submitted for consideration by January 15,1984. For 
further informaUan contact Professor John 0. Hunwick at the Program of 
African Studies, Northwestern University, Evanston, IL 60201.
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'starred titles have been sent to reviewere. others may be requested by qualified 
reviewers.A trust fund is being established in honor of Ruth First, the well known 

Afncanist and revolutionary who was assassinated in Maputo on August 17,19S2, 
and an appeal for donations is being issued. The purpose of the Ruth First 
Memoriai Trust Fund is to create a resource centre to sovice and support the 
study of history, economics and sociology (rf South Africa and other countries 
of Southern Africa. The centre will accomplish the following: 1) transmit 
materials concerned with such studies to institutionB in Africa and nudce them 
available to scholars and others who are not affiliated with universities; 2) act 
as a trustee for the papers of Ruth First and other papers or documents lent to 
or purchased for the centre; 3) estobUsh the centre iniUaUy at a university in 
Britain until drciunstances permit its transfer to South Africa; 4) organise oc
casional lectiaes in the name of Ruth First; 5) provide travel and research grants 
for suiUble candidates to study at the centre; 6) fund suitable projects and, as 
appropriate, publish their flndings. The Trust was launched in iate April 1962. 
It has so far collected £11,400; of which only £3S0 have been spent on costs, mainly 
the printing of appeal brochures. It is the firm intention of the Trustees to keep 
costs at this level, of between 3 and 4 percent. Enquiries about the siting of the
centre, with some expressions of interest have come from several British univer
sities, including Sussex and Durham. Hie Trustees are postpooii« all negotia
tions until they have a clearer idea of the capital they are likely to raise by the
end of 1964, when it is hoped to end fundraising. To send a donation or to obtain 
more information, write; Ruth First Memorial Trust, 121 Southfield Road, Ox
ford 0X1 4NY, England.

Political Science/Area Stodles

CHANGE IN SOUTH AFRICA: Blind Alleys or New Directions? Christopher 
R. Hill (Barnes A Noble Books, 1963) 224 pp. hardcover, 07.50.

COLONIAL RULE AND REGIONAL IMBALANCE IN CENTRAL AFRICA. 
Bruce Fetter. (Westview Press, 1963) 223 pp. paperback, 617.00.

IMPERIALISM AND UNDERDEVELOPMENT IN NIGERIA; The Dialec
tics o/Moss Poverty. Bade Onimode. (Zed Press, 1963) 256 pp. paperback, $10.96.

•IN THE TWnJGHT OF REVOLUTION: The Political Theory o/Amllcar 
Cabral. Jock McCulloch. (Routledge A Kegan Paul, 1963) 159 pp. paperback, 
$12.96.

THE PATTERN OF SOVIET CONDUCT IN THE THIRD WORLD. Walter 
Laqueur, ed. (Praeger, 1963) 250 pp. hardcover, $24.95.

SOUTH AFRICA IN SOUTHERN AFRICA; The Intetuifying Vortex of 
Violence. Thomas M. Callaghy, ed. (Praeger, 1963) 420 pp. hardoover, $45.00.

SOVIET AND AMERICAN INFLUENCE IN THE HORN OF AFRICA. 
Blarina Ottaway. (Praeger, 1962) 187 pp. hardcover, $21.96.

•THE USSR AND AFRICA: Foreign Policy Under Khrushchev. Dan C. 
Heldman. (Praeger, 1961) 187 pp. hardcover, n.p.

ZIMBABWE: A Revolution That tost Its Way? Andre Astraw. (Zed Press, 
1963) 264 pp. hardcover, $34.00.

Hlstoty/Geography

HISTORICAL DICTIONARY OF SOUTH AFRICA. Christopher Saunders. 
(Scarecrow Press, 1963) 271 pp. hardcover, $19.00.

MOZAMBIQUE: From Colonialism to Revolution, 1900-1962. Allen Isaacman 
and Barbara Isaacman. (Westview Press, 1963) 136 pp. hardcover, $25.00; paper 
back, $11.95.

O

PAST AND PRESENT IN ZIMBABWE. J.D.y. Peel A T.O. Ranger, eds. 
(Manchester University Press, 1963) 128 pp. paperback, $9.96.

TRANSFORMATIONS IN SLAVERY: A History of Slavery in Africa. Paul 
E. Lovejoy. (Cambridge University Press, 1963) 349 pp hardcover, $39.50; paper 
back, $12.96.
M Quarter, IMS

Severe drought has hit Eritrea once again. It is undoubtediy the worst 
drought in many years. UnUke past droughts, the current one has affected vir
tually every part ot Eritrea. The number of people most severely affected by 
the drought is estimated to be near one milUon. The severity of the situation is 
such that it calls for immediate attention of the international community. For 
more information contact: Eritrean Relie/ Committee. Inc., P.O. Box 18866, 
Denver, Colorado 60216 (303) 3266651.

i
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THE UNITED STATES, SLAVERY AND THE SLAVE TRADE IN THE 

NILE VALLEY. Ahmed E. Elbashir. (University Press of America, IMS) 189 
pp. hardcover, $22.00; paperback, $10.50.

Economics/Development

ALCOHOL FUELS: CIptioru for Developing Countrlee. National Research 
(kwncil. (National Academy Press, 1983) 109 pp. paperback, $8.96.

THE ALUMINIUM INDUSTRY AND THE THIRD WORLD: Multinotionol 
Corporations and Underdeveiopment. Ronald Graham. (Zed Press, 1982) 278 pp. 
paperback, $12.50.

ARAB AID TO SUB-SAHARAN AFRICA. Robert Anton Mertz & Pamela 
MacDonald Hertz. (Westview Press, 1983) 287 pp. paperback, $21.00.

BLACK GOLD: The Mozambican Miner, Proletarian and Peasant. Ruth 
First. (St. Martin’s Press, 1983), 256 pp. hardcover, $30.00.

THE FUND AND CHINA IN THE INTERNATIONAL MONETARY 
SYSTEM. A.W. Hooke, ed. (International Monetary Fund, 1983) 187 pp. paper
back, n.p.

GOVERNMENT BUDGETING AND EXPENDITURE CONTROLS: Theory 
and Practice. A. Premchand. (International Monetary Fund, 1983) 530 pp. paper- 
back,'n.p.

NO SHORTCUTS TO PROGRESS: African Development Management in 
Perspective, (joran Hyden. (University ol California Press, 1983) xv+223 pp. 
cloth, $35.00; paperback, $9.50.
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Sociology

WOMEN OF AFRICA: Roots of Oppression. Maria Rosa Cutrufdli. 
Translated by Nicolas Romano. (Zed Press, 1983) 186 pp. hardcover, $28.50; paper
back, $10.95.

WOMEN IN TANZANIA: An Analytical Bibliography. Ophelia Mascarenhas 
and Marjorie Mbillnyi. (Scandinavian Iratitute of African Studies, 1983) 256 pp. 
paper, n.p.

R
■9T

1983
Uteratare

BARREL OF A PEN^««i«tance to Reprettlon In Neo-eolonial Kenya. Ngugi 
wa Thiong’o. (Africa World|Tess, 1983) 103 pp. hardcover, $15.95; paperback, 
16.96.UMI

MANICHEAN AESTHETICS; The Polittce of Literature In Colonial Africa. 
^MR.JanMohamed. (University of Massachusetts Press, 1983)384 pp. cloth.
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